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New escalation by Yemen’s Houthis
ratchets up Saudi-Iranian tensions
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

volley of missiles fired by
Yemen’s Houthis towards
Saudi cities has increased
tensions between Riyadh
and Tehran.
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al-Saud said the kingdom was responding “firmly” to hostile acts targeting its security. He was referring
to ballistic missiles fired March 25 by
Iran-allied Houthi forces in Yemen
that were aimed at cities, including
Riyadh, across the kingdom.
The attack came on the third anniversary of the start of the conflict
in Yemen and was regarded by the
Saudi-led coalition fighting in support of the internationally recognised government in Yemen as a
clear escalation of the conflict.
Coalition spokesman Colonel
Turki al-Maliki said Saudi air defences intercepted seven missiles
headed towards Riyadh, Khamis
Mushait, Najran and Jizan. Debris
from the missiles killed an Egyptian
national and injured two other people. Another missile fired towards
Najran was intercepted March 31 by
Saudi air defences, Saudi-owned Al
Arabiya television reported.
The Houthis have clearly enhanced their military capabilities
since the start of the war three years
ago despite a UN-ordered arms embargo. Evidence strongly suggests
that the rebels’ advanced weaponry
is being provided by Iran.
Maliki, speaking at a news conference March 26, displayed an
Iran-made rocket that was allegedly smuggled to the rebels inside
Yemen before being seized by coalition troops.
Al Arabiya reported that the

The ‘real proxy war’. Supporters of Yemen’s Houthi rebels attend a rally marking the third anniversary of
the Saudi-led coalition’s intervention in Yemen, on March 26.
			
(AFP)
intercepted weapons shipment included Iran-manufactured Sayyad
missiles.
Maliki said the coalition uncovered intelligence that the Houthis
were preparing to fire Iran-made
Qiam missiles, 11.5-metre weapons
capable of carrying a 750-kilogram
warhead, at Saudi Arabia on Saudi
National Day, September 23.
Saudi Arabia and its allies have
long accused Iran of arming the
Houthis and, following the March 25
attack, Reuters cited an unidentified
“senior Iranian official” as saying
that Iranian Major-General Qassem
Soleimani, commander of al-Quds
Force discussed with the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps in February the means to further “empower” the Houthis.
“Yemen is where the real proxy
war is going on and winning the

battle in Yemen will help define
the balance of power in the Middle
East,” the official told Reuters.
Iran’s military support seems to
be taking new shapes. A report by
the UK-based Conflict Armament
Research (CAR), a private organisation that tracks Tehran’s worldwide
supply of weapons, claimed that
roadside bombs found in Yemen
bore similar hallmarks to those

Yemen is where the real
proxy war is going on and
winning the battle in
Yemen will help define
the balance of power in
the Middle East.
A senior Iranian official

used by Hezbollah, Iran’s proxy in
Lebanon, as well as by Shia insurgents in Iraq and Bahrain.
“What we’re hoping this does is
make plausible deniability not very
plausible,” Tim Michetti, head of
CAR’s regional operations, told the
Associated Press.
Most Arab and Western governments denounced the March 25 attack and many pointed out Iran’s
suspected involvement.
The UN Security Council issued a
statement that “expressed alarm at
the stated intention of the Houthis
to continue these attacks against
Saudi Arabia, as well as to launch additional attacks against other states
in the region.”
In February, Russia vetoed a
British-sponsored draft resolution
that would have held Iran responsible for arming the Houthis.

The Saudi-led coalition vowed to
respond “at the appropriate time”
to the attack but Saudi officials have
been reluctant about engaging in
direct retaliation against Iran. Some
Saudi writers, however, said the
mounting evidence against Iran put
Tehran on a collision course with the
kingdom.
“The conclusive evidence that
Iran has supplied the Houthis with
the missiles used to target Saudi
Arabia and sent Revolutionary
Guards and perhaps Hezbollah experts as well, to Yemen, makes the
confrontation with Iran, whatever
its form is, imminent,” wrote Saudi
analyst Mashari al-Zaydi in the panArab daily Asharq Al-Awsat.
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz sees tighter international sanctions as the way
to avoid a major conflict with Iran,
telling the Wall Street Journal: “If we
don’t succeed in what we are trying
to do, we will likely have war with
Iran in 10-15 years.”
Western analysts said Crown
Prince Mohammed might use the
missile attacks to lobby against Iran
but is unlikely to advocate rash
reactions. Ehsan Khoman, MENA
strategist at MUFG consultancy, told
Reuters the situation could allow the
crown prince to appear to be “a more
restrained and composed leader.”
“(He) may leverage the recent
Houthi missile attacks to strengthen
his narrative that Iran’s encroachment is undermining regional stability and that a more concerted international effort is needed to contain
Iran.”
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
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After terror attack, France still has to
reckon with radicalisation problem
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

F

ollowing another radical
Islamist terror attack in
France, which resulted in
the death of four people, including policeman Arnaud
Beltrame, the issue of how to counter
radicalisation remains a major challenge for the most secular-inclined
European country.
The attack was carried out by Radouane Lakdim, a 26-year-old Moroccan-born French national who
was known to the authorities for his
record as a petty criminal who later
espoused radical Islamist views. The
attack seemed, however, more in
line with the low-tech opportunistic
attacks that have been seen in the
United Kingdom recently, compared
with more organised and directed
attacks such as the November 2015
Paris attacks in which 130 people
died.
Lakdim initially hijacked a car
in the small southern French town
of Carcassonne on March 23, killing one passenger, before using the

vehicle to target policemen who
were jogging in the area. He drove
to a supermarket in nearby Trebes
and held about 50 people hostage.
Lakdim was killed by police after he
started shooting hostages.
Lakdim killed four people, including Beltrame, who had exchanged
himself for a hostage, and injured 16
others while claiming affiliation with
the Islamic State (ISIS).
The attack was just more than a
month after France unveiled a new
plan to tackle radicalisation. The
plan included 60 measures focusing
on prevention and specifically seeking to note danger signs before attacks.
“We cannot ignore this slow-burn
process… Islamist radicalisation is a
threat to our society, not just when it
leads to violence,” said French Prime
Minister Edouard Philippe.
The assault by Lakdim reopened
the debate about the efficiency of
France’s anti-terrorism measures as
well as its anti-radicalisation efforts.
Experts wondered if the new counter-radicalisation plan, the third in
less than four years, is any better
than previous ones in considering
all factors involved in the problem.

The new plan specifically looks to
counter radicalisation among prisoners, as well as to impose stronger regulations on private religious schools.
Maghreb countries, including
Morocco, exchange anti-terrorism
intelligence with France. Moroccan
authorities have complained about
not having been informed by French
authorities about Lakdim being on a
security watchlist.
It is not believed that Lakdim had
any direct ties to ISIS or that ISIS directed his attack. “The modus operandi of how Lakdim carried out this
attack is similar to what they [ISIS]
preach in their propaganda,” Nikita
Malik, director of the Centre for Response and Radicalisation and Terrorism, told France 24, “but there
is a big difference between being
trained in the group and being influenced by the group and being essentially a self-starter.”
Local media reported that there
are about 20,000 people on French
watch lists, including 11,000 who,
like Lakdim, are under sporadic surveillance.
French Interior Minister Gerard
Collomb maintained that, although
Lakdim had been under surveillance

Paying homage. French President Emmanuel Macron (2ndR) stands
by the coffin of Lieutenant-Colonel Arnaud Beltrame at the Hotel des
Invalides in Paris, on March 28.
(AFP)
by authorities, there was nothing
they could have done to predict the
attack.
“Ultimately no one thought that
there would be a hasty attack,” Collomb told local media, denying that
the French-Moroccan had any ties
to organised jihadists. “It was more
of a petty criminal who at a certain
moment decided to act,” he said on
France Inter radio.
France, like many European
countries, is facing a major problem
regarding radicalisation. However,
even France‘s extensive watch list

represents just the “tip of the iceberg,” Jean-Charles Brisard, president of the Centre for Terrorism
Analysis, acknowledged.
“Since 2014, 60% of the attacks in
France were carried out by people
who weren’t in the file. The files are
good but even they don’t show the
full scale of home-grown threats,”
he told France 24.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.
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Saudi crown prince signs business deals,
woos investors as he continues US tour
Jareer Elass

Washington

S

audi
Crown
Prince
Mohammed bin Salman
bin Abdulaziz’s US visit
was intended as a mix of
diplomacy and business to
strengthen political and financial
ties between the Saudi government
and the Trump administration.
Chief among Crown Prince
Mohammed’s goals during his US
tour has been to secure commitments of American investment in
the Saudis’ Vision 2030 economic
restructuring programme. However,
the chances of an American role in
one of the Riyadh’s priority projects
— the initial public offering (IPO) of
Saudi state oil and gas giant Saudi
Aramco — appear to be dimming.
In an urgent drive to secure
American investment, Crown Prince
Mohammed and his large delegation met with heads of technology
and industry giants Amazon, Apple,
Google and Pfizer and leading financial institutions, including JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America, Goldman Sachs and Citigroup.
Saudi Commerce and Investment
Minister Majid al-Qasabi said: “We
have missed a lot of opportunities in
the past. We cannot afford to lose it
now. We are racing out of time.”
Following the crown prince’s
meetings in Washington, including
with US President Donald Trump,
the Saudi royal travelled to Boston,
where he witnessed the signing of
technology research agreements between the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and Saudi entities.
In New York, Crown Prince
Mohammed participated in the
2018 Saudi-US CEO Forum, with
several partnerships subsequently

Exploring opportunities. Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz (C) looks at a quadruped
robot during his visit to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), on March 24.
(Saudi Royal Palace)
announced. These included Saudi
Aramco and Google working together on national cloud services and
other technology services, Saudi
Aramco and Raytheon establishing national security services and a
memorandum between the Saudi
Industrial Development Fund and
JPMorgan Chase to consider collaborating on industrial financing in
the kingdom.
The Saudi Press Agency tweeted a
photo of Crown Prince Mohammed
and Softbank CEO Masayoshi Son,
saying that the two were “looking
for a number of investment opportunities.” Softbank, a Japanese tech
investment giant, has created the
world’s largest private equity fund,

Softbank Vision Fund, in conjunction with Saudi Arabia’s sovereign
wealth fund, the Public Investment
Fund, with backers including Abu
Dhabi’s Mubadala Investment and
Apple.
The Softbank Vision Fund’s emphasis is on investing in technology
sectors such as robotics and artificial intelligence. However, Son announced that the fund would invest
in the world’s biggest solar power
project to be built in Saudi Arabia,
with the capacity to produce 200 gigawatts by 2030.
A top priority of King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud’s rule has been to
drum up US interest in Vision 2030,
of which the cornerstone is the

impending IPO involving up to a 5%
sale of shares in state oil and gas giant Saudi Aramco.
Reports suggested that not only
is Riyadh likely to postpone the IPO
into 2019 — after repeated claims by
Saudi officials that it would be conducted in the latter half of 2018 —
but that it might not include foreign
bourses. The reports said the Saudi
stock exchange, the Tadawul, could
be the sole bourse with perhaps a
private sale to institutional investors.
Crown Prince Mohammed stated that the Aramco IPO would
take place in late 2018 or early
2019, depending on “financial
market conditions.”

The crown prince’s initial desire
was to have the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) involved in the IPO
and Trump has pushed the Saudi
leadership to float Saudi Aramco
shares on the NYSE. That scenario
has become increasingly unlikely.
Riyadh is reluctant to expose itself
to litigation stemming from the
Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act, legislation passed by the
US Congress in September 2016 that
provides families of 9/11 victims the
ability to sue the Saudi government.
Before Crown Prince Mohammed’s trip, Saudi Foreign Minister
Adel al-Jubeir and Saudi Aramco officials received a surprisingly lukewarm response from representatives of US hedge funds and mutual
funds in meetings to gauge interest
in the IPO.
At least part of that reluctance is
associated with concerns about the
Saudi regime’s seemingly inflated
assessment of Saudi Aramco’s valuation of $2 trillion and the size of
the dividends that the company is
willing to pay. There are questions
about the kingdom’s political stability following the Saudi government’s anti-corruption crackdown
in November involving the arrests
of royals, former and current cabinet ministers and prominent businessmen and reports of the mistreatment and intimidation of those
individuals even after settlements
had been reached.
Crown Prince Mohammed’s US
itinerary includes stops in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Texas, where he is to tour the
country’s largest oil refinery, which
is owned by Saudi Aramco’s Motiva
Enterprises.
Jareer Elass reports from
Washington on energy issues for
The Arab Weekly.

News & Analysis
Doha looks for international support but antagonises neighbours
The Arab Weekly staff
London

Q

atar has continued regional and international
outreach with state visits to Sudan and Russia
but also has carried on
with antagonistic behaviour with
its Gulf Arab neighbours.
Qatari Emir Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad al-Thani met with Russian
President Vladimir Putin March
26 in Moscow, covering, a Russian
statement said, bilateral cooperation and the situation in Syria.
“We count on our Russian
friends, with whom we have a cooperative relationship, knowing
that Russia plays a significant role
in the problems of the Arab world,”
Sheikh Tamim said at the start of
talks with Putin.
“Even though we have solid ties
and mutual trust, we must go further to reinforce our relations in
all areas,” he added, despite being
on opposite ends of the conflict in
Syria,
Theodore Karasik, a senior adviser with Gulf State Analytics, a
Washington think-tank, wrote last
year that “Qatar is throwing its financial muscle to woo Russia in
a bid to regain lost political influence in the Syrian conflict and the
broader Middle East.”
Qatar has been isolated regionally since last June when Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates,

Bahrain and Egypt severed ties
with Doha accusing it of financing
extremist groups and interfering in
their sovereign affairs, allegations
Qatar denies.
The trip to Moscow yielded lacklustre results and ended a day earlier than expected, regional publications reported. Sheikh Tamim’s
visit came at a time Russia finds
itself isolated by Western countries
over allegations its government
poisoned Putin’s political enemies
in the United Kingdom and the expulsion of 23 Russian diplomats.
“Moscow first needs to get itself
out of its own predicament with

Western nations before it can think
about getting Qatar out of its Gulf
dilemma,” a Western diplomat
said.
Doha is in hot water with the
United States following the revelation that one of US President Donald Trump’s main fundraisers filed
a lawsuit against Qatar over alleged
e-mail hacking.
Venture capitalist and Trump
supporter Elliott Broidy accused
Qatar of attempting to discredit
him by hacking and leaking e-mail
messages centred on his dealings
with the Trump administration
and the United Arab Emirates.

Looking eastward. Russian President Vladimir Putin (R) and
Qatari Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani at the Kremlin in
Moscow, on March 26. 			
(AFP)

The Wall Street Journal reported
that Broidy’s lawsuit claimed that
Qatar’s representatives identified
him as an “impediment to their
plan to improve the country’s
standing in Washington and developed an effort to discredit him.”
The lawsuit was filed against Qatar
and one of the country’s lobbyists
in Washington.
“This is a case about a hostile
intelligence operation undertaken
by a foreign nation” against American citizens “who have spoken out
against that country’s support for
terrorism and who have entered
into significant business relationships relating to defence and counterterrorism with a rival nation,”
the Wall Street Journal reported
that the lawsuit said.
The United Arab Emirates announced on the same day of the
US lawsuit that two Qatari fighter
jets had flown dangerously close
to two UAE commercial planes
in Bahraini airspace. The UAE’s
General Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA) called the action “a flagrant and serious threat to the civil
aviation and air navigation safety.”
A statement by the GCAA said
the pilot of one of the commercial
aeroplanes made emergency manoeuvres to avoid a collision with
the Qatari fighter jet.
“The GCAA condemns such irresponsible acts against civilian
air traffic on regular, scheduled
service on flight-path known to
the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO) and reiterates

the UAE right to take all necessary
actions, granted by the international law,” the statement said,
adding that this was the third such
incident in recent months.
Bahrain filed an official complaint with the ICAO, labelling the
incident an “irresponsible act.”
In what is likely to continue
tensions with its neighbours,
Qatar said it would invest $4 billion to overhaul Sudan’s Red Sea
Port of Suakin, which the government in Khartoum recently leased
to Turkey.

Doha is in hot water with
the US following the
revelation that one of
Trump’s main
fundraisers filed a
lawsuit against Qatar
over alleged e-mail
hacking.
There are concerns among most
Gulf Cooperation Council countries and Egypt that Turkey plans
to build a naval base on the island.
Ankara denies the rumours.
Saudi Arabia and its allies do
not agree with Turkey on many
issues, especially its support for
the Muslim Brotherhood movement, which is outlawed in several
countries.
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Arab world’s first nuclear reactor completed
in UAE, in cooperation with South Korea
strength of ENEC’s partnership
with our prime contractor and
joint venture partner, KEPCO.
Now, our focus is on the transition
to the safe start-up of Unit 1 nuclear operations,” he said.
The UAE’s permanent representative to the International
Atomic Energy Agency Hamid
al-Kari last year said South Korea as well companies in the
United States, Russia and France
would provide nuclear fuel
for the reactors.

The Arab Weekly staff

London

C

onstruction of the Arab
world’s first commercial nuclear reactor has
been completed in the
United Arab Emirates.
The plant is part of the country’s
long-term strategy to decrease its
reliance on fossil fuels.
The Barakah nuclear power
plant, in western Abu Dhabi, is a
joint project between the UAE’s
Emirates Nuclear Energy Corporation (ENEC) and South Korea’s
Korea Electric Power Corporation
(KEPCO).
UAE Crown Prince Sheikh
Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan
toured the $20 billion facility with
South Korean President Moon
Jae-in and announced on March
26 the completion of the construction
“This is a historic moment in
our nation’s development as we
celebrate the construction completion of Unit 1 of the Barakah
nuclear energy plant,” Sheikh Mohammed said.
“The UAE peaceful nuclear energy programme will play a strategic role in the growth of our nation
by enhancing our energy security,
diversifying our economy and creating employment opportunities
for our people, thereby helping
secure the future of generations
to come.”
Emirati officials said Barakah
was the world’s largest single nuclear project. When completed,
the plant’s four reactors will have
a capacity to generate 5,600 megawatts of electricity.
“Nuclear energy generation
represents a viable and attractive

When completed, the
plant’s four reactors will
have a capacity to
generate 5,600
megawatts of electricity.

Fruitful cooperation. UAE Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan (C-R) and South
Korean President Moon Jae-in (C-L) pose with senior officials and technicians at the Barakah nuclear
power plant in western Abu Dhabi. 							
(WAM)

The Barakah reactors
would cover 25% of the
UAE’s electricity needs
and save up to 12 million
tonnes of greenhouse
gas emissions annually.

source of electricity for the UAE
from economic, environmental,
reliability of supply and national
infrastructure development perspectives,” stated a 2017 report
by British research firm Timetric.
“The government forecasts that
natural gas supplies — the principal fuel for power generation in
the UAE — will not be sufficient
to meet the future demand and
it plans to utilise the available
nuclear energy as an alternative

source.”
Timetric said the Barakah reactors would cover 25% of the UAE’s
electricity needs and save up to 12
million tonnes of greenhouse gas
emissions annually.
ENEC Chairman Khaldoon alMubarak predicted “a strategic
role” for nuclear energy in the
UAE.
“This milestone is a testament
to the vision and commitment
of the UAE’s leadership and the

ENEC is awaiting approval from
UAE nuclear regulator the Federal
Authority for Nuclear Regulation
to allow the plant to begin operations.
Saudi Arabia is building 16 nuclear reactors at a cost of $80 billion over 25 years, Bloomberg
News reported. Riyadh is expected to soon receive bids for the project from China, Russia, South Korea, France and the United States.
Saudi Arabia might find resistance in the United States after
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz said
Saudi Arabia would develop a nuclear weapon “as soon as possible”
if Iran acquired such a capability.
Saudi Energy Minister Khalid
al-Falih said Saudi Arabia would
work with other international
partners if the United States does
not participate in a potential nuclear power technology deal.

Qatar

Qatari terror list met with scepticism by Saudi-led quartet
Amr Emam

Cairo

Q

atar’s issuance of a terror
list of 19 individuals and
eight entities has done
little to impress decisionmakers in the Saudi-led
Arab Quartet, which cut off diplomatic and trade ties with Doha over
allegations of supporting militant
groups.
The Qatari list, analysts said, was
an attempt by Doha to convince the
Trump administration that Qatar is
serious about combating terrorism.
“The truth, however, is that Qatar
has a very long way to go to prove
that it is fulfilling the demands of
the anti-terror quartet,” said Emirati
writer Jasim Khalfan.
The Quartet — Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, the United Arab Emirates
and Bahrain — accuses Qatar of financing extremist groups, including
the Muslim Brotherhood. The four
countries sought to combat what
they view as Qatar’s destabilising
policies in the Arab region by withdrawing their ambassadors from
Doha and cutting off diplomatic and
trade ties with Qatar.
The Quartet sent Qatari authorities a list of demands, including suspending media attacks against them,
to be met before relations could normalise. They later sent a list of 59
individuals and 12 institutions that
allegedly financed terrorism and received support from Qatar.

Doha accused the four countries
of seeking to isolate Qatar based on
political, not security, concerns.
Qatar’s terror list includes ten people mentioned in the list of 59 issued
by the Quartet. Among the most
prominent names on the list is Abdul Rahman al-Nuaimi, a Qatari human rights advocate, who has been
designated a terrorist by the United
States and the United Nations for allegedly providing financial support
to terrorist organisations.
The list includes 11 other Qatari
nationals, four Egyptian, two Saudi
and two Jordanian nationals. It includes six entities from Qatar, the
branch of the Islamic State in Sinai
and Al Ihsan Charitable Society,
which is active in Yemen.
Qatar’s release of the list comes
ahead of an Arab League meeting
scheduled for this month in Riyadh
and before US President Donald
Trump is to meet with Abu Dhabi
Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed al-Nahyan and Qatari
Emir Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani.
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz met with
Trump in mid-March and discussed

Many of those who have
sought refuge in Qatar
are wanted in Egypt and,
in some cases, have
already been convicted
in absentia.

Vigilant neighbours. A member of the Saudi Royal Guard stands
on duty inside the hall where the first meeting of the defence
ministers of the 41-member Saudi-led Muslim counter-terrorism
alliance took place in Riyadh, last November.
(AFP)
the standoff over Qatar’s alleged
sponsorship of terrorism.
The Quartet has not officially reacted to the Qatari list but UAE State
Minister for Foreign Affairs Anwar
Gargash said the list proved the
Quartet’s position.
“Qatar confirms the evidence
against it and that its support for extremism and terrorism is the core of
its crisis,” Gargash wrote on Twitter.
Questions have been raised about
the seriousness of the Qatari list after it was revealed that one of the
figures on the list, Mubarak al-Ajii,
participated in the governmentsponsored Doha triathlon. Ajii has
been identified by the US Treasury

as an associate of Hajjaj al-Ajmi, a
known financier of Jabhat al-Nusra,
which had been an al-Qaeda affiliate.
To prove it is serious about joining
in the fight against terrorism, analysts said, Qatar needs to take several measures, including those specified in the Quartet’s list last June.
Qatar has become a haven for Islamists, including Egyptian leaders
of the Muslim Brotherhood.
Many of those who have sought
refuge in Qatar are wanted in Egypt
and, in some cases, have already
been convicted in absentia. Cairo
says Muslim Brotherhood leaders
hiding in Qatar are destabilising

Egypt by financing terrorist attacks
and inciting members of their movement to break the law.
Qatar allegedly finances militant
activities in Arab countries by sponsoring charities that are thought
to be covers for terrorists, analysts
said.
“Many of the Qatari-funded charities and organisations are nothing
more than fronts for huge terrorist
networks that are active everywhere
in the world,” said Saudi political
analyst Ibrahim Nazir. “This funding must come to an end for terrorism to stop.”
The anti-terror quartet has specified the role being played by Qatar’s
media in spreading fake news and
fomenting unrest.
The Qatari news channel Al Jazeera has been criticised for its reporting in several Arab countries, including on the Saudi-led campaign
against the Houthi insurgency and
Iran’s expanding role in Yemen.
Al Jazeera has turned into a platform for Islamists encouraging unrest in Egypt, experts said.
“This, too, must stop if Qatar really wants to convince us that it is
acting against terrorism,” said Kamal Habib, an Egyptian specialist in
political Islam. “Doha cannot keep
offering support to the terrorists and
giving them a platform from which
they vent their venom and then
claim that it is serious about fighting
terrorism.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Palestine Israel

Arab population statistics renew
charged debate on Israel’s future
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

P

opulation figures released
by Israeli and Palestinian
officials indicate that the
number of Arabs living in
Israel and the occupied
Palestinian territories is rising and
will equal that of Jews within 20
years.
The numbers renewed debate on
the nature of the Israeli state: Jewish or democratic, depending on
whether Israel keeps control of the
Palestinian territories or allows the
establishment of an independent
Palestinian state.
Israeli demographics expert Sergio Della-Pergola said the number
of Jews in Israel and the Palestinian territories was 6.9 million, compared to 6.5 million Arabs in the
same areas.
Jews inside the Palestinian territories are predominately settlers
and Arabs in Israel refer to Israeli
citizens of Palestinian origin.
The statistics were presented to
the Israeli parliament by the government body in charge of Israeli
activities in the occupied West Bank
and the Gaza Strip.
Palestinian officials also released
census figures, which indicated that
the Palestinian population in the
Gaza Strip, the West Bank and East
Jerusalem grew 27% from 2007-17.
Ola Awad, president of the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics,
said the total number of Palestinians is 4.78 million; 2.88 million
live in the West Bank and East
Jerusalem and 1.9 million live in
Gaza. Awad said the statistics show
slightly slower growth than from
the 1997-2007 period when growth
was 30%.
When factoring in Palestinian citizens of Israel, Awad said she

Viewpoint

Kamel Hawwash

is a Britain-based Palestinian
university professor and writer.

The takeaway
message on
reconciliation is
that it has been
kicked into the
long grass.

Who’s afraid of parity? Palestinian Head of the Statistics Authority Ola Awad (L) presents the preliminary
results of the general census of population, housing and establishments in Ramallah, on March 28.
(AFP)
expected the population gap between Jews and Arabs to close as
early as 2020, which is sooner than
Della-Pergola suggested.
Using different criteria, Awad said
the total number of Arabs reached
6.36 million, compared to 6.5 million Jews. Della-Pergola included
non-Jewish spouses of Jews in
counting the number of Jews.
Neither Israeli nor Palestinian figures include the estimated 5 million
Palestinians living in the diaspora.
Israeli settlers disputed DellaPergola’s population figures and put
the number of Palestinians in the

West Bank at 1.8 million.
“The slanted publication about
Arab demography in Judea, Samaria and the Jordan Valley relies on
data from the Palestinian statistics
bureau, which are not true or accurate. They (Palestinians) have an
interest in inflating the numbers,”
settler spokesman Yigal Dilmoni
told Reuters.
Della-Pergola dismissed the criticism.
“These are the figures. You can
either accept them or not,” DellaPergola told the Associated Press.
“For some, it may be uncomfortable

so they say they are inaccurate but
truthfully that is quite childish.”
Israel faces limited options in
dealing with the Palestinians: continue the military occupation of
the Palestinian territories; accept
a two-state solution that preserves
its Jewish majority by allowing a
Palestinian state to be established;
annex the West Bank and Jerusalem but apply an apartheid-like
system in which citizens don’t have
equal rights; or have one state for
all where the majority is likely to be
non-Jewish.
“This is the challenge for the

international community: to put
pressure for implementing the twostate solution, putting an end to
occupation, or we are going to that
direction — apartheid, or an ArabPalestinian prime minister in the
future,” Ahmad Tibi, an Arab legislator in the Israeli parliament told
Voice of America.
The figures renewed domestic debate inside Israel.
“While the [Israeli] left warns
against the loss of the country’s
Jewish majority unless a Palestinian state is established alongside Israel, the right dismisses the demographic threat out of hand, arguing
that it is based on fabricated data,”
wrote Shlomi Eldar for the website
Al-Monitor.
“The argument over the data will
likely persist but one thing is clear:
The struggle over right-wing aspirations to annex the West Bank has
never been more pronounced than
it was this week at the Knesset’s
Foreign Affairs and Defence Committee,” he added.
Not all right-wing politicians were
rattled by the figures. Israeli Deputy
Defence Minister Eli Ben-Dahan
brazenly suggested that it could
simply annex the occupied West
Bank without giving Palestinians
citizenship or the right to vote.
“They want to scare us, that may
be soon we will not be a majority
and therefore we have to abandon
Judea and Samaria (the West Bank).
This is a grave mistake,” Ben-Dahan
told the pro-settler media outlet
Arutz Sheva.
“Even if we apply Israeli law in
Judea and Samaria, full civil rights
are not just given and certainly not
on the first day. We will have to wait
several years as is customary in every country.”
Mamoon Alabbasi is Deputy
Managing Editor and Online Editor
of The Arab Weekly.

Reconciliation or permanent division for Palestinians?

T

he Palestinian people
are reeling from two explosions that effectively
demolished hopes for
Fatah/Hamas reconciliation. One was a real
explosion that targeted the Palestinian prime minister’s convoy as
it entered Gaza and the other was
a political grenade that Palestinian
Authority (PA) President Mahmoud
Abbas lobbed into the mix during
a speech to the Palestinian leadership shortly after that incident.
Prime Minister Rami Hamdallah’s car escaped the attack but
vehicles at the back of the convoy
were damaged. Hamdallah went
on to inaugurate a water treatment plant as planned and then
left the besieged strip to Ramallah.
Accusations followed as to who
was responsible for the attack. The
Palestinian Authority immediately
blamed Hamas, which opened an
investigation into the attack but
denied responsibility for it.
It is true that Hamas is in charge
of security in the Gaza Strip following the failure of repeated attempts
at reconciliation to extend the
jurisdiction of the Hamdallah government over Gaza. It is, therefore,
embarrassing for Hamas that this
incident happened under its watch.
However, it is not immediately obvious what Hamas would gain from
attacking the PA prime minister.
Hamas released a video of its
investigation. Suspects Anas Abu
Khousa and Abdulhadi Alash’hab
died during attempts to capture
them. Another suspect was injured
and was hospitalised. Two security
officers died in the confrontation.

The Hamas video includes
confessions by others saying they
helped Abu Khousa plan and carry
out the attack and concludes with
the assertion that the investigation
revealed that the bomb was primed
a day before Hamas Security Chief
Tawfiq Abu Nuaim was informed of
Hamdallah’s impending visit. While
it did not accuse either the PA or
Israel of orchestrating the attack,
the video asked: “Who informed
the cell of the PM’s visit?”
Abbas did not wait for the outcome of Hamas’s investigation,
opting to address the Palestinian
leadership in Ramallah with what
was a truly explosive speech. Abbas
castigated Hamas for the attack
and for scuppering reconciliation
efforts that have come to a halt.
Abbas claimed that the PA had
engaged with reconciliation efforts
since October 12, 2017, but “was
shocked to have achieved nothing
in relation to enabling the government to take control in Gaza.”
He claimed the attack was part of
a “plan” to separate Gaza from the
motherland to create the “state of
Gaza” and that this was always a US
and Israeli goal, which started with
the coup in 2007. Now US President
Donald Trump wants to implement
this alongside taking Jerusalem and
the refugee issues off the negotiating table, making his “ultimate
deal” unacceptable to Abbas.
He claimed the recent humanitarian summit at the White House on
Gaza was part of the Trump plan.
Abbas asserted that, following
intensive meetings in Egypt,
Hamas had said it would implement conditions set by the PA

At an impasse. Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas (C) attends
a meeting with the Revolutionary Council of the ruling Fatah
party in the West Bank city of Ramallah, on March 1.
(AFP)
in previous agreements but said
Hamas reneged when it told the
PA that “security is yours above
ground but ours below.” This was
a reference to what Abbas claimed
Hamas leader in Gaza Yahya Sinwar
meant when promising to build
tunnels and manufacture more
rockets in the Gaza Strip.
Abbas gave Hamas an ultimatum: Either the PA takes control of
everything — in accordance with
the agreements — and therefore
responsibility for Gaza or Hamas
can keep control but that means
taking full responsibility for the
Gaza Strip.
Abbas concluded with a promise

that he will take all “national, legal
and financial actions necessary to
protect the national project” without outlining what these would be.
He looked angry, tired and short of
ideas.
The takeaway message on
reconciliation is that it has been
kicked into the long grass. It may
even be the case that 2018 will see
what Palestinians always hoped
is a temporary division between
their two biggest factions become
permanent. This does not augur
well for Palestinians in general and
for the 2 million besieged residents
of Gaza, in particular. The future
is bleak.
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Why Sisi should not seek
constitutional amendments
to remove term limitations

E

gypt’s presidential elections could have been
planned and carried
out in such a way that
might have shown real
competition based on a
genuine political diversity, one that
could have boosted the dormant
political scene in Egypt. Obviously,
political parties, pressure groups
and political activists are rather
impotent in Egypt and historically
the state has deprived the political class of any sense of initiative
and capacity to propose a different
project for the country.
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi certainly won enough votes
to gain a second term but he stands
to lose most of his wide popularity
should he continue to adopt the
same policies.
Implementing a wider political
openness cannot occur by closing
it from the beginning. The governing class in Egypt seems to be
looking at the world and at Egypt’s
role through the lenses of the 1950s
and 1960s.
If the presidential elections are
considered a mere formality that
must be completed so the governing class can go on with the same
policies, Egypt is heading towards
instability that might lead to a political conflagration. I don’t know
when it will occur but I do know
how.
Egypt is like a pressure cooker
without a safety valve. Steam is
building up to a degree that nobody can see what’s ahead. Without a clear vision, various social
components are bound to clash,
bringing back chaos and ruin.
In 2013, Sisi was seen as Egypt’s
“saviour” from a similar scenario.
He, however, was unable to switch
from his role of a “saviour” to
president. His opponents, whom
he described as incapable of producing election competitors, were
also unable to switch from being
in the opposition to being political
activists.
Sisi’s programme for Egypt will
change the country. His economic
reforms have created a new dynamic in Egyptian society. Millions
of people are suffering the consequences of those reforms but there
are also millions of people who
are reaping benefits and assuredly
moving up the social ladder.

People in power
must accept that
doing politics is
not always
synonymous
with comfort.
Sisi had no choice but to implement those reforms.
Luckily for Sisi, the Egyptian
military had enough reserves of
sympathy in the collective Egyptian consciousness that people
were willing to turn a blind eye to
the mistakes made in the tumult of
sudden and sharp change.
In Egypt, the military has always
been the seat of power. It is still
counting on the general and
undisputed acceptance by most
Egyptians that it is qualified for
that role. Sisi is a reflection of this
institution.
His reform programme drags
some super heavy weights: enormous debts, runaway spending on
infrastructure projects and increasing pauperisation of the poor class

because of unstoppable inflation.
Unfortunately, the programme did
not consider the fact that the state
institutions and senior officials
lacked awareness that Egypt is in a
long transition period.

Without a clear
vision, various
social
components are
bound to clash,
bringing back
chaos and ruin.
It is quite natural for the government to seek stronger legitimacy
by encouraging people to vote en
masse. However, legitimacy is just
a means for a higher objective. If
the legitimacy sought by the government is meant as a preamble for
a possible constitutional amendment that would remove the limit
of two presidential terms, then
Sisi stands to lose the basis for the
consensus that put him in power,
namely that his mandate is part of
the transition period only. Going
beyond that limit risks backfiring
on him.
A Sisi campaign clip claimed
that the beginning of the end of his
mission is to “reinforce the foundations of the state.” That ought to be
the basis for Sisi’s second mandate.
Changes are in order and the first
indicator of those changes ought
to be more freedom for the media.
The media enjoy an exceptional
status in Egyptian society. Because
of the political void in the country,
the media plays the role of political
parties. Talk show hosts, for example, have more followers than the
oldest opposition entity in Egypt.
People in power must accept
that doing politics is not always
synonymous with comfort. Sisi
seemed surprised to learn that
people are afraid of speaking their
minds. His promise to correct that
seems to indicate that the allpowerful security bureaucracy in
Egypt has been trying to insulate
the president from the people.
There is no doubt that in his first
term Sisi achieved double of what
former Presidents Anwar Sadat
and Hosni Mubarak combined
achieved. The economy is breathing again, the army is strong and
the country’s currency reserve is
at its highest. The war on terror is
gaining ground and foreign policy
is on the right track.
Now there is a need to see a
better model for authority, more
investment in education, health
and general services and greater
freedom of expression or else
steam will build up and visibility
becomes zero.

All eyes on
turnout.
An Egyptian
woman casts
her ballot at
a polling station in Saad
Zaghloul
Basha school
in Giza, on
March 28.(AFP)

Looking ahead. An Egyptian
youth walks past a polling
station in Cairo’s western Giza
district, on March 25.
(AFP)

Egyptian elections more
a patriotic celebration
than a contested race
Ahmed Megahid
Cairo

W

ith the end of voting and reports that
90% of ballots had
been counted, the
main issue regarding
Egypt’s 2018 presidential election
was not whether incumbent Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi would be re-elected
but what percentage of eligible voters headed to the polls.
There were major fears that low
voter turnout would embarrass
Egypt. Turnout for Egypt’s 2014
presidential elections, which Sisi
won with more than 97% of the
vote, was 47.5%. In 2012, turnout in
the first round was 46% and 52% in
the election run-off.
There is hope that voter turnout
in 2018 would be close to the last
two presidential elections but not
the 2005 vote, in which turnout was
estimated at about 25%.
Scenes of queues outside polls
places indicate significant voter
turnout and Mahmud al-Sherif,
deputy head of the National Election Authority (NEA), the independent body of judges that oversees the
vote, described turnout as “respectable.” The NEA said 59.7 million
Egyptians were eligible to vote.
With little uncertainty about the
outcome of the vote, the election

effectively turned into a 3-day national celebration with voters singing patriotic songs and waving flags
outside polling stations.
Voter turnout represents important political capital for Sisi as he enters a second term in office. During
his campaign, he repeatedly called
on Egyptians to vote in large numbers.
“The whole world is watching and
when you cast your ballots, it will
know that it is the people who rule
this country, not anybody else,” Sisi
said during the Mother’s Day celebration.
Voter turnout was likely bolstered
by an NEA statement confirming
that it would seek to levy fines on
eligible voters who fail to cast ballots, as the law allows, “without an
excuse.”
Voter apathy was due to a lack of
electoral competition after major
political opposition figures were unable to stand in the elections. Former army chief of staff Sami Anan
was arrested after his candidacy was
deemed to be against military rules.
Political opposition figures such as
former MP Mohammed Anwar Sadat and human rights lawyer Khalid
Ali said they would not stand, citing
political conditions in the country.
The requirement that presidential candidates must have endorsements from 25,000 eligible voters
in 15 of Egypt’s 27 provinces for
their nomination application to be
accepted by the NEA is seen as too
stringent for many. Alternately, candidates are eligible to stand with the
backing of 20 members of parliament, something that was impossible after almost all MPs endorsed
Sisi.
Even al-Ghad party and its leader
Moussa Mostafa Moussa — Sisi’s
eventual electoral rival — had announced backing for Sisi’s re-election.
Before the election, all the parties
declared support for Sisi, including
Moussa’s. Al-Ghad backpedalled
and placed its leader in candidacy
when Sisi’s potential rivals pulled
out.
It was this massive parliamentary support that has led many

political observers to question
whether Egypt’s political parties can
produce new leaders.
“The political parties are incapable of doing this because they are
crippled with problems,” said Salah
Hasaballah, the head of the liberal
Freedom Party. “Most of the parties
do not have convincing programmes
or charismatic leaders who can attract supporters to them.”
Sisi said he should not be responsible for the lack of competitors.
“You blame me for something
I did not cause,” Sisi said in a presidential campaign documentary.
“We appealed to the political parties
more than once to field candidates,
but the parties are not ready.”
There are more than 100 political parties in Egypt, most of which
appeared after the 2011 revolution.
Despite this, fewer than 20 parties
are represented in parliament and
most of those have just a handful of
members of parliament. There are
200 MPs affiliated to political parties
in Egypt’s parliament compared to
251 independents.
Apart from the lack of leaders
and programmes that can appeal to
voters, political parties need funding to promote themselves, political
party heads said.
“The parties are self-funded,
mainly depending on subscriptions
paid by members,” said Nagui alShehabi, the head of the liberal Geel
(Generation) Party. “The parties are
not allowed to raise funds or receive
donations.”
There have been calls, including
from Sisi, for Egypt’s political parties to merge.
Saad al-Zunt, head of the local
think-tank Political and Strategic
Studies Centre, said it was time
Egypt’s political parties considered
the merger issue, particularly if they
want to ensure a stronger presence
at forthcoming elections.
“Political party leaders must face
the realities,” Zunt said. “They can
only have a presence and carve a
niche for themselves on the political
stage through unity.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter in Cairo.
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Iran’s dangerous proxy
war challenges the world

Y

emen’s Houthis have been boasting
about their March 25 barrage of missile
attacks on Saudi Arabia. Both the
boasts and the attacks — more than
100 missiles fired at Saudi cities and
installations — are clearly meant to
please a belligerent and increasingly disillusioned
domestic audience.
The Houthis, however, are playing a dangerous
game by escalating their attacks. The seven
missiles lobbed at Saudi Arabia March 25 killed an
Egyptian resident of Riyadh — the first such
fatality from a Houthi attack — and wounded two.
The attacks, which coincided with the third
anniversary of Yemen’s war, once again highlight
the role played by Iran in the Yemen conflict.
Tehran continues to deny supplying its Houthi
proxies with weapons and other military support
but Iran’s destructive role has been documented
over and over by Western powers as well as by UN
researchers.
A senior Iranian official told Reuters that the
commander of Iran’s al-Quds Force recently
discussed ways to further “empower” the Houthis.
“At this meeting, they agreed to increase the
amount of help, through training, arms and
financial support,” the official said.
Clearly, it is entirely legitimate for the Saudi-led
coalition to reserve the right to respond to Iran’s
behaviour.
The international community increasingly
seems to appreciate the urgency of Riyadh’s
complaints about Iran’s malevolent influence in
Yemen. The US State Department said Washington
backed the Saudis’ “right to defend their borders
against these threats.” Britain called on Iran to
“stop sending in weapons which prolong the
conflict.” French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le
Drian said in a radio interview: “There is a problem
in Yemen. It is that the political process has not
begun, that Saudi Arabia feels regularly attacked
by the Houthis, who are themselves supplied with
arms by Iran.”
Amnesty International weighed in, too. Its
Middle East deputy director for campaigns, Samah
Hadid, said a higher death toll may have been
averted because the missiles were intercepted but
that “doesn’t let the Houthi armed group off the
hook for this reckless and unlawful act. These
missiles cannot be precisely targeted at such
distances, so their use in this manner unlawfully
endangers civilians.”
The Houthis’ missile barrage came even as the
UK-based investigative organisation Conflict
Armament Research released a report accusing
Iran of supplying the Yemeni militia with components for roadside bombs. These are also used by
other Iranian proxies in Lebanon, Iraq and
Bahrain.
Experts see Iran’s blatant disregard for regional
and international peace and security as particularly alarming right now. Tehran seems to be
playing the Houthi hand to distract attention from
domestic woes as well as to stare down its neighbours. It is signalling its capacity for mischief to
the United States, especially now that the Trump
administration is hardening its position and may
abandon the 2015 Iran nuclear deal.
In the circumstances, the region and the wider
world must brace itself for more provocative
behaviour by Tehran.

The Sahel region should

be an Arab security concern

T

he situation in Africa’s Sahel region
should concern the Arab world and
beyond.
Mauritania, Burkina Faso, Chad,
Niger and Mali — the Group of Five
Sahel bloc — have been trying to get
their act together to thwart jihadist threats.
Trafficking and terrorism have long been
intertwined south of the Sahara but the situation
worsened since Muammar Qaddafi’s fall in 2011
and the subsequent flow of Tuareg fighters from
Libya to Mali.
Since February 2017, a French-led initiative has
tried to assemble a 5,000-strong force around the
G5 Sahel bloc. Key Arab countries have been
supportive, not least Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates.
In recent weeks, the United States has also
sharpened its focus on militants affiliated with
al-Qaeda and the Islamic State (ISIS) in Libya and
north-western Africa. On March 24, a US air strike
on Ubari in south-western Libya, killed Musa Abu
Dawud, a senior al-Qaeda militant who was
training terrorist recruits.
David Beasley, of the World Food Programme,
recently warned that many extremists fleeing the
Levant after the collapse of ISIS are ending up in
the Sahel from where they could wreak havoc in
Africa and the Mediterranean littoral.
Pointing to a possible migration crisis out of that
region, he added: “You’re talking about the greater
Sahel region of 500 million people, so the Syria
crisis could be like a drop in the bucket compared
to what’s coming your way.”
Never has the situation in the Sahel looked so
relevant to the Arab region’s security concerns.

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly

After the fall of Eastern Ghouta,
Assad still wants an Alawite state
Khairallah Khairallah
is a Lebanese writer.

W

hat’s going to
happen to Eastern
Ghouta after
it has partially
fallen into the
hands of the Syrian regime? What will the regime
do after it had kicked some of the
inhabitants out of their land? Let’s
not forget that the objective of the
Syrian regime is to establish an
Alawite state extending to the coast
with Damascus as its capital.
The Syrian regime will be
allowed to have its state if it agrees
to certain conditions. Russia seems
to be the only party capable of
imposing them on the Syrian
regime and its backer, Iran. Among
the first objectives of these
conditions is guaranteeing Israel’s
security and ending the displacement of Sunni populations in Syria.
It is time for the Syrian regime to
show that it can carry out what is
required of it from an Israeli point
of view, namely dividing Syria and
making sure that it never rises
again.
It is quite clear that the regime’s
militias would have never taken
Eastern Ghouta without an
agreement at the highest levels,
which must have included the
United States. What other explanation is there after the United States
closed its eyes to civilian bombardments by the Russian Air Force and
on the regime’s use of barrel bombs
and chemical weapons against
Syrian citizens?
The US administration must
have been in collusion with the
Russians and the Syrian regime in
their military campaign against
Eastern Ghouta. If they weren’t,
the Americans could have very
easily launched a few anti-aircraft
missiles against Russian planes to
make Moscow think twice before
going after women and children in
Syria.
They could have taken practical
measures to make the Syrian
regime understand that US threats
every time the regime resorted to
chemical weapons against Syrian
civilians are not meant just for
internal consumption.
They didn’t do any of these
things.
What comes after Eastern
Ghouta? Is it true that Deraa is
going to be the next target? If that’s
the case, Jordan will be facing an

If the Alawites wish to maintain control of Damascus, they
will have to accept certain stringent conditions.
Iranian presence on its borders and
another onslaught of Syrian
refugees into its territory. That
would be unfortunate because
Amman has done its best to
stabilise the situation in southern
Syria.
Jordan is going through a
profound economic crisis because
of unfavourable regional conditions. Jordanian King Abdullah II,
however, will not hesitate to
prevent changes along the country’s Syrian borders. He will react
to stop Iranian expansion towards
the borders. Iran has always
nurtured the dream of infecting
Jordan either directly or via its
proxy militias prancing around the
region.
Jordan is not the only target for
Iran. For the Iranian regime, Syria
is the definitive bridge to Lebanon
and, along with Hezbollah, it is
vital for its expansion towards the
Mediterranean. In this design,
Hezbollah is a mere brigade of
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps with Lebanese members and
must be maintained in Lebanon at
all costs. The Iranian presence in
Lebanon depends on its presence
in Syria, which relies on keeping

Seven years
down the
road and the
Syrian crisis
is becoming
more complicated.

Rough path. Syrian boys play as a government
soldier walks down a street in the town of
Hazzeh in Eastern Ghouta, on March 28.
(AFP)

Bashar Assad’s regime alive in
Damascus.
The crucial question is: Can the
Russian side manage all these
complications following the fall of
Eastern Ghouta? Much of Russia’s
success will depend on convincing
Israel that Syria and Lebanon will
be free of Iranian missiles aimed
at it.
Of course, Israel will push for a
bigger security zone that might
include Damascus itself, especially
now that the Trump administration is committed to satisfying
Israeli wishes. The US administration is also committed to confronting Iran as suggested by the recent
nominations of Mike Pompeo as
secretary of state and John Bolton
as national security adviser.
Pompeo and Bolton are known
for their staunch anti-Iran positions. They consider the nuclear
agreement with Iran a big mistake
and will resort to imposing
unacceptable conditions (from the
Iranian point of view) on Iran for
its renewal.
One of these conditions will
require Iran to stop developing
ballistic missiles with North
Korean help. Iran’s nuclear
programme has never been a
problem. The biggest problem with
Iran has always been its expansionist project coupled with its use
of ballistic missiles in the implementation of this project. Missiles
launched at Saudi Arabia from
Yemen are the perfect illustration
of this problem.
Seven years down the road and
the Syrian crisis is becoming more
complicated. If the Alawites wish
to maintain control of Damascus,
they will have to accept certain
stringent conditions. We can
expect an explosive spring and
summer.
Next May is going to be crucial. If
we look closely, we will see the
etching of the territorial boundaries of the Alawite state with
Damascus as its capital. The
Americans are marking their
territory in north-eastern Syria and
the Turks in Aleppo.
Who will mark Iran’s territory in
southern Syria? Most likely, it’ll be
the Russians but their task will not
be made easy by an American
administration that does not
distinguish between its interests
and those of Israel.
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French murderous rampage not much
different from US school shootings

Rashmee Roshan Lall

is a columnist for The Arab Weekly. Her blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on Twitter: @rashmeerl.

T

he rampage by Moroccan-born French national Redouane Lakdim in Carcassonne,
France, is being called
a jihadist outrage but
it is really France’s equivalent of
school shootings in the United
States.
Both kinds of attacks are
generally carried out by disaffected young men with access to
firearms. Both have become so
repetitive they quickly drop out
of world headlines after teary
public tributes and customary
chest-thumping by politicians.
Both sorts of attacks are random
and their perpetrators operate
just below the radar until the
mayhem.
Many of the murderous attacks
in France and the United States
are followed by revelations of law
enforcement misses and a string
of “what if” questions. What if
police and health workers in
Florida had acted on the disturbing trail of clues left by the
Valentine’s Day school shooter
Nikolas Cruz? What if French
security services had not been
quite so relaxed about Lakdim,
who was on an extremist watch
list?
Such questions are a natural
response to an atrocity but the
most comprehensive security

The supposedly explanatory link to Islamism in the case of Lakdim’s
attack is so easy and opportunistic as to be almost meaningless.
drug dealing and broke the law in
a myriad of other small ways, it’s
not clear if Lakdim was a committed Islamist radical or “more of a
petty criminal who at a certain
moment decided to act.”
That sounds about right.
French political scientist Olivier
Roy has repeatedly warned
against drowning “jihadism in
Salafism” and criminal attacks in
Islamism because that ignores
the sociological roots of radicalisation. “The establishment of an
Islamist society does not interest” those who kill and maim in
the name of Islam, says Roy,
though “they are part of an
Islamic narrative construction.”
Indeed, the supposedly
explanatory link to Islamism in
the case of Lakdim’s March 23
attack is so easy and opportunistic as to be almost meaningless.
Much is made of Lakdim’s
ethnicity as a red flag, for
Moroccans were a substantial
subset of foreign fighters and
dual Moroccan-European citizens
involved in the Islamic State
(ISIS) attacks on Paris and
Brussels in 2015 and 2016. Much
is also made of Lakdim’s religiosity, something that is generally
manifest by such mass murderers
in being “very active” on online
jihadi forums. Interestingly,
Cruz, like many other US

and mental health regime in the
world cannot stop the kind of
attacks undertaken by Cruz and
Lakdim. For that, a wider systemic shake-up would be needed.
In the United States, it would
mean common sense gun control,
preceded by a political tectonic
shift in attitude. In France, which
suffered three big terrorist
attacks in 2015 and 2016 and a
series of minor ones, the political
response would need to be
equally far-reaching.
There would have to be a
willingness to tackle what
geographer Christophe Guilluy
calls “peripheral France.” That
includes the banlieues, where
second-generation non-European Frenchmen and women live
on the outermost margins of
society. A sizeable number of
banlieue residents are from
Algeria, Morocco and sub-Saharan Africa, so much so that the
localities are often described as
Muslim ghettos with all the
attendant implications for
opportunity and social mobility.
There is also the banlieue
bubble, not a physical but a
mental space occupied by
non-European naturalised
townies such as Lakdim. As
French Interior Minister Gerard
Collomb said of the 25-year-old
dual national who dabbled in

shooters, was involved in a white
nationalist group.
To have been born in Morocco
is hardly a crime and the security
services never judged Lakdim’s
internet radicalism serious
enough to constitute a threat to
the public.
In any case, Lakdim was just
one of nearly 20,000 people
registered with France’s Terrorism Prevention and Terrorism
Reporting Files, of whom approximately half are under constant
surveillance. That suggests
impossibly long odds for identifying — and stopping — prospective
Lakdims. Or school shooters like
Cruz in the United States.
Roy, who published “Jihad and
Death: The Global Appeal of
Islamic State” last year, reframes
the problem, recognising it for
what it is. He says the phenomenon of murderous attacks in
France and elsewhere in Europe
may be better understood and
tackled by comparison with similar
“suicidal behaviour” by perpetrators of US school shootings.
“There have been 50 Columbines since 1999… death is part of
their project… There is no
propaganda (for France’s killers
and US shooters) except by
action,” he says.
And no particular cause either,
except the action.

As long as Iran does not stop meddling
in Yemen, there will be no end to the war
Mohamad Kawas

is a Lebanese writer.

Using the Houthis is an intended strategy in Iran’s proxy
war on Saudi Arabia and its allies.

S

eeing the many official
statements from this capital city or the other calling
for a quick and peaceful
resolution to the crisis in
Yemen, one is inclined
to think there is an international
interest in ending that military and
humanitarian catastrophe. That
interest, of course, would aim at
reaching settlements that guarantee
a minimum level of stability in a
country of great geostrategic importance to both the West and the East
So far, however, it’s been all
rhetoric. The international community has yet to come up with
efficient solutions that can
guarantee both Yemen’s security
and that of its Gulf neighbours. The
world is either unable or not ready
to come up with an adequate one.
Declarations made following the
recent visits of Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz to the United Kingdom
and the United States focused on
the need to stop the military
machine but had nothing to say
about how to achieve that.
It is clear Western capitals
understand the reasons behind the
3-year-old Arab coalition’s war in
Yemen. They also know that the
coalition might have wasted time
at the beginning of the crisis by not
intervening in an appropriate
manner to preserve the Gulf
initiative that had laid down a road
map to fix the situation.
From the beginning of the crisis
in Yemen in 2011, and even before,
the Houthis held a political and
religious discourse that was
typically Iranian. There was an
obvious animosity towards the
Gulf countries and there were calls
to “continue the revolution for the
recapture of the Two Holy Sites.”

Playing the Houthi card. A
tribesman loyal to the Houthi
movement carries a cardboard
model of a missile during a
gathering in Sana’a.
(Reuters)
The Saudi-led Arab coalition was
boldly confronting real strategic
threats to security in the Gulf. The
military option was a last resort. In
2013, Riyadh sponsored internal
negotiations to come up with a
solution locally. The recommendations produced by that dialogue
were literally shot down, which
triggered an armed response.
Further public and secret
negotiations in Kuwait, Muscat and
other capitals produced nothing. It
was obvious the Houthi side was
not master of its decisions. Its
choice of a no-solution policy was
obviously dictated by Iran. In the
Iranian plan, Yemen is to be part of
an empire with Baghdad as its
capital.
Everybody talks of a peaceful
solution. Even Saudi Arabia is
saying the purpose of Operation
Decisive Storm was to bring all
sides to the negotiation table and
that talks are the only mechanism
for a durable peaceful settlement.
Lately there have been efforts by
Britain. British Secretary of State

for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs Boris Johnson was recently
in Saudi Arabia and Oman for
discussions about the crisis in
Yemen. A British diplomat, Martin
Griffiths, replaced Mauritanian
diplomat Ismail Ould Cheikh
Ahmed as UN special envoy to
Yemen.
These happenings may be signs
of a new approach to the Yemeni
crisis that many world capitals
would be willing to back. Both
British Prime Minister Theresa May
and former US Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson spoke of the need for
a solution in Yemen when they met
with Crown Prince Mohammed in
London and Washington, respectively.
Finally, the Yemeni ambassador
to the United Kingdom, Yassin
Saeed Noman Ahmed, revealed
that the British Foreign Office was
conducting intensive negotiations
with parties interested in Yemeni
affairs.
The hush-hush of those efforts,
however, cannot overcome the din

of Yemeni reality. All those
clamouring for a peaceful solution
know very well that Iran is not
interested in such a solution. They
all agree that it was Iran that
supplied the Houthis with the
ballistic missiles launched on Saudi
Arabia and they even condemned
Iran’s role in a UN Security Council
resolution that was diligently
vetoed by Moscow.
As long as Iran is a major actor in
the Yemeni crisis, there will be no
end to the war. Yemen figures
prominently in daily declarations
by Iranian diplomatic, military and
security sources and using the
Houthis is an intended strategy in
Iran’s proxy war on Saudi Arabia
and its allies.
Given the rising anti-Iran
sentiments in Washington and its
allied capitals, the horizon for a
peaceful solution in Yemen is fast
receding. The fate of the Yemeni
crisis is contingent on the outcome
of the looming showdown between
Iran and the Trump administration. Regardless of the nuclear
deal, Washington and its European
allies are talking about halting
Iran’s ballistic missiles programmes and stopping its influence in the region. Tehran seems to
be aware of what is being prepared
for it, hence its missile response on
Saudi Arabia.
Taking advantage of the Saudi
crown prince’s visit to the United
States, Iran tells whoever is
concerned that it won’t let go of the
Yemeni card. The Iranian empire
project must go on and no peace
chatter will stop it, the mantra
goes. Since its violent birth, the
mullahs’ republic has been feeding
on violent confrontations. The
point behind all this violence is to
delay its own inevitable implosion.
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Syria

News & Analysis

Despite military
victory in sight,
Damascus faces
uncertain future
James Snell

Cambridge

I

n its eighth year, the Syrian conflict appears to be entering a
new stage.
Foreign support for the regime of Bashar Assad, provided
by Iran and its proxies and Russia,
appears to have saved it from collapse. Its survival, in the immediate
term, is no longer under threat.
The regime has developed a strategy of isolating and overcoming rebel pockets. This was employed in
Homs, Aleppo and Daraa and has
been used in Eastern Ghouta.
Rebels hold out in the south of the
country and in Idlib governorate but
the chance of their overthrowing and
replacing the regime seems remote.
Those countries that backed the
organised opposition demur when
asked about Syria’s future. The United States, Britain and others that
mounted programmes to equip and
to arm rebel groups have dramatically cut back financial and material
aid.
The Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), controlling extensive territory east of the Euphrates,
is increasingly open about its willingness to accommodate and even
collaborate with the regime.
None of this means the conflict is
over or that its result is no longer in
question. Assad’s rule is still precarious. Pro-regime forces form a various and unstable coalition.
Assad has never altered his sole

Viewpoint

Sami Moubayed

is a Syrian historian and author
of “Under the Black Flag” (IB
Tauris, 2015).

Syrians of both
camps feel
helpless at such
under-the-table
deals on their
behalf but are
helpless to
challenge them.

objective, which is to reassert regime
rule over every inch of Syria. In a future when the guns fall silent with
the regime unbeaten, Assad will attempt to realise this ambition. It will
not be easy.
Syria’s economy has collapsed in
wartime. Much of the country’s civil
infrastructure has been destroyed or
fallen into disrepair. Its major cities
have been gutted, bombed to pieces
or left to fall to ruin.
John Arterbury, a security analyst
in Washington, said via social media
that “a deeper collapse of the Syrian
economy could trigger some level of
in-fighting and instability that may
pose challenges to the regime’s governance model.”
International organisations gather
funds for Syria’s reconstruction. The
regime hopes to secure its future by
attracting capital. If it is given money
for reconstruction, it will use calculated largesse to bolster its power,
buttressed with the threat of withholding aid from those who resist its
rule.
Even if it secures this financial
leverage, the regime contends with
a chronic shortage of manpower.
Its armies have been diminished by
defections and attrition. What economic activity it can muster suffers
from the effects of Syria’s declining
population. To supplement its regular military, the regime increasingly
relies on militias of loyalists.
Many of these have been incorporated into a state-sponsored umbrella, the National Defence Forces
(NDF) — a semi-successful compromise between lawlessness and

Bloody legacy. Syrian regime forces sit by a marble mosaic monument depicting a picture of late
President Hafez Assad at the entrance of Harasta in Eastern Ghouta, on March 25. 		
enlistment. Loyalist militias rely on
the state’s authority. Their actions,
including many alleged war crimes,
are frequently sanctioned by officialdom. These militias, despite their
overt loyalty, are unruly.
Analyst Ryan O’Farrell said the
militias’ “entire raison d’etre is the
preservation of the regime” but that
“they can fight each other… which
has happened on a few occasions.”
The militias bolster the regime,
which, in turn, is bound to them.
“The regime’s various predatory militias give it some security,”
O’Farrell said.
Militias offer genuine, though
unstable, support for the regime.
This could diminish if the threat of
regime collapse recedes. Opportunities for militias to enrich themselves
or to turn to brigandage would weaken the regime’s already slack grasp
on much of the territory it nominally
governs.
The regime also relies on foreign

support. This includes financial
backing from Iran, as well as dependence on Russian air power.
Assad is backed by foreign fighters.
An example is Hezbollah, Iran’s Lebanese proxy, which has been fighting
for the regime for years.
Phillip Smyth, the Soref fellow at
the Washington Institute for Near
East Policy, said via e-mail that he
estimates the number of fighters for
Iran-sponsored militias at 16,00028,000.
These fighters willingly serve as
part of the pro-Assad coalition. They

Syria’s economy has
collapsed in wartime.
Much of the country’s
civil infrastructure has
been destroyed or fallen
into disrepair.

(AFP)

are happy to fight Syria’s opposition
and jihadist factions. Their loyalty to
Assad is less certain.
“Iran-run militia groups are loyal
to Iran and Tehran’s goals in Syria.
Bashar Assad and his position in
Syria is rarely even an afterthought,”
said Smyth.
“You can bet on Tehran understanding that, if they needed to, they
could use those forces to send a signal to Damascus,” Smyth said.
The Assad regime is unstable. It is
hampered by Syria’s economic collapse and its own manpower crisis.
Though it is unlikely to suffer overthrow, its support is built on unruly
domestic and foreign militias. The
prospect of the regime exerting control over all of Syria is a profoundly
unreal one. Yet, as it feels increasingly secure, there is no doubt it will
persist in pursuit of this unlikely objective.
James Snell is a British journalist.

For Syria, international compromise drives internal partition

U

N Special Envoy
for Syria Staffan de
Mistura, speaking at
Geneva’s Graduate
Institute, said Syria
was heading towards a “soft, longterm partition,” which he described
as “catastrophic.”
The Swedish diplomat was saying what all Syrians had known for
years. They have watched their
country sleepwalk towards “soft
partition” since 2012.
When the crisis started, the
thought of a three- or four-way
partition was categorically refuted
by the Syrian government and its
opponents, arguing that they would
accept nothing less than control of
metropolitan Syria, with its present
borders, with a capital in Damascus,
with no breakaway states or invisible borders.
That mentality slowly changed,
although few would admit it in
public, seeing it as politically incorrect and ultimately wrong, from a
nationalistic point of view. Once the
battles of Afrin and Eastern Ghouta
end, the Syrian patchwork would
look semi-final, more like a chessboard than a battlefield.
Today, seven years down the
road, invisible borders are beginning to emerge, carving the country
into spheres of influence, shared
by the Russians, Americans, Turks
and, to a lesser extent, Iranians.
When Iran entered the Syrian battlefield in 2012, many expected it to
want control of the entire country,
transforming it into another Iraq.
The Iranians didn’t lift a finger,
however, to prevent entire towns
and cities from falling to the armed
opposition through 2012-15, much
to the horror of Syrian leaders.
Half of Aleppo fell to the opposition in 2012, along with its
entire countryside, and so did the
north-western city of Idlib, Daraa in

southern Syria, Deir Ez-Zor, Raqqa
and Abu Kamal on the Euphrates,
in addition to the ancient city of
Palmyra in the Syrian desert, which
was overrun twice by the Islamic
State (ISIS). It became clear that
Iran had a limited ambition in Syria,
only to secure areas that were vital
to its national interests, such as
the Damascus-Beirut Highway,
which was vital for Hezbollah, the
Qalamoun district and Shia shrines
in Damascus.
Iran realised that there were limits to its ambition, given that, unlike
Lebanon or Iraq, it had no Shias
in Syria who were willing to carry
arms and die for the sake of Tehran.
With limited tools, it decided to
take only what was feasible, politically, militarily and demographically.
These are the pockets that Iran
continues to control and will
likely be left with in the short term,
although US President Donald
Trump has made the ejection of
Iran from Syria a prime objective of
his foreign policy, on par with the
empowerment of Syrian Kurds and
the annihilation of ISIS.
The Turks, too, had to settle for
less than what they hoped to get in
2012. Their plan was no less than
marching on Damascus, toppling
the regime and replacing it with
Syrian proxies in the Muslim Brotherhood.
When that became increasingly
difficult by 2013, Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan turned to an
alternate strategy, tearing the country apart if he couldn’t get it in full,
shattering cities that he had wanted
on his “wish list.” He saw the Russian military intervention of 2015 as
a blessing in disguise, cutting a deal
with Russian President Vladimir Putin to settle for a fraction of what he
had originally wanted, in return for
letting the Russians tip the balance
in favour of their allies elsewhere

in Syria.
In the summer of 2016, the two
men met in St Petersburg and,
shortly thereafter, Turkish troops
marched into northern Syria, overrunning the border cities of Azaz
and Jarabulus and the inland one of
al-Bab.
The declared objective was to
clean the area from ISIS and Kurdish militias, creating a safe zone
along the border where Ankara
could relocate millions of Syrian
refugees who have been living in
Turkey since 2011. Erdogan begged
then-President Barack Obama to let
him have the honours of retaking
Raqqa from ISIS but that went to
Kurdish militias supported by the
CIA.
The ambitious Turkish leader
turned to the Russians once again,
seeking their approval to march
on Afrin, the strategic city west of
the Euphrates River, deep within
Russian-held territory.
Afrin was strategic for the Kurdish project, as Kurdish parties
hoped to unite it with Hasakah and
Qamishli east of the Euphrates, to
create the “Federal Government
of Northern Syria.” Erdogan would
settle for any deal, no matter how
painful, if it led to an end of the
Kurdish project on his borders. In
February, he got approval from the
Russians, overtaking Afrin in midMarch.
The Russians looked the other
way and, in return, Erdogan didn’t
lift a finger to save Turkish proxies
in Eastern Ghouta, the agricultural belt surrounding Damascus,
which has been held by the armed
opposition since 2012. It was Afrin
for Ghouta, just like in 2016, he had
traded Aleppo for Jarabulus and
Azaz.
He is now threatening to march
on Manbij, north-east of Aleppo,
which was liberated from ISIS rule
by Kurdish militias in 2016. This,

however, is where Erdogan’s troops
will stop. They won’t trespass on
Russian territory if the Russians
leave them in peace in the cities of
Jarabulus, Azaz, al-Bab, Afrin and,
soon, Manbij as well.
The US share of Syria — a total
of 22% — is seemingly okayed by
the Russians. They are situated
throughout Kurdish towns east
of the Euphrates, where eight US
military bases operate, under the
watchful eye of Russian warplanes.
Trump wants to empower and
reward the Kurds of Syria, whom
he sees as vital allies in the war on
terror.
During their brief summit in
Vietnam in November, Trump and
Putin agreed to co-sharing Syria
through pockets of influence, with
the Americans staying in the northeast until after the political process
starts, an indefinite date, no doubt,
that could mean years.
In return, the Trump administration seems to have surrendered
to Putin’s version of the Syrian
endgame, one that keeps Bashar
Assad in power and crushes the
armed opposition once threatening
his rule in cities and towns where
the Russian Army is present. This
basically applies to all major urban
centres in Syria, including Aleppo
in the north, Latakia on the coast,
where the Russian Hmeimim base
is located, and Damascus proper,
with its entire countryside.
Syrians of both camps feel helpless at such under-the-table deals
on their behalf but are helpless to
challenge them. Some argue that
such a formula is bound to fail,
with some satisfied as long as battle
lines are drawn firmly in cement
rather than sand, seeing that a
clear-cut military victory is close to
impossible. If the spheres of influence survive, each camp would be
given the chance to say: “At least, I
didn’t lose completely!”
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Expecting salvation from Cedre is like
hoping to transform water into yogurt

Makram Rabah

is a lecturer at the American
University of Beirut and author of
“A Campus at War: Student Politics
at the American University of
Beirut, 1967-1975.”

With the third highest
public debt,
Lebanon’s quest
to escape economic
collapse is little
short of planning
policy based on
a miracle.

T

wo drunkards are on
an isolated beach aimlessly staring at the
water. Suddenly one of
them looks to the other
and asks: “Can you
turn seawater into yogurt?” The
other man replies: “That’s absurd;
it is impossible to make yogurt
that way.” He pauses before adding: “If we could make yogurt out
of seawater, can you imagine how
delicious it would taste?”
This comical anecdote perfectly
encapsulates how many Lebanese
policymakers view the challenges
of governance and reform. With
the third highest public debt (150%
of GDP) — trailing Japan (239%)
and Greece (181%) — Lebanon’s
quest to escape economic collapse
is little short of planning policy
based on a miracle.
For evidence, look at successive
governments’ harnessing of an
absence of vision with a dearth of
resolve to produce little but the
accumulation of more than $80
billion in debt.
Lebanon has relied on the kindness of the international community, more specifically the kindness of the Gulf counties, which
were quick to offer grants and soft
loans, most recently at the Paris III
conference in January 2007. The
meeting was intended to support
Lebanon’s reconstruction efforts
after the war between Hezbollah
and Israel the previous summer.

Currently, the government
of Prime Minister Saad Hariri
is preparing for a new round of
fundraising, not to say begging,
as it heads to the much-anticipated Cedre conference April 6 in
Paris. Hariri, with his late father’s
shadow hanging over him, has
confirmed that Lebanon’s aim is to
solicit donors with a set of projects
and investment opportunities in
the hope of realising some
$16 billion in funding. It sounds
grossly ambitious but it’s essentially attainable.
However, it involves many prerequisites and structural reforms
that the Lebanese government
must implement before it can get
its hands on that much-needed
funding.
While Lebanon’s path to financial security might seem to be fully
mapped out by Hariri and his overzealous economic team, the signs
are pointing to the Cedre conference amounting to little more than
one more chance for the ruling
establishment to disappoint.
The timing of the conference
begs several questions, coming
as it does one month before the
much anticipated and delayed
parliamentary elections, after
which the current cabinet will
enter a caretaker position. There
are no guarantees that Hariri will
score especially high in the vote or
that he will be tasked with forming
a new government. However, his

public statements and those of his
associates appear to belie that fact.
This Cedre conference, contrary
to previous ones, involves more
loans than grants. Unlike most
of the Lebanese debt, which is
owned by the country’s banks, the
loans will expose Lebanon to more
dangerous external creditors.
From a risk perspective, Lebanon
would be opening its local assets
to foreign entities, if and when
Lebanon defaults, will not hesitate
to foreclose and collect on the
debts.
Compounding the difficulties
are constitutional concerns, with
any foreign financial obligation
subject to approval by parliament,
something that will be difficult to
achieve before the end of summer.
Coincidently, the new parliament
would be left with no option but
to endorse the obligations, even
though they were made by a previous administration, one that used
promises of prosperity to salvage
its crumbling political and regional
status.
Procedural technicalities aside,
the approach of the Lebanese
ruling establishment to the Cedre
conference reveals its essential
flippancy to the prospect of reform
and economic recovery. Hariri
and 16 of his cabinet members
are all running for parliament and
most of them have been using the
conference — a clear breach of the
state’s political neutrality — to

muster much-needed votes.
Lebanese President Michel
Aoun, Hariri’s political partner
at the helm of this sinking ship,
recently warned that “the country
is bankrupt” and urged the incoming parliament to take a tougher
stance on economic reform and
corruption than its predecessor.
However, as scare tactics go
it’s not much. Aoun and Hariri
both insist that costly projects be
implemented over the objections
of their colleagues in the cabinet
— the leasing of Turkish powergenerating ships being a case in
point.
Going further, any serious talk
of reform, therefore, must fully
tackle the preposterous failure
of the Lebanese state to manage
the electricity sector, which costs
Lebanon $2 billion yearly and
$33 billion since 1993, something
which Hariri and his government
continue to avoid.
Hariri will make the trip to Paris
and will put on an appropriately
theatrical performance. He will
issue economic pledges and commit to economic and structural
reforms. However, at the end of
the day, looking at the choices
the Lebanese have made, hopes
for genuine economic salvation
coming from Paris is like hoping to
transform water into yogurt, little
but the whimsical fancies of
a drunk at the beach staring out
to the sea.

Paris conference a not so ripe opportunity for Lebanon

Wael Mansour

is an economic researcher whose
work focuses on macroeconomic
and fiscal policies.

Experts estimate
that this Cedre
conference will
raise pledges of
$4 billion-$6 billion,
a much more
realistic figure
than the target
of $16 billion.

L

ebanon heads to the
Cedre conference in Paris
with a declared objective of raising financing
for a $16 billion public
investment portfolio.
The money would be spent on
infrastructure projects in electricity, water, wastewater, transport,
telecommunications, solid waste,
industrial zones, tourism and,
interestingly, culture.
The conference, organised by
the French presidency, will mostly
include European donors and
international financial institutions.
Lebanese Prime Minister Saad
Hariri’s latest reconciliatory visit
to Saudi Arabia and with several
other Arab donors confirming their
attendance raised hopes for the
conference’s success. Nevertheless,
this seems like an uphill battle for
the Lebanese government, given
unfavourable international circumstances.
Long gone are the days when
French President Jacques Chirac
could look straight in the eyes of
heads of delegations and mandate
an additional billion dollars of support to Lebanon, as he did during
the Paris II conference in 2002.
Today, harsh economic conditions restrict the capacity of
European countries to mobilise
public and private financing. Low
international oil prices coupled
with a cautious attitude vis-a-vis
Lebanon’s foreign policy, especially
its self-declared dissociation, cast
serious doubt on the level of participation from Arab countries and
Arab funds.
The conference comes amid
competing agendas, including
rebuilding efforts in Iraq, humanitarian operations in Yemen and
potentially a reconstruction plan
for Syria. Given scarce resources,
the donor community, the World
Bank, UN agencies and others will
have to undertake a major trade-off
on where to invest.
Consequently, experts estimate
that this Cedre conference will raise
pledges of $4 billion-$6 billion, a
much more realistic figure than the
target of $16 billion.
Such financing will not come
in the form of grants, as it did
in previous conferences, but in

Uphill battle.
Lebanese
Prime
Minister Saad
Hariri speaks
at a press
conference
during the
ministerial
meeting on
the support of
the Lebanese
security
forces in
Rome, on
March 15.
(AFP)

concessional financing: Lebanon
will have to borrow these funds,
albeit at lower interest rates with
longer maturities. With public debt
at the dangerous level of 151% of
gross domestic product, the third
highest in the world, a failure to
undertake structural reforms that
boosts growth and swaps current
expensive debt with such cheaper
funds could have devastating effects.
Given these circumstances and
Lebanon’s poor performance at
previous conferences, financing
obtained at Cedre is expected to be
conditional on economic reforms
that will be closely scrutinised by
the international community.
What type of reforms are expected and are they feasible?
Proposed reforms have always
been on the table and repeated
within endless International Monetary Fund and World Bank reports
and presented as part of previous
donors’ conferences for Lebanon
from Paris I in 2001 to Paris III in
2007.
The focus is on implementing a
fiscal consolidation plan that puts
the public debt ratio on a declining
trend. To do so, the Lebanese government must reform the electricity sector by investing in generation
and transmission capacities to

secure 24-hour services, increase
collection rates of unpaid bills and
raise tariffs to break-even levels. By
doing so, Lebanon would eliminate
the need for a $3 billion — equivalent to 6% of GDP — yearly subsidy
to the sector.
The second set of reforms are
those related to social benefits for
civil servants and the military. The
Lebanese government will need to
lower costs and increase efficiencies. This will mean cutting social
spending.
Third, Lebanon will have to improve tax administration measures,
including fighting corruption and
raising revenue, with a value added
tax being the easy option.
The international community
is calling for more active participation from the private sector in
the financing and execution of
investment projects, something
the Lebanese government has
responded to by passing a law on
public-private partnerships. Here,
too, analysts question the willingness of international investors to
invest in Lebanon.
With interest rates rising in the
United States and soon to follow in
Europe, emerging markets, in general, are no longer as lucrative for
international capital flows. As such,
many investors will refrain from

accepting the political and economic risks associated with Lebanon
and would likely be content with
yields on investments elsewhere.
Those who do decide to invest
are expected to demand very high
returns or guarantees, which could
lower the overall economic returns
from such projects and potentially
expose the Lebanese government
to unattended fiscal risks.
Historically, reforms have been
hard to implement in Lebanon and
the country’s poor record does
not suggest that the outcome will
be different this time. Complex
governance and political systems,
including sectarian divisions,
have blocked reforms in the past.
Pushing for structural reforms,
especially when cuts to social benefits are in play, will be difficult to
implement when popular resentment towards Lebanon’s political
establishment is on the rise.
As such, it is highly unexpected
that the government will introduce
deep spending cuts. A big challenge will be to level the playing
field among various actors to do
business. Otherwise, the notion
of private sector involvement will
become one huge monopoly involving Lebanon’s current political
actors, something the country is
too familiar with.
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Tunisia’s prime minister vows to forge ahead
with reforms despite trade union’s opposition
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

unisian Prime Minister
Youssef Chahed pledged
to forge ahead with bold
reforms despite the country’s political and economic challenges.
The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) disbursed a $257.3 million instalment loan to Tunisia on March
23 as it endorsed Chahed’s government’s difficult progress in carrying
out reforms.
The disbursement will relieve
the government’s financial strains,
including dwindling foreign currency reserves, and send a positive
signal to capital markets as the government prepares to tap investors
abroad in buying into its planned
sale of a 1 billion euro ($1.23 billion)
sovereign bond this year.
Chahed, however, received no respite from his opponents, especially
the powerful Tunisian General Labour Union (UGTT), whose leader,
Noureddine Taboubi, called on the
prime minister to “step down because you had failed. The country’s
situation needs immediate results.”
“You have picked a fight with
the UGTT and we will lead this social battle to the end whatever the
costs,” Taboubi warned in response
to Chahed’s underscoring the country’s needs to implement painful
reforms, including selling of stateowned firms.
“In reality, everybody agrees on
the (economic situation) diagnosis but when implementing these
reforms, special interests stand in
the way,” Chahed told parliament
on March 23 in his most spirited defence of reforms.
“The time of reforms has come.
There is a price to pay for carrying
out reforms and we are ready to pay
the price,” he said.
He cited the need to nurse back
to financial health two state social
security funds that together are losing about $41 million a month. He

Viewpoint

Michel Cousins

is a contributor to The Arab
Weekly on Libyan issues.

The Misrata-Zintan
agreement with its
demand for unity
is the result of
changes in
western Libya
over the past year.

Defending the ‘R’ word. Tunisian Prime Minister Youssef Chahed addresses parliament, on
March 23.											
mentioned the necessity to fix the
deficit of state companies, which
posted total financial losses of $2.7
billion in 2016, more than the equivalent of the annual state investment
spending for basic infrastructure
and other development projects.
Financial experts said Tunisia
faced a serious quandary. It has either to sell state assets to collect
funds to cut budget deficit or plunge
further into foreign indebtedness,
which would weaken its creditworthiness in international capital markets.
Rating agency Moody’s Investors Service downgraded Tunisia’s
already junk credit rating in March
to B2 — five levels below investment

grade — citing its deteriorating fiscal
balance sheets. Such an assessment
is bound to complicate the government’s plans to borrow money on
foreign capital markets.
In explaining its March decision,
Moody’s cited Tunisia’s further erosion of fiscal strength and the thinning of its foreign currency reserves.
Tunisia’s debt burden makes it vulnerable to shifts in foreign creditors’
willingness to finance its borrowing
needs, Moody’s said.
“The state must privatise nonstrategic sectors. With the earnings
from the sell-offs, the government
can invest in upgrading health, education. I’m not a supporter of ultraliberal market economics but the

(AFP)

pure version of state welfare economy had failed across the world,” said
Chahed.
“The privatisation of state companies is a red line. The UGTT will fight
to protect the interests of the popular masses,” said Taboubi.
Chahed claimed the high political ground in his struggle with his
adversaries citing a political saying
often repeated by his main political
protector, Tunisian President Beji
Caid Essebsi.
“The difference between a politician and a statesman is the first
thinks about the next elections
when the latter thinks about the
next generations,” said Chahed.
Financial expert Houcine Ben

Achour said: “The IMF disbursement is a true breath of fresh air
pending the next financial suffocation. The situation raises the issue
more than before whether there is
any choice between privatisation
and borrowing to satisfy the needs
of the state financial capacities.”
“Choosing between the easy way
of debt that puts more burdens for
the future and the difficulty of selling state assets. We have to decide
very clearly now rather than tomorrow,” added Ben Achour.
Political analysts said Chahed appears to have bolstered his political
standing but it is not clear whether
he will have time to implement his
reform agenda.
“Chahed is supposed to be in a
precarious position as the UGTT and
Nidaa want him to step down immediately; he has paradoxically his
hand freer now than before,” said
Nizar Bahloul, manager of the online magazine Businessnews.
Nidaa Tounes, the secularist party
founded by Caid Essebsi and headed
by his son, Hafedh, is not offering
solid support for Chahed.
“If he (Chahed) survives, he will
be credited with success in resisting
the trade union to pursue reforms
until the presidential elections in
2019. If he quits soon, he will be
seen as the leader who dared fight
corruption and started deep reforms
needed for the country’s salvation,”
Bahloul wrote in an analysis.
“Tunisians will remember his
work in the 2019’s elections,” he
added.
Chahed, the youngest prime minister of Tunisia in 60 years, has been
ambivalent about his candidacy for
president. He is mum about his political plans even when parties supporting his government urged him
to drop any claim to run for president in 2019.
For now, Chahed will have to
make sure first that municipal
elections take place as scheduled
May 6.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Misrata-Zintan deal points to consolidation in Libya’s west

T

he past three years has
raised a mountain of
conferences, workshops and other events
with officials and
international experts
analysing the situation in Libya
ad infinitum or offering advice
on what is needed to rebuild the
country.
The number of such events, usually next door in Tunisia, has not
been particularly well received by
ordinary Libyans, who see this as
one giant, expensive talking shop,
producing nothing that will change
their lives for the better. A recent
conference in Tunis — on local and
national reconciliation in Libya
— however, could not have been
more timely.
Shortly afterward, municipal,
military and other officials from
Misrata and Zintan called for
national and “inclusive” reconciliation, for a united Libyan police
force and military under civilian
control and for all sides to fight
together against terrorism “in all
its forms in Libya.” They agreed
there must be no return to tyranny
and that Libya must not be allowed
to split apart.
Since October 2011, when the
country’s new revolutionary leaders declared it liberated, Libya has
been full of worthy declarations
about the need to fight terrorism
and unite the army and police — all
to no avail. The existence of wellarmed local militias pursuing their
own interests has prevented Libya
from moving on.

This is what makes the MisrataZintan announcement such a major
development. Having led and
won the revolution in the west of
the country, the leaders of what
became the region’s two most
powerful rivals have been battling
each other for control of the crown
jewel in post-revolutionary Libya:
the capital, Tripoli.
This came to a head in 2014,
when Misratan-led forces, calling
themselves Libya Dawn, evicted
the Zintanis from their base at Tripoli International Airport, destroying it and several billions of dollars
worth of aircraft and equipment
and grabbing power in the capital.
Earlier that year, General (now
Field-Marshal) Khalifa Haftar
launched Dignity Operation to rid
Benghazi of militants and Islamists seen as responsible for a wave
of assassinations and attacks on
officials. In 2014, there were nearly
250 such attacks.
Between the takeover of Tripoli
and Operation Dignity in Benghazi,
a de facto division of the country came about. There were two
governments, two parliaments,
indeed, almost two of everything.
In the east were the government
of Prime Minister Abdullah alThinni, the newly elected House of
Representatives (HoR) and Haftar’s
Libyan National Army.
In Tripoli were the Libya Dawn
regime, a handful of members
of the former General National
Congress who decided they were
still a functioning parliament and
the Misratan-led forces. It was not

a neat division.
In the west, Zintan and other
places rejected the so-called Libya
Dawn regime and pledged their
allegiance to the HoR and Thinni,
while Sirte veered into uncharted,
dangerous waters as an Islamic
State (ISIS) fiefdom.
In the east, it took more than
three years for the LNA to take
Benghazi and Derna remains out of
its control.
As for the south, it was largely
ignored, left to fend for itself.
It was not surprising then that,
from late 2014, fears of Libya’s
disintegration were voiced. Fear
of separation, possibly based on a
realisation that it might happen,
accounts for the widespread opposition in Libya to federalism.
The Misrata-Zintan agreement
with its demand for unity and that
Libya must not be allowed to split
apart is the result of changes in
western Libya over the past year.
While a long way from exercising full political power, the head
of the internationally recognised
Presidency Council, Fayez alSarraj, has strengthened his own
position within the council and
united most of western Libya in at
least acknowledging its authority.
He has done this through mainly
the judicious use of appointments
or the provision of funding to the
municipalities, which neither Haftar nor the Thinni administration
can do.
In the case of Zintan, which less
than a year ago was seen as
firmly in the Haftar camp, the

appointment of Usama al-Juwaili,
the town’s top military commander, as head of the forces in the area
west of Tripoli made all the difference. It has not only brought the
town into the Presidency Council’s
camp, Juwaili has enforced council
authority in the other main Haftar
area, that of the Wirshefana tribe
immediately west of Tripoli.
Further west, Sabratha, previously a quasi-Islamist and a law
unto itself, has also moved into the
council’s orbit.
Libya, though, remains polarised, split firmly between its east
and west, although the south is
increasingly being courted by both.
With threats from the revolutionary remnants of Libya Dawn to
recapture Tripoli crushed by the
city’s militias, the chaotic patchwork that was western Libya is fast
vanishing. There are still problems,
notably Zawia.
The abduction of Central Tripoli
Mayor Abdularouf Beitelmal (released a few days later) shows how
shallow stability is in the capital.
However, in deciding to put past
differences aside, Misrata and Zintan have accepted the reality that
western Libya is being consolidated into a single operating unit.
Sarraj and Haftar are being
credited with the realisation that
neither is strong enough to take
control of the country without the
support of the other and that they
must work together.
Replicating the Misrata-Zintan
deal at the national level may take
a lot more time.
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US and the Middle
East
Maghreb

Do US anti-gun demonstrations have any significance to the Arab world?
Endorsing
change.
Two young
women
hold signs
during the
“March for
Our Lives”
rally in
Washington,
on March 24.
(AFP)

Much like in the Middle East region, angry young
Americans use social media to mobilise for change
Caitlin Hendel

is the publisher of National Catholic
Reporter, an independent, nonprofit newspaper that reports on
the Catholic Church.

O

n May 14, 2000 —
Mother’s Day in
the United States —
three-quarters of a
million people gathered in Washington
DC to draw attention
to the country’s growing problem
with gun violence. Dubbed the
Million Mom March, the event took
place 13 months after the country’s
first high-profile school shooting in
Columbine, Colorado, in which two
young men killed 12 classmates and
one teacher.
After hours of speeches, personal
testimonies, songs and prayers,
those of us in the crowd left
with a sense that a movement
had begun but the momentum

just wasn’t there.
Four years later, Congress allowed
a 10-year ban on the manufacture of
so-called assault weapons to expire.
Eight years after that, 20 children
and six adults were gunned down
in Sandy Hook Elementary School
in Connecticut. Americans on both
sides of the gun issue assumed that
horrific event would be the catalyst
to take a new look at weapons laws
but it was not to be.
By this time, the National Rifle Association — a lobbying group whose
power comes not just from money
but even more by the
numbers of members it can count
on to vote for pro-gun candidates —
had a firm grip on elected officials
across the country.
The mass shootings
continued — in schools, company parties, nightclubs and on the
streets of Las Vegas — but all we did
was shake our heads and pray. Until
Valentine’s Day of this year.
This time, a well-armed angry
young man picked the wrong school
at the right time. The students at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Florida had had enough
and they were determined to be the
survivors that made a difference in
this debate.
And so, on March 24, almost 18
years after the Million Mom March,

I again joined the crowds, cheered
the speeches and sang the songs.
This time, the level of momentum
feels different.
This time, it feels as if the move
to restrain and regulate this nation’s
love affair with guns just might latch
on, just might work.
What’s different? Several factors
are worth noting, not only for US
politics but also for anyone watching the hotspots in the Middle East.
First, the people leading this
movement are the people whose
lives are most at stake. It would be
presumptuous to compare a mass

The social mediadriven “Arab spring”
could boast only
scattered success
and one wonders
whether the
Parkland students
can do any better at
maintaining
momentum.

shooting in a wealthy US suburb
with the daily fear and despair that
comes with war and economic and
civil strife in the Middle East but the
young people in these high schools
— and in this country — are tired of
never knowing whether this is the
day violent anger will encroach on
their lives. And, much like youth
across the globe, they do not trust
the government to protect them.
To the anger, fear and mistrust
add the continuing explosion of
social media and there is a rising
tide that just might lift boats where
you least expect it. We saw it in
Tunisia in 2010 and later in Egypt,
Yemen and other Arab states when
Facebook became the information
source of choice for anti-government activists.
In Florida, the message was
spread on Twitter and the students
turned their favourite communication tool into a platform for change.
During the March for Our Lives
events — 450 of them around the
world, according to Vox.com —
teenagers dominated the stage with
an eloquent fury that roused the
crowds — those in person as well as
those across the internet.
It can be argued the social mediadriven “Arab spring” could boast
only scattered success and one wonders whether the Parkland students

can do any better at maintaining
momentum. It is notably possible
and here’s why.
While it’s not been easy for these
teens to have been thrust into the
Twitter glare — and, individually
and as a group, they have
attracted vicious, hate-spewing
enemies — they still know they
can speak openly without fear of
governmental restraint or physical
retribution. They will not be jailed
for endorsing change. Their social
media accounts will not be turned
off and they will not have to fight
from the shadows.
A key weapon on their side is the
ability and right to vote for change.
They are urging those who will be 18
this November and others to register
to vote and to get out there and
exercise that right. This is a nation
in which voter turnout can matter in
elections and the students recognise
that putting gun-control supporters
in office is a big step towards reform.
Finally, they have the backing of
women — mothers, grandmothers,
sisters, teachers — and, especially
in light of the #MeToo movement,
the voices of women in the United
States are rising to a place of true
power.
For anyone who studies activism,
the Parkland student movement will
be one to watch.

Gun-loving culture deeply rooted in US and Yemen
Tom Regan

is a regular contributor to The
Arab Weekly and a columnist at
factsandopinion.com.

I

t was an impressive sight. Hundreds of thousands of young
people filling Pennsylvania
Avenue in Washington protesting America’s love of guns. The
protest was led by teenagers
who survived a mass shooting at a high school in Florida. They
spoke eloquently about the need for
common sense gun controls.
However eloquent the message
was, they face a steep uphill battle. Americans have a legendary
love for guns. Led by controversial
groups such as the National Rifle
Association (NRA), Americans
have overlooked mass shootings at
movie theatres, churches, malls and

schools to defend their right to arm
themselves as much as they like.
The school shootings included one
in which 20 5- and 6-year-olds were
killed.
So, it’s hardly surprising that the
reasons Americans revere firearms
are mirrored in a country with the
world’s second highest per capita
rate of gun ownership — Yemen.
On the surface, the United States
and Yemen have little in common.
The United States is a superpower
both militarily and economically.
Yemen, racked by poverty and civil
war, is barely able to function. Look
closer, however, and many of the
cultural threads about guns are the
same in both countries.
A 2016 survey indicated that the
United States has 88 guns per 100
residents; Yemen has 54. The survey
only dealt with individually owned
firearms.
In Yemen, guns are a sign of status
and power, which is important in
a land where tribalism rules. In
America, gun ownership is a status
symbol within many communities.
In rural US communities, you stand
out if you don’t have at least a rifle.

Guns are openly carried in both
Yemen and the United States. In
Yemen, open-carry is for protection
from tribal enemies, against warring
groups or terrorists. Many Americans would tell you they open-carry
for the same reasons, not least
personal security and protection
against terrorists. This, although an
American has a better chance of being hit twice by lightning than being
attacked by a terrorist on home soil.
Facts matter little to hardcore gun
lovers. In America, guns are used
to make a political point by many
conservative groups. They openly
carry the mass shooter’s preferred
weapon, the semi-automatic AR-15,
in defence of Americans’ constitutional right to own guns.
Many gun owners in Yemen and
the United States share another
trait, too. They own not just one
gun but many. It is common for gun
owners in both countries to have
several weapons.
There is also a historical
element to the two countries’
attitude towards guns. In Yemen,
owning a gun is seen as part of a
Yemeni’s identity. Some Americans

practically worship the Second
Amendment to the US Constitution,
which protects their right to own
guns. Upheld by the US Supreme
Court, it is a right that stretches back
to the American Revolution in the
18th century.
Many gun owners in both countries tend to view central government with suspicion, which has
led to public violence and regular
confrontation with the authorities
over the years.
Finally, both countries have
struggled with laws that restrict gun
ownership. In the United States,
the NRA has fought almost every

A 2016 survey
indicated that the
United States has
88 guns per 100
residents; Yemen
has 54.

attempt to introduce checks, limit
sales and the possession of guns.
The NRA has even seen to an expansion of gun rights in many US states.
Yemen has some of the most restrictive gun laws in the Arab world
but these are rarely enforced. From
2007-10, when the government tried
to enforce the rules, thousands of
weapons were turned in but the
“Arab spring” changed that. The
political and security situation fell
into chaos and people once again
felt the need to arm themselves. All
the good work of the early 2000s
was left behind.
The rate of violent death per
capita is higher in Yemen than in
the United States but there are more
public mass shootings in America
than in any other country in the
world.
There is very little chance that
gun ownership rates will change in
either country despite the wellmeaning acts of American teenagers
or government efforts in Yemen.
Which means that gun deaths will
continue to mount in both countries
and they will stay at the top of the
list of gun ownership.
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Iraq reassures Turkey
on PKK threat but
challenges remain
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

T

op Iraqi officials pledged
to prevent attacks against
Turkey by Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PKK)
militants inside Iraq but
reining in the activities of the terror-designated group remains difficult as it is often out of the reach of
security forces.
“Iraqi security forces have been
instructed not to allow the presence of foreign fighters in the border region,” Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi told Turkish Prime
Minister Binali Yildirim in a phone
conversation.Abadi stressed that
he rejected any “violation” against
Turkey through Iraqi territory and
Yildirim assured Abadi that Turkey would not “launch operations
without Iraqi government consent,” read a statement from the
Iraqi prime minister’s office.

While the PKK is no
longer present in Sinjar,
the threat it poses to
Turkey, as well as to Iraqi
children, remains in
other areas.
Nechirvan Barzani, the prime
minister of the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), also condemned PKK attacks against Turkey.
“Why has Turkey crossed the
border? What is the reason? There
is a reason,” Barzani said in a
speech in Erbil. Barzani vowed that
the KRG would not allow “its soil to
be used to attack or make conflict

Viewpoint

Tallha Abdulrazaq

is a researcher at the University
of Exeter’s Strategy and Security
Institute in England.

It is highly
unlikely that any
major changes in
Baghdad’s policy
towards the KRG
will materialise
until after the
elections.

with neighbouring countries. This
principle includes attacks on Turkey, Iran, Syria or any other countries.”
“We have tried and told the PKK,
‘You cannot use the Kurdistan region’s soil to launch military attacks on Turkey and then return to
Kurdistan.’ It doesn’t make sense
and we have asked them several
times,” said Barzani.
The KRG’s peshmerga have
clashed with the PKK but the Iraqi
Kurdish fighters do not appear to
have the firepower to expel the
outlawed militants.
US Secretary of Defence James
Mattis said he would like to see an
end to PKK presence in Sinjar.
“The PKK, as you know, is a designated terrorist organisation by
the United States. They have killed
innocent Turks,” said Mattis, “And
we are intending to see them (PKK)
pull out of the Sinjar area. [That]
would be our… intention here.”
Turkey, which often carries out
air strikes against PKK hideouts in
Iraq, threatened to send ground
troops to clear the Iraqi area of Sinjar of the Kurdish militants. PKK
militants fled the area following
the Turkish threat and Baghdad deployed Iraqi troops to take charge
of security there.
The PKK gained a foothold in
Sinjar when its forces aided Iraq’s
Yazidi community after Kurdish
peshmerga fighters fled during
an Islamic State (ISIS) attack. ISIS
militants, who slaughtered and enslaved the Yazidis, were eventually
driven out of Sinjar after a series of
military offensives by peshmerga
forces backed by US air cover and
by the Iran-backed Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF).
Before fleeing, the PKK had its
own militia in Sinjar, the People’s
Defence Forces. The PKK-affiliated Yazidi militia, Sinjar Resistance Units, whose salaries, arms
and training used to come from

Under different names. A 2016 file picture shows a member of the PKK-affiliated Yazidi militia,
Sinjar Resistance Units, disarming an improvised explosive device near the village of Umm al-Dhiban
in northern Iraq. 						
			
(Reuters)
Baghdad as it became included under the PMF umbrella, remained in
the area because it is made up of
locals.
Many Yazidis complained about
the conscription of their children
by the PKK, as reported by Human
Rights Watch (HRW) in 2016 and the
United Nations in 2017. The recruitment or use of children under 15 is a
war crime under international law.
Some residents told HRW they
stopped sending their children to
school out of fear that they would
be abducted or recruited by the
PKK.
“Once they joined up, some children were not allowed to leave.
In the worst the HRW found, witnesses described the recapture
and brutal beating by fighters of
a 13-year-old Yazidi girl who had

argued with her commander and
tried to escape,” wrote Zama Neff,
executive director of children’s
rights division at HRW.
“Residents of Sardashti, a town
in Sinjar, told the HRW they found
her limping along a road with a
broken leg, pleading for help. They
tried to help her, but her former sisters-in-arms tracked her down and
took her away,” added Neff.
The Yazidi community is itself
split in its affiliations but it appears
that the PKK has outstayed its welcome in Sinjar.
“In interviews Yazidis in Sinjar repeatedly and spontaneously
compared the Kurdish group with
[ISIS] on the issue of child recruitment and indicated that the People’s Defence Forces is wearing out
its welcome,” wrote Neff.

While the PKK is no longer present in Sinjar, the threat it poses to
Turkey, as well as to Iraqi children,
remains in other areas. The group
has a presence in several Kurdish
villages and its headquarters is in
Iraq’s Qandil Mountains, which
have been out of reach of federal or
KRG forces since the 1990s.
Kurdish militants, including
child soldiers, continue to be exposed to PKK indoctrination there
as they train on how to attack Turkey, prompting retaliation from
Ankara.
Baghdad is strongly opposed to
Ankara’s intervention in Iraq but if
it can’t stop PKK militants from using Iraqi territories to attack Turkey
then the two countries are likely to
be engaged in renewed diplomatic
disputes.

Iraqi Kurdistan will use pragmatism to survive

I

raqi lawmakers have passed
one of the most politically
charged annual budgets in
recent memory. In what is
seen as a move to lock in
votes from a broad spectrum
of Iraqi ethnic groups opposed to
Kurdish separatism, Baghdad’s
latest budget saw the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG)
take another round of flogging as
punishment for daring to call the
ill-fated independence referendum
that backfired so spectacularly last
year.
Rather than the customary
17% share that the KRG normally
receives, the semi-autonomous
Kurdish region will see its budget
slashed almost 5%.
Naturally, Kurdish lawmakers
reacted with outrage when the
budget was tabled and boycotted
the vote. However, even if they
had stayed and attempted to vote
it down, they would have failed
because the general Iraqi political
consensus is that the Kurds ought
to be punished for the referendum
called by former KRG President
Masoud Barzani, who effectively
terminated his political career with
the move and was forced to hand
over his greatly diminished power
to the next generation of Kurdish
leaders.
Politicians of all ethno-sectarian denominations in Baghdad
decided that it would be fitting to
slash the KRG’s budget and force
them to export 250,000 barrels of
oil per day.
Making matters worse, the KRG
is expected to hand over proceeds

Reaching out. Iranian President Hassan Rohani (R) meets with
Nechirvan Barzani, prime minister of Iraq’s Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG) in Tehran, on January 21.
(Office of Iranian President)
of those sales to the federal
government for reallocation and, if
they fail to do so, the law stipulates
that the Finance Ministry would
make up for the deficit by cutting
further into the KRG’s share of the
national budget.
It would be no exaggeration to
say that, having lost almost twofifths of the territory they held
and a considerable number of the
freedoms they enjoyed, the Kurds
are very much on the ropes.
Since Baghdad militarily moved
on the disputed territories and
boxed the KRG within its original
borders, Kurdish authorities have
constantly been on the back foot

and seeking a way out. Baghdad’s
actions against the KRG exposed
Erbil’s weakness and demonstrated
that, without external support
from major powers such as the
United States, the Kurdish enclave
is vulnerable to the whims and
desires of the central authorities in
Baghdad.
It seems apparent that the Kurds
understand their independence
bid was an utter failure and that
is why they have been trying to
mend fences with Baghdad to
preserve whatever they have left.
This has led to the KRG reaching
out to powers, particularly Iran,
that assisted Iraq in toppling their

independence dream.
KRG Prime Minister Nechirvan
Barzani visited Tehran in January,
leading Iranian President Hassan
Rohani to state that he supports
warmer ties between Baghdad
and Erbil within a unified Iraq. Ali
Akbar Velayati, a top adviser to
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, said in February
that “Iran will do whatever was in
its power to remove grudges… and
improve ties” between the KRG
and the federal government.
Two signs give an indication of
this thawing of relations between
the KRG, Iran and Iraq. First,
and under Iranian protection, a
delegation of Iraqi Kurdish officials
visited Afrin in Syria in February,
which is being held by Syrian Kurdish forces but besieged by Turkish
troops. This raised eyebrows in
Ankara, which supported the KRG
until its independence bid. Second,
Iraqi authorities lifted the air embargo on Kurdish airports, which
had a crippling effect on the local
economy.
Considering how popular it is in
Iraq to be seen to be punishing the
Kurds for the independence referendum, it is highly unlikely that
any major changes in Baghdad’s
policy towards the KRG will materialise until after the elections.
However, by making themselves
appear no longer a threat to Iraqi
unity, it would be unwise to count
the Kurds out, considering their
history of political survivability
and pragmatic alliances, even with
those who attempted to blot their
aspirations out.
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Risks of Regional Disintegration

Old order disintegrates in the region, apex in Syria
Ed Blanche

Beirut

T

he Middle East, largely
defined by Britain and
France, the victors of the
first world war, is falling
apart as the region is consumed by unrivalled conflicts and
political upheaval. It is splintering
along religious and tribal lines — the
very ones that the colonial powers
failed to recognise — in large part
a consequence of the calamitous
Anglo-American invasion of Iraq in
March 2003.
“We’re seeing the centrifugal
forces of tribal or religious or ethnically divided societies coming
apart because the old guard has lost
influence and credibility due to the
passage of time, grass-roots forces
empowered by new technologies
and the deep frustrations and disengagement of outside powers,” explained David Rothkopf, editor-atlarge of the journal Foreign Policy.
Syria lies at the apex of this disintegration, splintered by a 7-year-old
war that has come to involve the
entire region along with the United
States, Russia, Saudi Arabia and
Turkey.
The country that was once an
Arab powerhouse is likely to fragment into at least three sect-based
entities: Iran-backed minority Shias
on the north-eastern border with
Shia-dominated Iraq along with
a minority Alawite statelet and a
majority Sunni region. It is possible there would also be self-ruling
Kurdish and Druze enclaves.
The breakup of Syria is widely
seen to be inevitable because most
people refuse to be ruled by the
harsh, Alawite-dominated regime
under the Assad dynasty, which
since 1971 had become a dynastic
republic through a smothering network of institutionalised corruption, fear and terror.
The region has never been stable
since the Ottomans were crushed
in world war one after ruling the region for some 400 years. The subsequent collapse of their empire and
the artificial division of Arab lands
between the wartime victors Britain
and France doomed the region to
decades of death and destruction.

To see how Syria and the
Levant are shaping up,
one need only look at the
chaos in oil-rich Libya at
the other end of the
Mediterranean.
“In an increasingly globalised international system the region has
never recovered from losing the political and civilisational hub it had
in Constantinople,” political commentator Ziad M. Belbagi observed.
“Successive regional multinational bodies have been unable
to build links between the nation
states of the Middle East in anything close to the former Ottoman
system,” he said in a 2017 analysis
published by the National Interest.
He noted that “the most problematic legacy of the Ottoman
breakup has been the carving up of
the region irrespective of cultural,
religious and tribal realities.
“In the region’s most pressing
conflict, the boundaries of the Syrian state have shown themselves to
be fragile, with a Kurdish uprising
in the north, an Alawite colony to
the west and the country’s eastern
border having become a wholly porous frontier with Iraq.”
Iraq, which under Saddam Hussein was the Arab bulwark against
expansion by an increasingly emboldened Shia Persia, the Sunni
Arabs’ historical enemy, is widely
expected to emerge as the first
Arab Shia state as Iran, which is
non-Arab, steadily gains power
there amid the political ruins left by

Region’s new normal. A Syrian
man holds up a national flag as he
evacuates with others from the
town of Jisreen in the southern
Eastern Ghouta, on March 17. (AFP)

the Americans.
If dominance by Iraq’s Shias, a
long-suppressed majority under
Saddam’s reign, does come to pass,
Tehran will have scored a major victory. That includes securing Iraq’s
oil reserves of 144 billion barrels to
add to its own reserves of 150 billion, thus surpassing Saudi Arabia’s
257 billion barrels.
The 2011 uprisings against authoritarian and corrupt regimes
in countries brought into being by
the Europeans were caused by generations of abusive and selective
power by supposedly republican
political dynasties that sought the
respectability of kingdoms.
“Long repressed identities have
re-emerged, challenging the unity
of many Muslim states and blurring
once-solid geopolitical lines,” Belbagi noted.
“Ottoman provinces became
Arab kingdoms while Christian and
Jewish enclaves were carved out in
Lebanon and Palestine. Syria, Libya
and Palestine were given names
resurrected from Roman antiquity.
Libya reappeared in 1934 when the
Italians combined Cyrenaica with
Tripolitania and Fezzan.
“Europeans had little interest in
understanding the maze of Middle
Eastern identities. A large Kurdish
population — today numbering perhaps 25 million — was divided between four states: Turkey, Iran, Iraq
and Syria. Shia Arabs were split between Iraq, Kuwait, Bahrain and the
eastern provinces of Saudi Arabia.”
Analyst Galip Dalay, an expert
on Turkey and Kurdish affairs and
a non-resident fellow at the Brookings Doha Centre, noted in a recent
analysis that he did not envisage
the emergence of new nationstates based on sectarian or ethnic
grounds, but autonomous regions
within these states, what he calls
“the atomisation of sovereignty.”
“Despite all the talk of breakups,
Middle Eastern borders have proven to be tenacious. They have resisted the pressure of territorial disorders,” Dalay observed.
“And yet, order in the nationstates underpinning these borders
is crumbling. New forms of political
authority and autonomous regional
entities are emerging across the region.
“The idea and nature of sovereignty is rapidly changing. No
longer are central governments or
well-entrenched regimes the sole
contenders for sovereignty. Though
post-colonial borders remain in
place, sovereignty within nationstates in the region has been shared
and challenged,” Dalay noted.
“At the national level… take Syria: the regime, the opposition, the
Kurdish Democratic Union Party
(PYD) and the Islamic State [ISIS]

all have territorial enclaves of their
own, where they exert sovereignty.
Likewise, both Libya and Yemen
have been effectively turned into
regionalised states…
“At a regional level, both Iran
and Turkey are using their foreign
policies to directly limit the sovereignty of Syria. Iran exerts major
influence over the Syrian security
apparatus, if not the state structure
as a whole.
“Likewise, Turkey now has an
enclave of its own in Syria as a result of its Operation Euphrates
Shield. Likewise, Egypt and the
United Arab Emirates have violated the sovereignty of Libya, while
Saudi Arabia, the UAE and other
allied powers are doing the same in
Yemen.”
Dalay concluded: “This national
disorder is taking place within the
larger framework of regional disorder. Since the start of the Arab uprisings, the region’s authoritarian
status quo has been shaken to its
core but a new regional order has
yet to emerge.
“The region is passing through
a geopolitical vacuum, leading to
deadly rivalries among the major
regional powers particularly Saudi
Arabia and Iran — and causing the
intensification of damaging proxy
wars which are destroying the fabric of Middle Eastern societies,
weakening state structures and poisoning inter-state relations.”
The end of the old order started
with the ill-advised and ultimately calamitous US-led invasion of
Iraq in March 2003. The backlash
created what became ISIS, and
“a series of upheavals that left
no country or relationship in the
region unscathed,” Rothkopf observed.
Middle East specialists believe
that Iraq, where Iranian influence
grows by the day and is likely to
deepen with powerful Iran-backed
Shia militias recently inducted into
the state military structure and
likely to dominate parliamentary
elections on May 12, may splinter
into three sectarian cantons in the
not-too-distant future.
The bloodshed between the minority Sunnis, backed by Saudi Arabia, and the majority Iran-affiliated
Shias will likely intensify. Iraq’s
three Sunni-dominated western
provinces and Sunni-held territory in northern Syria are seen as
a potential statelet, while the Shiadominated south with its major oilfields may be another.
Iraq’s Kurds already have autonomy but they want something their
widely dispersed people have never
had: a fully fledged state.
Even the 70-year-old PalestinianIsraeli dispute, long the core conflict in the modern Middle East, has

been eclipsed by the broader sweep
of historic change that is coursing through the region, perhaps
the final corrective convulsion of
the cause of Arab nationalism that
world war one helped to spawn,
and may even in the end become a
victim of it.
The irony is that as the prospect
of new states emerging from the
region’s political earthquakes increases, the hapless Palestinians
will be left out of the new order.
In Syria, the tattered regime of
President Bashar Assad sustained
only by Russian and Iranian blood
and treasure remains intact and
vengeful. The complexity of the crisis has become even more complicated with Turkey’s military intervention in the north-west.
It is assured of further complexity if NATO-member Turkey, which
has waged a 40-year war against its
own state-seeking Kurdish minority, sticks to its objective of preventing the emergence of a Kurdish
state on its southern border.
Interventions by Russia and Iran

on one side and the United States
and its regional allies on the other
have contributed greatly to Syria’s
worsening woes by arming various anti-Assad groups; the more so
since their objectives range from
saving the Damascus regime from
total collapse to arming militant
Islamic groups to prevent al-Qaeda
and ISIS from grabbing territory in
the turmoil to enhance their wars
against the West.
To see how Syria and the Levant
are shaping up, one need only look
at the chaos in oil-rich Libya at the
other end of the Mediterranean
and how seven years of conflict
wrought largely by the rash intervention of outside powers and their
subsequent failure to ensure the
emergence of a coherent modern
state are tearing apart what remains
of the country on Europe’s southern flank.
Ed Blanche is a regular
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
He has reported on the Middle East
since 1967.

All change - one man’s view
of the ideal Middle East
Ed Blanche

Beirut

I

n June 2006, Ralph Peters, a
former US Army colonel now
a military analyst and strategist, drew a map of a radically
reshaped Middle East, a process that’s accelerating amid the
political upheavals and conflicts
sweeping the region.
One of the key elements of Peters’ map is that it defines a dramatic shift in oil power from Saudi
Arabia and Iraq to what he calls
an “Arab Shia state” running from
Baghdad — defined as a “citystate” — through Shia-dominated
southern Iraq, running around Kuwait and down Saudi Arabia’s entire eastern shore on the Gulf.
The prospect of such a state
seems rather fanciful because
it would create an energy super
state that includes southern Iraq,
which holds two-thirds of the present country’s 150 billion barrels of
oil; Iran’s restive Arab-populated
Khuzestan province in the southwest, where most of the Islamic
Republic’s oil is located; and Saudi
Arabia’s oil-rich Eastern Province,
where the kingdom’s large Shia minority is centred.
Neither Iran nor Saudi Arabia

is likely to surrender such strategic, economically vital territory to
form a new state for someone else.
Indeed, in Peters’ idealised map
of the Middle East, Saudi Arabia
would be vastly truncated, ceding territory in the north-west to
Jordan (if it survives) while territory on the Red Sea coast containing the holy cities of Mecca and
Medina would mutate into an entity Peters calls “the Islamic Sacred
State,” while a large slice of southern Saudi Arabia would become
part of Yemen.
Given the dilatory manner in
which Riyadh is waging the war it
started in Yemen in March 2015,
such an eventuality would seem to
be a leap of faith but when viewed
through the prism of the anarchy
and game-changing conflicts tearing apart the old order in the Middle East, anything is possible.
Peters’ map leaves the muchshrunken rump of the kingdom
landlocked and known as Saudi
Homelands, although it’s not clear
whether it would still be a kingdom ruled by the House of Saud.
Syria, Iraq, Iran and Turkey
would all lose territory to a “Free
Kurdistan,” a state as big as what’s
left of Turkey and running all the
way from the Armenian border
through Iraq’s Kirkuk oilfields to
the environs of Baghdad.
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Turkey raises
the stakes in
northern Syria

T

his is one of those moments when matters in
war-torn Syria become
more complicated than
they already are and
it’s mainly because of
Turkey’s focus on Manbij.
The northern Syrian town is
controlled by the US-backed Syrian
Defence Forces (SDF) but Ankara
is emboldened by its seemingly
successful offensive in the mainly
Kurdish enclave of Afrin.
Over 72 hours, from March 27,
here is how tensions rose.
In Hasakah province in northern
Syria, a new political party named
Syria’s Future was established with
Ibrahim al-Qaftan as chairman.
Qaftan had been a member of the
Ba’ath Party’s Manbij unit before
the Syrian civil war began and ran
the local council after the Kurdish
People’s Protection Units took control. Ankara and the pro-government Turkish media slammed the
new party as a front for American
support for the Kurds.
On March 28, Turkey’s National
Security Council (MGK) issued a
statement that declared Ankara
“shall not refrain from taking an
initiative to disperse the terrorist
elements from Manbij, as Turkey
did elsewhere.” The statement
came after Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan’s telephone conversations with his American and
French counterparts.
Washington and Paris responded
to MGK’s statement in rather a
confusing way. US President Donald Trump said during a speech in
Ohio: “We’ll be coming out of Syria
very soon. Let the other people
take care of it now. We’re going to
have the 100% of the caliphate, as
they call it, sometimes referred to
as land. We’re taking it all back.”
To some observers that sounded
like gibberish and matters became
even more confusing when the
US State Department declared it
was not aware of any decision to
withdraw from Syria. The Pentagon
referred questions to the White
House.
Meanwhile, French President
Emmanuel Macron promised robust support to an SDF delegation
visiting Elysee Palace. The official
readout said the support was “in
particular in stabilising the security
zone in north-eastern Syria, to prevent the resurgence of [the Islamic
State (ISIS)] while awaiting a political solution to the Syrian conflict.”
Macron said he hoped France
could facilitate dialogue between

the SDF and Turkey. Le Figaro
reported that France was preparing
to send special forces to the Manbij
area.
Erdogan was quick to slam Paris.
He revealed that he had a row with
Macron on the phone. “I noticed he
was uttering some strange things,”
Erdogan said, apparently angry
Macron had hosted the SDF at
the palace. “I had to respond in a
higher frequency. Those who host
terror organisations should know
that this is a hostile act to us and
the offer on mediation is not this
person’s place. We don’t need your
mediation.”
The war of words continued until
early March 30 when there was
violence on the ground. Reports
came in of a deadly ambush by the
Kurdish Workers’ Party (PKK) on
Turkish village guards in Eruh district in Turkey’s south-eastern Siirt
province. It was the first PKK attack
on Turkish soil in a long time.
Turkey’s village guards are basically a civilian militia and Eruh is
significant. That was where the
PKK launched its violent campaign
in 1984. The symbolism, if any, of
the events is open to interpretation
but tensions between the Kurds
and Ankara are rising.
How to read a puzzling series of
events? There are certain points to
note. Although Trump may have
been speaking in a personal capacity when he suggested the United
States was “coming out” of Syria,
there is growing consensus that
Turkish and American interests in
Syria no longer overlap.
The United States was engaged in
Syria to fight ISIS. If Trump is serious about withdrawing from Syria,
it would mean the anti-ISIS mission
has ended. If so, what will happen
to the SDF, which was built to take
on the jihadists?
Perhaps Trump thinks it is time
for the Europeans to assume more
responsibility in Syria. After all, it is
Europe more than the United States
that has suffered from the consequences of Syria’s civil war. It is
Europe that may become a magnet
for Kurds because of their rising
conflicts with Turkey.
No matter what happens with
the anti-ISIS coalition, the impasse
on northern Syria continues and
it keeps Turkey more aligned with
Russia than with NATO.
Meanwhile, the Kurds are becoming increasingly aware that their
golden age of prominence was
short-lived.
Puzzling times.

Confusing messages. US soldiers are seen near the tense front
line between US-backed Syrian Manbij Military Council fighters
and Turkey-backed fighters at Halawanji village, north of Manbij,
on March 29. 						
(AP)

Witch-hunt victims. A member of a media freedom group arranges symbolic accreditations with the
names, pictures and media affiliations of detained journalists in Turkey.
(AFP)

Turkish journalists vow to
fight on as media freedoms
continue to shrink at home

Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

urkish journalists say
they are determined to
push for media freedom
even if the takeover of
their country’s biggest
media conglomerate by a pro-government company and new online
restrictions signal fresh limits on
dissent ahead of elections.
“This is our country,” a prominent journalist said at a meeting
of like-minded reporters in Istanbul. “We have to make our voices
heard,” said another.
Free speech activists have decried the sale of Dogan Media, Turkey’s biggest media group, to the
Demironen conglomerate, a company known to be close to the government of Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, for a reported
$1.1 billion.
The Dogan empire includes Turkey’s leading daily Hurriyet and
the CNN-Turk news channel. Baris
Yarkadas, an opposition lawmaker, said the takeover meant that
companies close to Erdogan control about 90% of media outlets in
Turkey. Opposition leader Kemal
Kilicdaroglu called the takeover a
“great danger” for the country.
“This sale means the death of
pluralism and independent journalism in Turkey’s mainstream
media,” Erol Onderoglu, the Turkey representative of Reporters
Without Borders, a media freedom
advocacy group, said in a statement. “The government now has
complete control of the media in
the run-up to general elections in
2019.”
One big pro-government media
group is led by Serhat Albayrak,
a brother of Erdogan’s son-in-law
and Energy Minister Berat Albayrak. Views critical of Erdogan are
mostly confined to online outlets
or smaller opposition newspapers
supported by foundations, trade
unions or small political parties.
By contrast, Turkey’s biggest
media belong to conglomerates
that have many economic interests
outside publishing and have been
accused of using their newspapers
and TV and radio stations to curry
favour with the government.
Demironen
Holding,
which
bought the Vatan and Milliyet
newspapers from Dogan in 2011, is
active in the energy and retail business, among others. Reports said

Demironen owner Erdogan Demironen apologised to Erdogan after
the Turkish leader expressed his
displeasure with a story in the Milliyet newspaper several years ago.
After his phone call with Erdogan,
Demironen burst into tears, the reports said.
Critics also say that the Erdogan
government is pressuring rich media companies to discourage criticism. Dogan Media, long seen as
critical of Erdogan, was hit with
a $2.5 billion tax fine in 2009, in a
move considered politically motivated. Reports said Dogan’s founder, Aydin Dogan, 81, sold his media
empire to Demironen to avoid arrest.

More than

140

journalists are behind
bars and approximately
10,000 media workers
have been fired in a
crackdown on free
speech in recent years.
Dogan newspapers have generally been supportive of government policies. Still, the Demironen
takeover was greeted with scepticism by prominent representatives
of the media affected.
“Especially from the point of
view of the people’s right to know,
the lack of diverse views and the
lack of diverse news approaches
to events are gradually causing the
media to become ever more monolithic,” wrote Murat Yetkin, editorin-chief of Hurriyet Daily News, an
English-language newspaper that
is part of Dogan and will be transferred to Demironen along with
other papers and TV channels.
“The lack of press freedom therefore inevitably becomes a problem
of democracy,” Yetkin wrote in a
column.
Turkey has been severely criticised in the West for clamping
down on media dissent. In February, a court in Istanbul sentenced
three prominent writers, brothers Ahmet and Mehmet Altan and
Nazli Ilicak, to life in prison for allegedly supporting a coup attempt
against Erdogan in 2016.
More than 140 journalists
are behind bars, the Turkish

Journalists Association says, and
approximately 10,000 media workers have been fired in a crackdown
on free speech in recent years.
As Turkey prepares for local, parliamentary and presidential elections next year, there have been reports of a plan by Erdogan to have
the vote this year to take advantage
of a wave of nationalism triggered
by the military intervention in Syria. Erdogan denied the reports but
his government is strengthening its
grip on online media and access to
internet content potentially critical
of the president.
The Turkish parliament approved a bill that forces streaming services to get a state licence.
Turkey’s internet watchdog BTK
said it is taking “serious measures”
to rein in virtual private networks
programmes that allow users to
circumvent internet restrictions.
Turkey has blocked websites, such
as the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia, to fight what authorities say
are outlets spreading anti-Turkish
or terrorist propaganda.
The European Union said an end
to pressure on the media under
the state of emergency introduced
after the 2016 coup attempt is a
precondition for a return to normal
relations between Ankara and the
bloc.
“We think that the Turkish institutions, thanks to the efforts which
have been undertaken, are strong
enough for the state of emergency
to end,” EU Commission President
Jean-Claude Juncker said at an EU
meeting with Erdogan on March 26
in Bulgaria. “We would ask Turkey
to have a new look on at the imprisoning of journalists.”
There is no sign that the EU demands will make a difference in
Turkey. Police recently stormed
the offices and the printing shop of
a small leftist newspaper in Istanbul. Reports said the Ozgurlukcu
Demokrasi Gazetesi (Newspaper
of Libertarian Democracy) would
be taken over by a state-appointed
manager.
“It’s horrible,” the editor of an
opposition outlet in Istanbul, who
spoke on condition of anonymity
like other government critics interviewed in the city, said about the
Dogan takeover by Demironen. Another reporter offered a more upbeat assessment. “This, too, shall
pass,” he said.
Thomas Seibert is a
Washington correspondent for
The Arab Weekly.
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Iran Tilting East

Debate

Facing isolation Iran turns to Russia, China

Ali Alfoneh

is a non-resident senior fellow at
Rafik Hariri Centre for the Middle
East at the Atlantic Council.

More often than not,
Russian and Chinese
leaders use their
influence over Tehran
as leverage in their
negotiations with
Washington.

S

ince the 1979 revolution, a mosaic that
reads “Neither East
nor West — the Islamic
Republic” has adorned
the entrance to the Iranian Foreign Ministry.
The slogan was originally meant
to emphasise the regime’s nonaligned stance in the final phase
of the Cold War. It is still said to
be the fundamental foreign policy
doctrine of the regime.
However, the claim is not borne
out by reality. The regime’s foreign
and security policy record shows a
decided tilt to the east, in particular towards the Soviet Union and
its successor the Russian Federation, as well as towards China.
This was apparent as recently as
March 24. John Bolton’s appointment by US President Donald
Trump as national security adviser
elicited the following comment
from Ala al-Din Boroujerdi, chairman of the Iranian parliament’s
Foreign and Security Policy Committee: “Exorbitant arms deals
were signed during [US President
Donald] Trump’s visit to Saudi
Arabia… Since Saudi Arabia’s attempts to counter the Islamic
Republic in the region have failed,
the Americans had yet another
reason to adopt harsher policies
towards Iran…”
Boroujerdi also said that to
“neutralise US policies,” Tehran
should strengthen relations with
the East, in particular with China
and Russia, both of which are
“subjected to American sanctions
and face formidable obstacles in
the path of their relations with the
United States.”
Tehran’s fear of the rapidly

changing mood in Washington
is not without reason: Trump is
assembling a war cabinet ready
to declare the nuclear agreement
with Tehran null and void. The Europeans, in an attempt to keep the
nuclear agreement alive, are pressing Tehran to give further concessions, in particular regarding Iran’s
ballistic missile programme. If
Tehran does not give in to those
pressures, prospects for some kind
of a military conflict are very real.
This, in turn, forces, Tehran into
the arms of Russia and China.
The regime’s orientation towards
the East is not without tension.
In public, officials insist on the
strategic nature of the relationship
with Russia and China but they are
often frustrated by Moscow and
Beijing’s perception of Tehran as,
at best, a tactical ally.
More often than not, Russian
and Chinese leaders use their
influence over Tehran as leverage
in their negotiations with Washington. As UN Security Council
resolutions against Iran clearly
demonstrate, when the price is
right, Moscow and Beijing do not
hesitate to forsake their friends
in Tehran. Moscow and Beijing
perceive Tehran’s fear of Washington as a welcome opportunity
to increase arms exports to Iran,
which makes Tehran even more
dependent on the East.
Of course, Iran has alternatives
to looking East if only it were
minded to take them. Tehran
could, in the words of Abdollah
Ramezanzadeh, cabinet spokesman under former President
Mohammad Khatami, deal with increased pressure from Washington
by “deepening internal unity” and

Calculated handshake. Russian President Vladimir Putin (L)
shakes hands with Iranian President Hassan Rohani prior to their
meeting in Sochi, last November. 			
(AFP)
by pursuing a policy of “regional
detente.”
Behzad Nabavi, a veteran politician and former minister, also
said in an interview with reformist daily Arman: “We must avoid
adventurism in the regime. More
than Trump and [former President
Barack] Obama, we ourselves are
to blame [for Iran’s regional isolation].”
Going by Iran’s trajectory, however, it seems most unlikely that

the regime will listen to Ramezanzadeh and Nabavi’s advice.
Unfortunately, it is far more likely
that Tehran will continue to suppress domestic allies and alienate
neighbours by regional military
adventurism.
In so doing, the regime will
remain extremely vulnerable to
Moscow and Beijing, which will
abandon the Islamic Republic
of Iran whenever that is in their
interest.

The Iran-Russia oil connection is a sign of the times

Gareth Smyth

is a regular contributor to The
Arab Weekly. He has reported
from the Middle East since 1992.

I

ranian Oil Minister Bijan
Zanganeh admitted it was “a
difficult negotiation” while
congratulating both sides on
Tehran’s oil development deal
with a “prominent Russian
company.”
Zarubezhneft’s $740 million
agreement for the Aban and West
Paidar fields is Iran’s second energy
deal since sanctions eased in 2016.
In July, Total made a $4.8 billion
commitment to phase 11 of the
South Pars gas field.
The timing is interesting. A major
step in energy cooperation between
Russia and Iran comes amid rising
expectation that the United States
will withdraw in May from the
2015 nuclear deal between Iran and
world powers.
Politics and economics are

intertwined. After US President
Donald Trump announced he would
appoint Iran hawks Mike Pompeo
and John Bolton as secretary of
state and national security adviser,
respectively, leading Iranian politicians said Iran should “look east.”
Alaeddin Boroujerdi, chairman
of Iran’s Parliamentary Committee
on National Security and Foreign
Policy, was one of those who suggested strengthening relations with
China and Russia.
However, there is wariness in
Tehran about over-reliance on Russia. In 2006, Moscow agreed to refer
Iran’s nuclear programme to the UN
Security Council, so belying hopes
of Ali Larijani, then the top security official, that a “tilt to Moscow”
would rule out referral.
Even so, political cooperation

Interesting timing. Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Namadar Zanganeh (Back-L) and Chairman of Iran’s
Energy Commission Fereydoun Hasanwand (Back-R) look on as Segey Kudryashov, general director
of Zaubezhneft (Front-L); Ali Kardor, managing director of National Oil Company (Front-C); and
Mohammad Iravani, CEO and chairman of Dana Energy (Front-R), sign an offshore oil field agreement
in Tehran, on March 14.
							
(AFP)

between Russia and Iran has increased in recent years, as evident
in the Syrian war. Moscow backs
Iran’s view that its missile programme is consistent with the
2015 nuclear deal, which it argues
Washington has no right to upturn
unilaterally.
Seeking investment and technology transfer, Iran wants to tempt
Western majors into helping develop its vast energy reserves. The
new Integrated Petroleum Contract,
used as a model with Total and
Zarubezhneft, offers better terms
to foreign companies than before.
Western oil majors, including BP,
Chevron and Exxon Mobil, however, have held back from concrete
commitments since the nuclear
agreement.
The memoranda of understanding (MoU) include Shell in 2016 for
the South Azadegan and Yadavaran
oil fields and for the Kish gas field.
Norway’s DNO, Austria’s OMV and
Schlumberger, the energy services
company, have agreed to MoUs.
Fears, however, of new US sanctions, and indeed of existing ones,
have made Western European energy companies and banks wary.
As the Europeans pause, the Russians act. Zarubezhneft’s agreement
for Aban and West Paidar, an 80%
share, with the Iranian privatesector Dana Energy taking 20%,
follows a MoU of 2016. It is the first
of at least seven MoUs with Russian
firms.
These are mainly aimed at improving yields from existing fields,
which is a short- to medium-term
priority for Tehran. Zarubezhneft
is expected to boost the fields’
production from 36,000 to 48,000
barrels a day, an improvement that

Moscow backs Iran’s
view that its missile
programme is
consistent with the
2015 nuclear deal.

Zanganeh said would be worth
$4 billion to Iran.
Zarubezhneft has other MoUs
covering the Shadegan, Rag Sefid
and Susangerd oilfields. Lukoil,
Gazprom and Tatneft also have
MoUs, while Lukoil has been assigned the two major oil fields,
Mansouri and Ab Teymour, each
with 15 billion barrels.
All of these seem likely to go
ahead and Russian involvement
will surely increase if the Western
Europeans hold back. Iran is already
in talks with Gazprom and Rosneft
over other fields.
Zarubezhneft’s deal suggests
Moscow expects “business as
usual” even if the United States
withdraws from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). Total CEO Patrick Pouyanne recently
suggested the company would seek
a waiver if the US-imposed new
sanctions, enabling it to go ahead
with phase 11 of South Pars.
Paul von Maltzahn, former German ambassador to Iran, Egypt and
Iraq, said a US withdrawal from the
JCPOA and possible new sanctions
would lead to a “cat-and-mouse
game” rather than dramatic change.
“Iran would employ delaying tactics
[over the nuclear programme], making a movement and then waiting
for the reaction of others,” he said.
Unlike 2012-15, when Iran’s oil
exports were halved and foreign
investment frozen by various
embargos from the United Nations,
the United States and the European
Union, Iran would not face multilateral sanctions. Even in the face of
what von Maltzahn called America’s
“formidable financial firepower,”
Tehran would be better placed to
sell oil and to develop its energy
reserves.
“The problem is that American
policy is destroying the multilateral
approach,” said von Maltzahn. “China already inclines to unilateralism
and now has a precursor in America. Russia is outwitting the United
States in the Middle East because it
has a strategy, which America lacks.
The Russians have been ruthless in
pursuing their objectives but they
also have more of a long-term view.
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Bolton’s appointment fuels concern in Morocco
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

he appointment of John
Bolton as national security adviser to US President Donald Trump was
warmly welcomed by
the Algeria-backed Polisario Front.
However, it was warily perceived
in Morocco as the ascent of a friend
of its foes in the disputed territory.
Bolton is seen as having preset
notions about the conflict, challenging Rabat’s diplomatic effort
aimed at imposing the kingdom’s
view that the Western Sahara is
Moroccan sovereign territory.
Trump’s election victory in 2016
fuelled hopes among Polisario’s
leaders for a shift in the US position on the African territorial conflict. His opponent, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, was
widely seen as maintaining close
relations with Morocco.
Trump’s administration has yet
to announce its position on the
issue but the arrival of Bolton at
the White House will likely create
a window for clarification even
when Western Sahara is not a priority for the US administration.
The emergence of a new diplomatic factor with Bolton replacing H.R. McMaster as the national
security adviser comes as Morocco
and the Polisario Front are locked
in an economic fight over the
rights to mineral resources in the
territory.
“Bolton is a prominent backer of
the Polisario Front on the issue of
the Moroccan Sahara as he is the
only voice from neoconservatives
who expressed many times positions against Morocco’s interests,
especially regarding the Sahara
conflict,” said Moroccan political
analyst Abderrahim al-Assri.
Tarik Qattab, a columnist for the
Moroccan website Le 360.ma, perceived as espousing views close
to those of the Moroccan palace,
said: “In Morocco, John Bolton has
made his impact by taking positions openly close to the views of
the separatists,” referring to Polisario.
The Independent Sahrawi website, a mouthpiece of the Polisario,
could not be blunter as it hailed
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Trump and Bolton
share important
policy positions,
most critically
on Iran.

Uncertainties. US Secretary of
Defence James Mattis (R) greets
John Bolton on his arrival for
a meeting at the Pentagon, on
March 29.
(AFP)
Bolton’s “known support to the
Sahara cause and his opposition to
Rabat’s efforts aimed at imposing a
reality of colonisation in Western
Sahara.”
Despite Washington’s ambivalence over the dispute, Morocco
had been traditionally the preferred US ally in the region as
shown by the support of former
national security adviser and exsecretary of state Henry Kissinger’s role to Rabat’s move to annex
Western Sahara from Spain and
sign an agreement with Madrid to
take possession of the territory.
Morocco has remained a key
strategic ally of the United States
in the Maghreb, especially during
the Reagan administration. Morocco allows the US Navy access to its
port facilities and grants the US Air
Force landing, refuelling and overflight rights.
The two countries maintain
close cooperation in intelligence

and communications exchange.
However, unlike France, which
clearly sides with Morocco’s stand
on Western Sahara, the United
States has wavered on the issue,
possibly because it has been building a strong security cooperation
with Algeria since the September
11, 2001, attacks.
The United States deals with Algeria as a key ally in the Maghreb in
the fight against terrorism. Washington has expanded its war on jihadists in the Sahel region where

Unlike France, which
clearly sides with
Morocco’s stand on
Western Sahara, the
United States has
wavered on the issue.

Algiers wields wide influence.
The ambivalence of the US position on the Western Sahara conflict
was highlighted on the provisions
of the free trade agreement signed
by Washington with Morocco in
2004. Goods and services from the
Western Saharan territory are excluded from the deal.
The Trump’s administration position on the issue is unknown but
the previous views of its new national security adviser are on the
record.
“Morocco’s alternative to a referendum was ’autonomy’ for the
territory, which meant effectively
keeping it under Moroccan control,” Bolton wrote in “Surrender Is
Not an Option: Defending America
at the United Nations and Abroad.”
“In fact, unresolved tensions
between Morocco and Algeria, unrelated to Western Sahara, were a
major factor in the dispute, not
that anyone talked about them

very much,” he added.
The impasse over the conflict is
becoming increasingly tricky.
While Morocco controls the territory by keeping the Polisario’s
threats confined to a no man’s land,
the latter is deploying a diplomatic
offensive to prevent Morocco from
exploiting territorial resources.
In 2016, Morocco temporarily
cut diplomatic ties with the European Union in response to a December 2015 ruling by the Court
of Justice of the European Union
to suspend an agricultural trade
agreement between the European
Union and Morocco because it included Western Sahara within its
territorial scope. Also, the European Union’s top court ruled that
a fisheries agreement the bloc
concluded with Morocco can’t include the waters off the disputed
territory of Western Sahara. Rabat
is still mulling its response to that
decision.

John Bolton a near-perfect fit for Trump

J

ohn Bolton, who on April
9 will become US President Donald Trump’s third
national security adviser in
just more than a year, does
not fit the mould of most
people in Trump’s inner circle: He
is not a general. He is not a billionaire. He is not Trump’s son nor
is he married to one of Trump’s
daughters.
For a president who promised
to “drain the swamp” of Washington, Bolton is a long-time Washington insider. He served as US
ambassador to the United Nations
under former President George
W. Bush and held positions under
presidents Ronald Reagan and
George H.W. Bush in the US State
Department, where he was undersecretary for arms control and
international security, the Justice
Department and the US Agency for
International Development.
He began his career as an assistant to Republican Senator
Jesse Helms of North Carolina. In
between government jobs, Bolton
was affiliated with conservative
think-tanks, practised law and he
was a commentator on Fox News,
the virtual mouthpiece of the
Trump administration.
In short, Bolton is no outsider to
the swamp of Washington.
Bolton and Trump do not even
see eye-to-eye on many issues.
Before he ran for president in 2016,
Trump called the 2003 US invasion of Iraq a “disaster.” Bolton

was one the strongest advocates of
the war to topple Saddam Hussein
and continues to argue that it was
the correct policy. However, he did
not advocate democracy-building
in Iraq. To Bolton, the war in Iraq
was about removing a threat to the
United States, not engineering a
new Iraqi society.
While Trump appears to admire
Russian President Vladimir Putin,
Bolton in 2013 said: “I think in
order to focus Putin’s thinking, we
need to do things that cause him
pain.” Russian Senator Aleksey
Pushkov, chairman of the State
Duma Committee on International
Affairs, told Al-Monitor that Bolton
is “a convinced opponent of Russia.”
However, Trump and Bolton
share important policy positions,
most critically on Iran. Bolton opposed the nuclear agreement with
Iran before it was even negotiated
and is one of the few remaining
voices in Washington to openly
advocate for regime change in
Tehran.
In January, Bolton wrote an opinion article in the Wall Street Journal
in which he stated: “America’s
declared policy should be ending
Iran’s 1979 Islamic Revolution before its 40th anniversary… recognising a new Iranian regime in 2019
would reverse the shame of once
seeing our diplomats held hostage
for 444 days.”
Trump pledged in the 2016 campaign to revoke the Iran nuclear

deal on day one of his presidency;
14 months later, the deal is still in
effect due to the lobbying of former
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson,
former national security adviser
H.R. McMaster and Secretary of
Defence James Mattis. Only Mattis
remains to counter what will certainly be a strong push by Bolton
to shred the agreement and Bolton
will be sitting right down the hall
from his boss.
Bolton has been an outspoken
supporter of Israel’s right-wing
governments and has opposed a
two-state solution to Israel’s conflict with the Palestinians. While
Trump has officially expressed
acceptance of the two-state option,
Bolton’s hostility to the idea is
consistent with that of David Friedman, US ambassador to Israel.
Another significant area in which
Bolton and Trump are aligned is
their opposition to multilateralism
and international organisations.
Bolton frequently refers to himself
as an “Americanist” and harshly
criticised former President Barack
Obama for his internationalist
tendencies. Bolton will be right at
home in Trump’s “America First”
world.
There is another factor that
unites Trump and Bolton: Both
men see themselves as fighting
against the system, upsetting the
accepted order of things and doing
so loudly and unashamedly. Neither admits that he may, possibly,
be wrong about something. Bolton

reportedly has a fierce temper, as
does his boss, and is quick to fire
people who disagree with him, as is
his boss.
Bolton, a graduate of Yale Law
School, is without a doubt the
deeper thinker of the two and
should be able to argue confidently
and convincingly to a boss who
is, well, considerably less deep a
thinker.
So what will US foreign policy
look like now that Trump has his
“dream team” in office — the team
that the New York Times called
“the most radically aggressive foreign policy team around the American president in modern memory?”
Some predictions:
1) Prepare for the funeral of the
Iran nuclear agreement, because
it is going to die. How Iran and US
allies in Europe respond to this
eventuality is unclear.
2) The Israeli-Palestinian peace
process, which already is dead, will
become even deader.
3) The wildcard — and the area
in which Bolton may clash with
Trump — concerns how the United
States responds to Russian activities in the Middle East. In February,
Bolton told the right-wing Breitbart
News: “Russia is projecting power
in the Middle East. [It is] aligned
with Iran. This is a very dangerous
moment there for Israel, for some
of the oil-producing monarchies —
and obviously, it’s dangerous for
us, too.”
Buckle your seatbelts.
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Will Trump’s new foreign policy team mean
the end of the nuclear agreement with Tehran?
Mark Habeeb

Washington

S

peculation is rife in Washington that the nuclear
agreement between the P5+1
powers and Iran will collapse
after May 12, the date US
President Donald Trump must either
extend the waiver on US sanctions
against the Tehran regime or allow
them to go back into effect. The latter
option almost certainly would mean
the end of the agreement.
It is widely known that Trump has
long yearned to shred the agreement,
a position that was a key element of
his 2016 election campaign, but has
been restrained by a chorus of voices, including those of US Defence
Secretary James Mattis and the recently fired duo of Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson and national security
adviser H.R. McMaster. Washington’s
major European allies that are parties
to the accord also have counselled restraint.
Now that Trump has named John
Bolton, who has called the agreement — officially known as the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA) — a “strategic mistake,” to
be his national security adviser and
nominated Mike Pompeo, another
opponent of the deal, to be secretary
of state, many observers say the outcome is determined.
“Trump has now surrounded himself with men who, like him, oppose
the nuclear deal. The prospects of
the deal surviving are fast diminishing now,” said Trita Parsi, author of
“Losing an Enemy: Obama, Iran and
the Triumph of Diplomacy,” the first
detailed account of the negotiations
that led to the agreement.
Gary Samore, who served as former President Barack Obama’s coordinator for arms control and weapons of mass destruction and is now at
Harvard University, said in a conference call that Pompeo’s nomination
to Tillerson “clearly increases” the
likelihood that Trump will withdraw
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Since any
mishandling of the
Iranian nuclear file
could threaten the
security of the
entire region, it is
critical that officials
think through all
possibilities
with care.

Mounting
concerns.
An Iranian
man watches
a television
broadcast of
US President
Donald
Trump’s
speech on
the 2015
nuclear deal
with Iran,
last October.
(Reuters)

from the Iran nuclear deal on May 12.
Another former Obama administration official, Perry Cammack,
of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, said: “With Bolton and Pompeo having replaced
Tillerson and McMaster, there is no
longer either an institutional check
on Trump’s impulses nor an obvious withdrawal option available”
that would allow the agreement to
remain in place even without US certification.
“With John Bolton at the helm,”
Cammack said. “A US withdrawal
from the JCPOA can be assumed, until it is demonstrated otherwise, to be
designed to cause the agreement’s
collapse.”
Other analysts, however, say the
agreement may be saved by the
Europeans, assuming they meet
Trump’s demands for major changes
in the deal, which include eliminating its sunset clauses, demanding
inspections of Iranian military sites
and tying a snapback of sanctions
to further Iranian development of
nuclear-capable missiles.
“The appointments [of Bolton
and Pompeo] put enormous pressure on the Europeans to find an

acceptable solution,” said Richard
Baffa, senior international defence/
policy researcher at the RAND Corporation.
Mark Dubowitz, CEO of the Foundation for the Defense of Democracies and a harsh critic of Tehran,
told CNN that the key player might
be French President Emmanuel Macron, who “has come out on three
occasions and said that as long as the
United States keeps the deal, France
is prepared to start to examine other
issues to supplement or complement
the deal, including dealing with the
sunset provisions, Iran’s missile programme and, of course, Iran’s destructive regional behaviour.”
Dubowitz said Macron’s position
could be described as: “We’re prepared to fix it as long as the United
States under Donald Trump is not
going to nix it.”
The United States is negotiating
with its European allies on changes
to the agreement and sources say
progress has been made. A sticking
point appears to be Trump’s demand
to alter the sunset clauses or modify
the time-bound limits on Iran’s nuclear programme. The Europeans say
Tehran never would accept changing

those terms.
Rob Malley, president and CEO of
the International Crisis Group, said
on a conference call that Europe
could save the agreement even if
the United States withdraws from
it. He suggested that the European
countries “seek to persuade Tehran
to comply with its obligations, notwithstanding a US withdrawal, by
shoring up the political and economic benefits of bilateral ties between
the European Union and Iran, which
would be lost if Iran disregarded its
commitments.”

Tehran has many
options — in Syria, Iraq,
Lebanon and Yemen, for
example — for
responding to a US
withdrawal from the
agreement.
Iranian officials, however, have
said on numerous occasions that, if
the United States withdraws from
the accord, so, too, will Tehran,

regardless of what Europe offers. Russia and China have expressed support
for Tehran’s position.
Assuming Trump refuses to certify
Iranian compliance on May 12 and the
agreement collapses, opinions vary as
to the consequences. Parsi said hardliners in Tehran would gain the upper
hand if the United States backs out of
the deal because that would vindicate
their narrative.
“Rather than being a reaction to
Iran’s policies, the United States’
enmity towards Iran is inherent to
Washington and will continue regardless of what Iran does or doesn’t do,”
he said.
Such a conclusion, Parsi said,
“would mean, I fear, a more aggressive [Iranian] foreign policy that
raises the cost for Washington and the
region as a whole for not coming to
terms with Iran.”
Iran would be taking a large risk if
it were to respond to a US withdrawal
by immediately accelerating its nuclear programme. Given the attitudes of
Trump’s new foreign policy team, as
well as the opinions of Washington’s
Saudi and Israeli allies, such a move
could provoke a US military strike.
Tehran has many other options — in
Syria, Iraq, Lebanon and Yemen, for
example — for responding to a US
withdrawal from the agreement.
“I do not believe Tehran will immediately withdraw and restart its
nuclear programme,” Baffa said. “Instead, Iran will probably seek to appear as the victim of an unreasonable
US stance by highlighting that all the
other signatories of the deal continue
to support it. Iran’s goal will be to isolate the United States and avoid new
sanctions, particularly given the relatively poor state of the economy and
the fairly widespread unrest of late.”
Whatever the consequences, hardliners in Washington seem to concur
that the alternative of maintaining
the agreement is worse. As Clifford
May, president of the Foundation for
the Defense of Democracies, told Fox
Business, the nuclear deal “is not in
the interest of the region and it’s not
in the US interest.”

How will Iran respond if the US leaves nuclear agreement?

U

S President Donald
Trump’s hawkish foreign policy
turn shows that his
administration is
more determined
than ever to walk
away from the 2015 nuclear deal
with Iran.
After months of threatening to
pull out of the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action, signed between Iran
and the United States, the United
Kingdom, France, China, Russia
and Germany, Trump announced
he was replacing two high-level
foreign policy officials. US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson is to be
replaced by former CIA Director
Mike Pompeo and national security
adviser H.R. McMaster is to be
replaced by former US Ambassador
to the United Nations John Bolton,
a fiery voice who advocated war
with Iran.
High-ranking officials in Washington warned that the Iran nuclear
agreement could be on its way out.
Republican Senator Bob Corker,
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, said that if the
White House and European leaders
could not agree to enact harsher
sanctions against Iran, the United
States may unilaterally pull out of
the agreement.
If Corker’s prediction proves true,
what options would the Iranians
have?
Iran’s dilemma in such an event
would be an economic crisis, which
could lead to social unrest. If worst
comes to worst, Tehran could see
mass protests re-emerge, with the

public calling for the ruling religious establishment to step down.
Iran would then likely be forced
to turn to Russia and China for assistance.
Recent reports stated Iran is
already looking in their direction,
seeking to strengthen ties with the
two major powers. Alaeddin Boroujerdi, head of Iranian parliament’s
National Security and Foreign
Policy Committee, recently said
that because “Americans are pushing for harder policies towards the
Islamic Republic of Iran… we need
to strengthen our view towards the
East, especially China and Russia.”
Anticipating the United States
pulling out of the accord, Iran could
start expanding its enrichment
capabilities, using centrifuges that
are far more efficient than those
available in 2006.
With the United States out of the
agreement and unable to activate
the “snapback” provision of UN
Security Council Resolution 2231,
Iran could take this step with little
risk of facing wide-ranging sanctions. If the United Nations tries to
impose new sanctions, Russia and
China would be there to veto the
resolution. Few, if any, European
countries would impose unilateral
sanctions on Iran at a cost to their
economic interests.
However, there is a worse
scenario still: The United States’
move against the Iran accord could
embolden an already aggressive
Tehran, leading it to increase its
destabilising tactics through its ties
to terror groups.
The clerical regime in Tehran

sponsors a range of extremist
groups, giving it the ability to
conduct terrorist attacks inside
and outside the region. Tehran’s
support for terrorist groups in Iraq,
Lebanon, Syria, Yemen and elsewhere is itself a threat to the United
States and its allies in the Middle
East. If the regime in Tehran ramps
up its destabilising efforts, this
could exacerbate existing conflicts
in the region and lead to new ones
outside of Syria and Yemen.
For a region already on edge, this
would be catastrophic, potentially
opening a Pandora’s box of all-out
war.
There is another Iranian reaction that is equally probable: That
the regime in Tehran does nothing
while escalating its fiery rhetoric
and threatening to wipe out Israel.
These empty words, which the
world has long grown accustomed
to, would change nothing on the
ground but risk adding to a tense
atmosphere in the region.
Iran has a range of platforms
through which it can disseminate
its message. In addition to at least
55 TV stations broadcasting
programmes in numerous
languages, Iran has more than 200
radio stations and hundreds of
websites and printed newspapers
that support its objectives at home
and abroad.
Even if it escalates its rhetoric,
however, Tehran may well end up
accepting new US terms, which
would include restricting its interference in neighbouring countries
and curtailing its development of
ballistic missiles. Such a scenario

might sound farfetched but there is
a precedent in Iran for such policy
shifts.
In 1988, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini agreed to a ceasefire with
Iraq in a strategic departure from
his previous stance that Iran should
continue the war until Iraq’s defeat.
Khomeini’s decision ended the
8-year war between the two countries and helped the Iranian regime
stabilise the country, which had
suffered from an economic crisis
caused by the sustained conflict.
Even though the former supreme
leader compared the strategic
policy shift to “drinking from the
poisoned chalice,” the precedent
could help current Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei justify any
policy shift in the future.
Between the probable and the
unthinkable, there are many scenarios to consider and, since any
mishandling of the Iranian nuclear
file could threaten the security of
the entire region, it is critical that
officials think through all possibilities with care.
While the nuclear deal in its current form has created a more aggressive Iran, scrapping it entirely
comes with serious risks. The US
president was certainly right to
call for restrictions to “fix” the Iran
nuclear deal and give international
nuclear inspectors more access to
Iran’s activities. However, in dealing with the Iranian threat, Trump
needs to tread carefully, ensuring
Iran’s nuclear ambitions are contained without compromising the
security and stability of US allies in
the region.
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Egypt’s steel producers brace for US tariffs imports
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

E

gyptian steel manufacturers are expecting tougher
times ahead if the United
States follows through
with threatened protectionist measures against steel imports.
Steel exports almost doubled last
year in Egypt, which benefited from
a devalued currency and international demand, especially from the
United States. However, a plan of
the Trump administration to impose tariffs of about 25% will likely
be greatly felt in Egypt’s steel exports, manufacturers said.
“The effects will be strongly felt
here, especially if US President Donald Trump moves ahead in implementing his threat to protect the US
steel industry,” said George Matta,
the head of marketing at Ezz Steel,
Egypt’s largest steel producer. “We
had been preparing to pursue more
aggressive marketing policies to increase exports to the US market.”
Egypt has sought to take advantage of a currency flotation to increase its exports, particularly steel.
Exports have increased since the
November 2016 flotation, which
meant that locally produced commodities relatively decreased in
price.
Egypt’s non-oil exports rose 10%
to $22.4 billion in 2017 from a year
earlier, the Egyptian Trade and Industry Ministry said. Steel exports
jumped to $863 million in 2017 from
$438 million the previous year.
Exports to the United States accounted for 11.9% of Egypt’s total
steel exports in 2017. The country’s
steel exports to the United States increased from $10.3 million to $103.3
million in 2017, accounting for
76% of Egypt’s building materials
exported to the United States.

Trade concerns. Ezz Steel plant in Suez.
Egypt has 27 large steel factories,
including Ezz Steel. The factories
employ 150,000 Egyptians and an
equal number of indirect jobs.
Trump’s plan to impose tariffs to
protect US industry has concerned
many exporting countries.
In addition to imposing a 25% tariff on steel imports, Trump’s plan
includes a 10% tariff on aluminium
imports. Trump accused trade titans, such as China, Brazil, India
and South Korea, of unfair trade
practices.
Egyptian steel manufacturers had
hoped to increase exports to the US
market, part of a nationwide plan to
increase exports.
The Chamber of Steel Industries at the Federation of Egyptian
Industries has had several meetings

to discuss US protectionist measures since Trump mooted the tariffs
in early March.
“Our steel and aluminium industries (And Many Others) have been
decimated by decades of unfair
trade and bad policy with countries
from around the world. We must
not let our country, companies
and workers be taken advantage of
any longer. We want free, fair and
SMART TRADE!” Trump posted on
Twitter on March 1.
Gamal Garhi, chairman of the
Federation of Egyptian Industries,
said the organisation prepared a
report about the expected effects
of the US plan and referred it to the
Trade and Industry Ministry.
“We asked the ministry to
make efforts to convince the US

(Reuters)

administration to exempt Egyptian
steel imports from the expected decision,” Garhi said. “Our factories
will be spared effects from this decision if we get this exemption.”
Canada, Brazil and South Korea, which top steel exporters to

Egypt’s steel exports to
the United States jumped
from $10.3 million to
$103.3 million in 2017,
accounting for 76% of the
country’s building
materials exported to the
United States.

the United States, will be hit the
hardest.
Trump wrote on Twitter that the
United States loses billions of dollars on trade with virtually every
country it does business with.
Tweeting one day after his initial tweet, the US president did not
send signs that he intended to back
down. “Trade wars are good and
easy to win,” Trump wrote. “Example, when we are down $100 billion
with a certain country and they get
cute, don’t trade anymore — we win
big. It’s easy!”
One of the scenarios the US administration is considering is to impose a 25% tariff on steel imports. It
could also institute a 53% tariff on
imports from Egypt, China, Costa
Rica, India, Malaysia, Russia, South
Africa, South Korea, Thailand, Turkey and Vietnam.
Ezz Steel, which has a gigantic
factory near Alexandria, was like
other steel manufacturers in Egypt
in looking to expand exports. Matta
said exports to the United States
could dry up completely because of
the new tariffs.
“The tariffs will make manufacturers like us lose,” he said. “You
cannot expect to make money in a
country that imposes tariffs of 25%
or more.”
Economists called on Egyptian
steel producers to find other export
markets to evade effects from the
potential US plan. They said the
reconstruction of Iraq and growing demand across Africa should
provide steel producers with ample
opportunities.
“Dependence on one market is
risky,” said Farag Abdel Fattah, an
economics professor at Cairo University. “Local construction material producers should seek alternative markets.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

Army’s economic role
fuels debate in Egypt
Ibrahim Ouf

Cairo

B

usiness
activities
by
Egypt’s powerful military have been a source
of speculation and political gossip for years and
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah alSisi has sought to dispel myths surrounding the military’s economic
role in Egypt.
Sisi, answering questions during his election campaign on the
role the army plays in the national
economy, said the army’s non-military economic interests represented 2-3% of Egypt’s gross domestic
product of almost $227 billion at today’s exchange rate of 17.64 pounds
per dollar.

Military advocates said
the institution’s
increased economic role
is not aimed at securing a
profit or a larger market
share, but assisting the
Egyptian people in a
time of need.
“I asked the army to enter some
production fields to cushion the effects of commodity price hikes,”
Sisi said in a campaign documentary. He mentioned poultry and beef
production and referred to the military’s role in overseeing implementation of infrastructure projects.
There is a widespread belief, however, that the army’s involvement in

the Egyptian economy is far greater
than suggested, a point that analysts said could distract the military
from defending Egypt’s borders.
“This is something that turns the
generals into businessmen and the
institution that should defend this
country and its people into an entity
that works for profit,” said political
researcher Ammar Ali Hassan. “The
economy should be left for civilian
entities, the private sector and the
government sector.”
The Egyptian Army has been in
control of various non-military
production facilities dedicated to
producing military needs, including
food, clothes, footwear and even
electrical appliances.
The army can sell production surpluses on the local market, bringing
in additional revenue.
The army’s involvement in business and industrial activities reportedly mushroomed after the
election of Sisi, who had served
in various senior military posts,
including as director of Egypt’s Military Intelligence.
Over the past four years, Egypt’s
military has entered industries that
had previously remained civilian,
including manufacturing of refrigerators, air conditioners, solar
panels, passenger buses, medical
equipment, electricity smart metres and television sets.
The expansion of the role the
military plays in the economy coincides with a national economic
reawakening that has been seeking
to move away from imported goods
and increase domestic production.
While this overreaching economic strategy has won acclaim from
economists, helping Egypt increase
economic growth and grow foreign
currency reserves, it has resulted

Huge advantage. Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (2nd-L) looks at model diagrams of
greenhouses during the inauguration of an agricultural project at Mohamed Naguib military base in
al-Hammam region, last February.
(Egyptian Presidency)
in direct economic competition between Egypt’s military and the private sector.
Abdelrahim Ali, a journalist
and member of parliament who
staunchly backs Sisi, said the Egyptian president started his term in
June 2014 with a meeting with the
major manufacturers and traders
in the country. Speaking on the private Al Kahera Wal-Nas TV station,
Ali said that Sisi asked private sector manufacturers and traders to
limit their profits to a 20% margin.
“Sorry to say, most of them [the
manufacturers and the traders] rejected this profit margin,” Ali said.
“However, the army accepted the
same profit margin.”
This might explain why Egypt’s
military has gotten involved in additional aspects of the economy at
a time when reduced imports and
the 2016 currency flotation means
there have been major commodity
price hikes that have out-stripped
salary increases. The army is selling

beef at reduced prices to people on
the streets. It also sells vegetables,
butter, bread, fish, chicken and
milk.
Army trucks loaded with frozen
food can be seen on major squares
and in poor districts selling goods at
far below market rates.
Military advocates said the institution’s increased economic role
is not aimed at securing a profit or
a larger market share but assisting
the Egyptian people in a time of
need.
“The army has huge production
capacities and it uses these capacities in serving the people and striking some balance in the market,”
said retired army General Samir
Badawi. “It finalises projects quickly and for almost half the price the
private sector demands.”
Sisi said in the documentary that
the army oversaw and sped up implementation of infrastructure
projects by national contracting
companies.

“When we construct a bridge, for
example,” Sisi said, “the army commits contractors to finalising the
project in five months or a year, instead of four or five years. Does this
not serve the interests of our country best?”
Economists said this could harm
private sector investment.
The army does not pay taxes,
is guaranteed preferential treatment and depends on low-paid
conscripts for labour. This means
the army pays almost nothing for
production and reduced overhead
compared to the private sector.
“This is something that makes
the private sector feel the unfairness of the game,” said Alia al-Mahdi, an economics professor at Cairo
University. “So, the only thing we
can expect is the flight of the private sector at a time the economy is
badly in need of investments.”
Ibrahim Ouf is an Egyptian
journalist in Cairo.
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Essential
commodity.
Workers harvest
wheat in a field
on the outskirts
of Berouaguia,
south-west
of Algiers.
(Reuters)

Algeria plans to irrigate fourth of its arable land by next year
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

lgeria, the world’s thirdlargest wheat importer,
will have 25% of its arable
land irrigated by the end
of 2019, Agriculture Minister Abdelkader Bouazghi said. This
is a bold objective by Algeria, which
is listed among the countries most affected by water stress.
The irrigation scheme is a part of
a plan to develop and modernise
the farming sector to help the country reach self-sufficiency in durum
wheat, help Algiers cut food imports
and create jobs as it copes with low
oil prices.
The farming sector contributes up
to 10% of Algeria’s GDP and employs
about 14% of the country’s nearly 40
million people.
Bouazghi said Algeria will have 2
million hectares under irrigation by
the end of 2019. The country has 1.3
million hectares irrigated now. Algeria, the largest country in Africa,
boasts about 8 million hectares of
arable land, about 3.5% of its total
area.
Algeria’s agriculture is mostly
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T

he need for “urgent”
action to create jobs
to address “simmering discontent,” as
recently described by
International Monetary
Fund Managing Director Christine
Lagarde would surprise few in the
Arab world.
Millions of young Arabs are
languishing without jobs. To mark
the seventh anniversary of the
uprisings in the Arab world, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
highlighted the dire state of the
region’s economies with speeches,
blog postings and a regional conference in Marrakech.
Many analysts agree with the
IMF’s analysis that the model
of state patronage that supports
bloated public sectors in which
few people can or want to create
and develop their own economic
opportunities has led to stagnation.
Corruption and conflict have also
hampered development. Other economic models, such as socialism,
lost favour in most of the world,
including Arab countries, with the
fall of the Soviet Union. Alternatives to free-market capitalism have

rain-fed and often suffers droughts
that have worsened in recent years
because of climate change.
The National Union of Algerian
Farmers said Algeria’s arable land
could be expanded to 30 million hectares despite the severe climate conditions if there were more support
for farmers, including the development of irrigation resources.
Agricultural experts said even the
target of irrigating 2 million hectares
by next year would be a tough test
for the government’s heavy bureaucracy.
“Algeria has less than half of
the threshold set by the World
Bank for annual water scarcity of
1,000 cubic metres per inhabitant,” said Mouhouch Brahim, an instructor at Algiers’s High National
School for Agronomy.
“To achieve its food security, Algeria ought to mobilise between 15
billion and 20 billion cubic metres
of water per year from the levels of
4 billion-5 billion currently,” he said,
adding that the farming sector consumes 70% of the total water supply.
Bouazghi said: “Algeria is expanding the capacity of its water resources to free itself from the water stress
level and go beyond that level in the
near future. The country has built

dams and is building more reservoirs
with significant capacities along
with 11 desalination plants and 176
waste water treatment plants.”
He said Algeria has 76 dams with a
total capacity of 8.2 billion cubic metres. Eight additional dams will push
capacity to 9 billion cubic metres by
next year.
Also, the construction of 11 desalination plants and wastewater
treatment facilities have allowed for
reallocating the water in dams to the
farming sector, Bouazghi said. Additional desalination and water treatment plants are to go online this year
and there are 75,000 water drilling
projects under way.
Arezki Mekliche, an agronomy researcher at the Algerian High National Agronomy School, said additional
conditions must be met for the irrigation project to succeed.
“Irrigating 2 million hectares in
2019… supposes the needed amount
of water is already filling the dams,
that the areas to be irrigated are already identified and equipped,” he
said. “Everyone knows that, unfortunately, building dams take a long
time and when they are built the
authorities forget for another long
time to put in place the water supply
systems.”

The government said the irrigation
plan was part of a broader strategy to
improve yields to 7 million tonnes of
cereal a year and become self-sufficient in durum wheat next year.
Algeria is focusing on developing
durum wheat, which accounts for
the largest share of planted area, followed by barley and bread wheat,
official figures indicate. Algeria’s
Farming Ministry said 3.5 million
hectares were seeded to wheat and
barley for the 2017-18 season. About
half of the land was planted with durum wheat.
“It is within our reach to attain
self-sufficiency in durum wheat.
We can achieve this goal in the short
term,” said Mohamed Belabdi, head
of the government’s arm to import
and develop farming of grain-producing areas.
“The soft wheat is a variety of
grain that needs high levels of rains
and is moisture-sensing during the
sowing period. We need more time
to select the variety that adapts to
our climate environment. We will
continue to import soft wheat.”
Algeria imported 8.4 million
tonnes of grain worth $1.7 billion in
2017 versus 9.1 million tonnes the
previous year, Belabdi told Algiers
state radio.

Can the IMF help with social discontent in the Arab world?
not been developed.
The situation is “extremely bleak”
and there are few good options
to address it, said Pamela Abbott,
director of the Centre for Global Development at Aberdeen University.
At the Marrakech conference, Lagarde said 27 million young people
would join the workforce in the next
five years in the Arab world, which
has the highest average rate (25%) of
youth unemployment of any region
in the world.
“More than 60% of citizens perceive that connections — or wasta
— determine whether or not you
find a job,” Lagarde said. “The public
dissatisfaction that is bubbling up in
several countries is a reminder that
even more urgent action is needed.”
Tunisia, where the “Arab spring”
started in 2010 with demonstrations seeking the president’s ouster,
experienced days of rioting last
month. The protests were linked to
the imposition of price rises as part
of an IMF-led programme to reduce
Tunisia’s budget deficit.
Egypt experienced discontent in
2016 after a $12 billion IMF loan, in
exchange for allowing the Egyptian
pound to float against the US dollar,
led to higher prices.
Tunisian activists blamed the IMF
for last month’s protests. “The growing protests are clearly a signal that
the economic situation is no longer
sustainable,” wrote Jihen Chandoul,
co-founder of the Tunisian Observatory of Economy, in the Guardian,
a British newspaper, adding, “the
IMF and the interests of people are
contradictory.”
The IMF said it is more responsive
than before to the costs imposed by

austerity measures. Jihad Azour, the
IMF’s Middle East and Central Asia
director, wrote in a blog posting that
the IMF sought “to be sensitive to
socio-political circumstances — for
example, repeatedly relaxing the
budget deficit target in Tunisia, even
though this came at some cost in
terms of debt and inflation.”
He added that the IMF watched
for signs of broad economic stability,
a pick-up in growth and stabilising
inflation and it would be a mistake
to reverse any reforms.
Azour made the case for reforms,
including reducing corruption, fair
taxation and strengthening women’s
rights. The model of state patronage
in which the public sector supports
every fifth job failed to improve
public services such as health and
education, he said. He added,
however, that, despite “considerable” challenges facing the region,
“countries have made progress since
the ‘Arab spring.’”
Abbott said the consensus that
economic liberalisation was the best
way to boost growth was unlikely to
be challenged.

Supporting locally
driven, effective
anti-corruption
action is necessary
for any
development
assistance.

“The role of international financial
institutions, including the IMF, has
been to offer financial assistance
that requires structural adjustments,
including privatisation of public
industry. The consequences of that,
and even the IMF says it, is to create
unemployment and insecure jobs,”
she said. “Countries assume liberalisation of the economy is the answer
or the only option because they
don’t know what else to do.”
Abbott pointed to the backlash
against austerity in developed economies as voters have made known
their anger against tax avoidance by
multinational companies and other
practices seen as corrupt.
People in the Arab world are aware
that “crony capitalism and corruption” are among the biggest impediments to their economic betterment,
she said.
Supporting locally driven, effective anti-corruption action is
necessary for any development assistance, stated an academic paper,
“Sinkholes of Insecurity,” Abbott
co-wrote last year. It examined the
economic and political challenges in
Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Iraq, Libya
and Tunisia and compared the costs
of corruption with the benefits of
development assistance.
There was no contest. Abbott
said: “In developing countries, we
know capital flight, including the
legitimate exporting of profits, and
corruption amount to much more
than any developmental assistance
given to efforts to improve their
economies. Major discontents are
unemployment and corruption and
people understand and reject crony
capitalism.”

Iraq supports OPEC’s agreement
to cut oil output, Iraqi President
Fuad Masum said at a meeting with
OPEC Secretary-General Mohammad Barkindo.
Masum, who met with Barkindo
in Baghdad, stressed the “need to
support the deal to cut crude oil
supply,” a report on the state-run
Iraqi Media Network website stated.
Iraq, the second-largest OPEC
producer, has limited output in line
with OPEC’s pledge to cut supply by
about 1.2 million barrels per day as
part of a deal with Russia and other
non-OPEC oil producers.
(Reuters)

UAE awards major
refining contracts
to Korea’s Samsung
Abu Dhabi National Oil Company
(ADNOC) said it awarded two contracts worth $3.5 billion to South Korea’s Samsung Engineering to boost
output at the largest refinery in the
United Arab Emirates.
ADNOC’s announcement came as
South Korea’s President Moon Jaein visited the oil-rich Gulf state.
The main contract, worth $3.1
billion, is for an engineering, procurement and construction project
at Ruwais refinery, the UAE’s largest with a capacity of more than
800,000 barrels per day.
(Agence France-Presse)

Saudi Aramco
chief says IPO on
track for 2018
The head of Saudi oil giant Aramco said a much-anticipated IPO is on
track for 2018 but declined to give a
fixed date or venue.
“We should be ready for listing
in the second half of 2018,” Aramco
CEO Amin Nasser told Bloomberg
Television. He conceded that the
oil giant was looking at a “complex
process.”
“There’s a lot of work that is still
ongoing; the IPO is ongoing,” Nasser
said.
“The venue and the timing is the
government… Don’t forget this is a
very complex process. Aramco’s size
and complexities is something that
requires time.”
(Agence France-Presse)

Superjumbo
flight to Lebanon
brings hopes of
tourism revival
The world’s largest passenger jet
landed at Beirut’s international airport, bringing with it hopes of a sustained revival to Lebanon’s tourism
and travel sectors.
The one-off Emirates Airbus A380
flight from Dubai was a nod to the
substantial passenger traffic between Lebanon and Gulf countries,
where many Lebanese nationals
work, and many more pass through
on the way to other destinations.
(The Associated Press)
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of counterfeiting and piracy
Saad Guerraoui
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Simmering tension. Taxis are parked near Istanbul courthouse as taxi drivers demonstrate against
ride-sharing firm Uber in Istanbul, on March 12.
(AFP)

Hit with high costs and low
pay, taxi drivers lash out
against Uber in Istanbul

Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

rapped in a system that
burdens them with high
costs and low pay, taxi
drivers in Turkey’s metropolis Istanbul have
declared war on the Uber rideshare service.
One Uber driver told Turkish
media that taxi drivers, acting as
customers, used the Uber app to
call him and then beat him when
he arrived. A colleague said a taxi
driver attempted to slash the tyres
of his car with a knife. Another
Uber vehicle was reportedly shot
at in Kucukcekmece, an Istanbul
suburb.
“When I am walking down the
street and I see a taxi, I cross to the
other side,” a Uber driver told the
Haberturk news channel. The confrontation has been dubbed a “war
between taxis and Uber.”
Some of the 30,000 taxi drivers
in Istanbul say the approximately
5,000 Uber drivers are making it
harder for them to earn a living.
“Uber is a problem for us,” said
driver Hasan, who would only give
his first name.
Life is hard enough as it is,
Hasan and other drivers say. “I
need at least 250 lira (around $62)
every day to break even before I
even start to make money for myself,” Hasan said. “I have been on
the job for five hours already today
and I’m only at 150 lira.”

Istanbul Taxi Drivers
Tradesmen’s Association
(ITEO) poured fuel on the
flames by taking Uber to
court for unfair
competition.
Istanbul is the only city in Turkey with Uber service, although
the company said it is considering
extending its business to coastal
regions in the summer. A ride in

an Uber car in Istanbul is more
expensive than a taxi — the trip
from the city’s main airport into
the city centre is about $25 in an
Uber and $18 in a cab — but that
has not stopped Uber from becoming popular with some Istanbulites
and tourists since the company
started activities in Turkey in 2014.
One reason, some say, is the
fact that Uber cars are bigger,
cleaner, more modern and driven
by friendlier drivers. Many Uber
chauffeurs pick up their customers in upmarket minivans. Istanbul taxi drivers have a reputation
of having an aggressive driving
style and of offering their services
in beat-up cars.
Cab services came under severe
criticism following reports that
some drivers demanded hugely
inflated fares from people trying
to leave Istanbul’s Ataturk airport
during an armed attack by Islamist
militants in 2016. In February, media reported that a taxi driver took
so many detours while taking an
Arab tourist to the airport that the
visitor missed his plane. CNN reported recently that two-thirds of
the cab drivers in Istanbul lacked
required official permits to carry
passengers.
Istanbul Taxi Drivers Tradesmen’s Association (ITEO) poured
fuel on the flames by taking Uber
to court for unfair competition and
issuing statements that were seen
as threatening violence against the
rival ride service.
Speaking after a court hearing
in February, ITEO Chairman Eyup
Aksu called on politicians and
judges to step in to protect cab
drivers. “If parliament fails to act
and if the judiciary reaches a different decision, the patience of taxi
drivers will run out,” Aksu said. He
called Uber part of a “global Jewish lobby of thieves.” No date for a
court decision has been set.
Most taxi drivers in Istanbul do
not own the much-coveted licence
to operate their car. The number
of taxi licences has been capped
at around 17,400 since the 1960s,
even though the city’s population
has grown from 2 million people
then to about 15 million today.
As a result, cab licences have

become objects of financial speculation and are traded for $450,000.
Most owners rent out their licence
to drivers for steep monthly payments. Many cars are operated by
two or more drivers and are on the
street 24 hours a day to generate
enough money. Needed repairs are
often delayed or ignored.

Some of the

30,000

taxi drivers in
Istanbul say the
approximately 5,000
Uber drivers are
making it harder for
them to earn a living.
Hasan said this system is giving
Uber drivers an unfair advantage.
“They don’t have to get an expensive licence,” he said, adding
that some of his colleagues have
started to think about leaving the
taxi business and becoming Uber
drivers themselves. Other drivers
say violence against Uber chauffeurs is legitimate because their
own economic survival is at stake.
“That sort of thing happens if the
state doesn’t look out for us,” one
driver told Haberturk.
Observers say the licence system
is unlikely to change. Cengiz Semercioglu, a columnist at the Hurriyet newspaper, recently pointed
out that licence owners and companies trading the permits had
every reason to block reform. If
the number of licences were raised
from 17,400 to 30,000, their value
would drop by half overnight, Semercioglu wrote. “Which licence
owner would want that?”
The taxi industry is facing growing pressure from customers in
Istanbul. As the “taxi war” gained
prominence in the media, Uber
saw a five-fold jump in downloads
of the app needed to use the service. The number of downloads is
approaching 25,000, reports say.

Gucci belt costs $20, a
Nike tracksuit goes for
$25 and Calvin Klein
trunks for $2.70. The
prices are too good to be
true because the products are fakes.
Casablanca has become the Eldorado of counterfeiting and piracy.
The overwhelming majority of the
fake items come from China but
some are made locally. Most customers would not notice the difference between counterfeit and genuine goods because even the makers’
labels look authentic.
Shops in Loqria, Derb Ghellef and
Old Medina markets are proof of the
magnitude of this underground industry.
“Skinny Zara jeans are for 200 dirhams ($22) but I can drop the price
for you if you’re interested,” Lhoussein, a shop owner at the Old Medina, told a customer.
From shoes to jackets, Lhoussein’s shop is awash with counterfeited clothes. A few metres away,
a street vendor sells handbags that
appear to be from Gucci and Louis
Vuitton but are forgeries.
“These bags all come from China,” said the vendor who would not
give his name.
Sellers insist that the counterfeited merchandise lands in Casablanca’s port but Lotfi Abourizk,
a former customs official, denied
that the faked products were being shipped to Moroccan ports. He
claims they come through Spanish
ports in Ceuta and Melilla.
Counterfeiting and pirated products in the North African country
are worth $1.27 billion, which represents more than 1% of the country’s
GDP, figures released by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in a
March 15 report indicated.
The OECD pointed out that the
proliferation of free zones was a
factor behind boosting counterfeiting because smugglers benefit from
reduced taxes and lax customs controls.
The most recent report of Morocco’s Customs Administration,
from 2016, revealed that suspension motions totalled 386, up from
278 in 2015, following requests filed
by patent attorneys or legal representatives of the brands. More than
5 million items were seized in 2016,
nearly twice as many as the previous year, the report said.
The counterfeit sector generates
an annual tax loss of nearly $109
million and nearly 30,000 destroyed
or informal jobs, officials said.
Abourizk said authorities cannot
eradicate counterfeiting because it
employs thousands of people.

“Many companies are not bothered to take on counterfeiters in
Morocco, which puts less pressure
on authorities to intervene,” he
said.
In Derb Ghellef market, from Photoshop to Microsoft Office, pirated
software CDs are sold for as little
as 50 US cents. Not far from pirated
software sellers are dozens of shops
selling fake eyeglass frames and
sunglasses.

Counterfeiting and
pirated products in
Morocco are worth $1.27
billion, which represents
more than 1% of the
country’s GDP.
“This frame is a good fake because
it’s not made of plastic that is easily breakable,” said the shop owner,
showing the $43 Calvin Klein pair,
whose price would be much higher
if it were genuine.
Rabat is boosting enforcement
capabilities to meet its international
commitments in the fight against
counterfeiting and piracy. It recently tasked the Royal Gendarmerie
with intervening in cases involving
the seizure and search of sites suspected of counterfeit activities.
Fines have been raised from
30,000 to 100,000 dirhams ($3,300
to $10,900) against drivers who refuse to obey an injunction at the
motorways. Article 225 stipulates
that counterfeiting is punishable by
up to 1 year in prison and or a fine
of 1 million dirhams ($109,000). In
the case of imitation, the maximum
penalty is 6 months in prison and a
fine of 500,000 dirhams ($54,500).
These measures are far from a deterrent and counterfeiting is mushrooming in Morocco despite the risk
of legal action against traders and
due to customers’ interest in designer brands.
Morocco has also become an exporter of counterfeited products
through the illegal channels of subSaharan Africans residing in the
country.
A shop owner in Loqria said that
black African customers have become some of their most profitable
clients because they buy counterfeited clothes and shoes, including
the non-desired sizes, wholesale.
“Why didn’t the authorities get
rid of the Loqria and Derb Ghellef
markets once for all?” asked Abourizk, calling on the government to
lower duties on some imported
goods to counter counterfeiting.
Saad Guerraoui is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly on Maghreb
issues.

Mushrooming phenomenon. Fake Gucci purses on display at a
shop in the Old Medina.
(Saad Guerraoui)
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If data mining has a use in the region
it is not to do with knife-edge elections
Khadija Hamouchi

27, is a Belgian-Moroccan
entrepreneur in Beirut. She started
a social enterprise, SEJAAL Inc,
which is working on an educational
app to enable Arab millennials’
lifelong learning.

Concerns and
opportunities.
A Saudi man
checks his
phone in
Riyadh.
(AFP)

I
Data mining could
be an opportunity
for the Arab world
to re-examine
power structures,
evaluate public
policy and leverage
data to make
society more
economically
inclusive.

t is a secret to no one. Our
smallest online activity
leaves a record somewhere.
This is called data, which,
when gathered, becomes big
data. Most online activity
records are held by multibillion-dollar companies such
as Google, Amazon, Twitter and
Facebook, sometimes with users’
unconscious consent.
Many big data companies use a
process called data mining to uncover patterns that can help understand society, as well as to change
it. It’s alleged that this is what happened in the 2016 presidential election, with Donald Trump’s campaign using information yielded
by data mining to reach voters via
hyper-targeted messaging. Private
strategic communication company
Cambridge Analytica provided the
campaign the information.
It wouldn’t be quite so easy to
do the same in the Middle East and
North Africa. In the region, data
mining is a more complex process
because of linguistic diversity.
Information may be in a mixture
of dialects. It may be written in
Arabic script or in Arabizi, the mix
of Latin script and Arabic numerals that is used to communicate in
Arabic online or on mobile phones.
It could be in modern standard

Arabic or Arabic mixed in with
some English and French.
This makes it harder to extract
and structure information, i.e. to
mine data to see clear patterns.
Even so, researchers have developed language structuring tools
such as Birzeit University’s Arabic
Ontology and New York University
Abu Dhabi’s Madamira.
The Arab region is one of the
world’s most active on social media with 11 million Twitter users
and 156 million Facebook members. If their data are mined, it is
primarily to do with “sentiment
analysis,” also known as “opinion
mining,” which has the potential
to create an actionable picture for
a society based on trends.
People have become more reliant on social networks to express
their views on issues that affect
their daily lives. In “The Seventh
Arab Social Media Report,” put out
by the Mohamed Bin Rashid Al
Maktoum Global Initiatives, 58%
of users express sentiments about
government policies on social
media.
While this provides an opportunity for authorities to review their
policies, examine their effects and
people’s view of them, it doesn’t
seem to have much political effect.
“The Seventh Arab Social Media

Report” also said that 32.4% of
respondents were not concerned
about using social media and leaving a data trail, which could later
be used by governments. For these
respondents, a beneficial outcome
outweighed other considerations.
Meanwhile, 34.7% said they
would continue to use social media but they confessed to having
concerns about data mining.
Interestingly, people’s concerns
about data mining varied by the
sector that it might affect. If data
mining were to improve public
health care, education and transportation, 38%, 36% and 35% of
respondents, respectively, were
all for it and not particularly

58%
of users express sentiments
about government policies
on social media.

bothered.
An interesting example of data
mining in the region was presented at the Third International
Conference on Arabic Computational Linguistics in November in
Dubai. The Saudi General Authority for Statistics explained that
it was trying to understand how
public opinion was formed in the
kingdom with respect to unemployment. The overall aim is to
come up with public policies that
mirror public opinion.
In a way, data mining could be
an opportunity for the Arab world
to re-examine power structures,
assess the balance of power among
various stakeholders of society,
evaluate public policy and leverage data to make society more
economically inclusive. However,
a crucial factor — the will to do
so — is missing.
Instead, there are whispers
that data mining has provided
crucial information for a recently
concluded election in the region.
That is unverifiable, of course, and
some might ask: Why would there
be a need to swing an election
which has a result that is not in
doubt?
Clearly, if data mining has a use
in the region it is not to do with
knife-edge elections.

Social media platforms reflect crises and conflicts in the Arab world

Taher Alwan
is an Iraqi writer.

The wide use of
social media
platforms for
political and
ideological
purposes leads to
questioning their
reliability as
trustworthy
news sources.

T

he topic of social
media platforms is
often brought up to
illustrate changes induced by the digital
revolution. One can
say the phenomenon
is, to a large extent, driven by
imitation in the sense that people
tend to reproduce each other’s
experiences in dealing with new
technology. It is not surprising,
therefore, that a platform such as
Twitter can be widely popular in
one Arab country and less so in
another.
The same is true for all other
digital platforms. Facebook, for example, has more than 160 million
users in the Arab world and that
number grows as internet services
become available to more potential users.
About 40% of Facebook users
say the platform is ideal for staying on top of the latest news and
trends in a variety of domains. In
the Arab world, however, that does
not seem to be the case.
Social media users in the Arab
world have different uses for

these platforms and exhibit sharp
contrasts in usage patterns, ideological tendencies and regional
trends. The digital picture of the
Arab world reflects the crises
and conflicts of real life. It is not
surprising, then, that social media
platforms are sometimes turned
into stages for debate in the Arab
world.
At the same time, there is a
growing interest among Arab users
in using social media platforms
for commercial and advertising
purposes. This is good news for
the platforms, which have encouraged this type of usage. Facebook
and other platforms reap billions
of dollars annually in advertising
revenues.
It has become quite common in
the Arab world to use Facebook for
advertising. This reflects quite dramatically the sudden realisation of
the power of this medium to reach
millions of users.
The problem remains that Arab
use of social media platforms
ranges from the pursuit of purely
personal interests or for staying in
touch with friends and relatives

to using them to interact with the
various ads and offers to pop up on
social media pages.
There is another popular use of
social media in the Arab world:
political expression. Social media
platforms are replete with endless
debates about government policies, living conditions, unemployment, celibacy, political failure, et
cetera. Many users look at social
media as appropriate platforms for
expressing political opinions and
ideological convictions and often
use them as publishing platforms
for essays, articles or books, which
defeats the original purposes of
these platforms.
The wide use of social media
platforms for political and ideological purposes leads to questioning their reliability as trustworthy
news sources. In fact, they have
become widely used to disseminate rumours and false news.
As an example, not long ago, a
photo showing women protesting in a certain Arab country
appeared on social media. The
source, however, photo-shopped
the banners. Instead of showing

demands for basic women’s rights
and condemnations of violence
against women, the banners carried provocative statements many
of which were simply rude.
This is just one example of the
many transgressions committed
via social media by irresponsible
users. If such irresponsible use
has become widespread, it is
because there is no oversight on
the content published on social
media. If this goes on unchecked,
we will see an alarming increase in
cases of online sexual harassment
of women. Women in many Arab
countries must endure widespread
harassment on the street and now
they risk being victims of similar
behaviour online.
It is obvious that social media
usage is growing in complexity
and misuse of these platforms is
on the rise. It has got to the point
where the platforms have lost their
bearings.
From potential sources of useful
and entertaining information, they
are being transformed into wastes
of time and sources of dangerous
ideas and manipulation.
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First Beirut
film festival
gives voice to
Arab women
In the spotlight. Visitors are seen at the Art Gallery of the Palace
of Kheireddine.
(Union of Tunisian Plastic Artists)

Tunis exhibit celebrates
long tradition of plastic
art, highlights challenges
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

I

n celebration of Tunisia’s national heritage month, the
Union of Tunisian Plastic Artists inaugurated an exhibition featuring more than 450
works from 265 Tunisian artists.
The exhibition runs through
April 4 at the Art Gallery of the
Palace of Kheireddine and three
other galleries around Tunis.
“The annual exhibition takes
place in different galleries to
showcase the works of Tunisian
artists,” said Wissem Gharsallah,
secretary-general of the Union of
Tunisian Plastic Artists. “It is also
a meeting forum for more than
265 Tunisian artists that aims to
celebrate and present a comprehensive picture of contemporary
Tunisian art.”

Plastic art, including
painting, sculptures and
installations, has a
tradition in Tunisia
dating to 1936 with the
founding of the School of
Tunis by Pierre
Boucherle.
Plastic art, including painting,
sculptures and installations, has a
tradition in Tunisia dating to 1936
with the founding of the School of
Tunis by Pierre Boucherle. Other
prominent Tunisian painters,
such as Zoubeir Turki and Ammar
Farhat, joined the movement after
the second world war.
Focused on perfecting technique and style rather than substance, the School of Tunis was
known for its annual exhibitions,
a tradition that the Tunisian Union of Plastic Artists has kept alive.
“There will be an academic
conference as part of the month of
heritage and traditions to reflect
on the state of plastic arts as we
will be dealing with the impact of
the virtual world on art,” Gharsallah explained. “There will be different reflections on digital art.”
Tunisian painter Sami Sahli said
the Union of Tunisian Plastic Artists served as a voice for Tunisian
artists struggling to find exposure
for their work.
“The Union of Plastic Artists was
formed to strengthen the voice of
the artists who had no support.”
Sahli said. “The idea was to protect the image of the artists and to
speak for their rights and to fight

for their issues.”
He added: “This exhibition is
not only a space to showcase our
work but also a much-awaited opportunity for all these artists to
exchange their ideas on how to
improve the state of the artistic
scene.”
Sahli said Tunisian plastic arts
were an important part of the
Tunisian art scene, displaying
elements
of
both
modernist movements and Tunisian
heritage.
“In Tunisia, plastic art first began with artisanal works on carpets or on glass. These materials
were the origins of Tunisian plastic arts. Later, plastic arts drew
inspiration from Tunisian and
Arabic culture,” Sahli said, adding
that “Tunisian plastic artists are
famous for their skilled and complex artistic techniques.”
Despite the important role in
preserving Tunisian culture, artists said they lacked funding and
exposure for their work.
“The number of art exhibitions
is alarmingly small,” said Gharsallah. “Plastic artists cannot find
spaces places to exhibit their
work. We are trying to help the
artists find the place to showcase
their work by holding our annual
exhibition in state-owned art galleries.”
“These art galleries that belong
to the government should provide
a space for any Tunisian artist to
have their work exposed.”
Sahli said the issues facing artists of visual and plastic arts reflected a crisis in the industry.
“Tunisian artists face many obstacles, especially as it is hard to
make a living on art. There are few
names that are famous. There is
no market for artists, especially
given that those exploring new
styles that are not welcomed,”
Sahli said.
“Unfortunately, in Tunisia, artists are only those who sing and
act. Tunisians do not realise that
the artist means the plastic artists
and so the audience does not follow the scene of plastic and visual
arts.”
Part of the solution for artists could be bringing traditional
forms of art into public spaces,
such as the streets, Sahli said.
“Art should not be isolated from
the people since the artist can
speak to them through colours.
The sensitivity of the artist to its
surrounding is the essence of his
art and this could create a beautiful relationship once the artist is
working in a space open to people.
The artist’s dream will always be
to touch people.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel
and Culture contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

Samar Kadi

Beirut

I

t was no coincidence that
the first Beirut International
Women Film Festival (BWFF)
took place in March, a month
that is commonly referred to
as “Women’s Month.” The 6-day
event, organised under the theme
of “Women for Change,” aimed
to celebrate women by featuring
films about females and by female
film-makers.
The voices of women in the film
industry are heard more than ever,
festival founder Sam Lahoud said.
“Women’s films are very much
in the front row in all international festivals these days. It is about
women producers, directors and
scriptwriters and how women are
portrayed in films,” Lahoud said.
“So we thought why not have a festival about women films in Beirut,
especially that, in the Arab world,
we lack such movement. Notably
in the Levant and the Gulf we don’t
have any festival of the sort, while
there is only one in Egypt and one
in Morocco.”
Lahoud, a scriptwriter, director,
producer and founding chairman
of Beirut Film Society, had his first
experience with women’s films in
2014 with the feature “Waynon”
(“Void”), which represented Lebanon’s entry at the Academy Awards
in 2015.

“The film talked about six women waiting for people who disappeared during the war to come back
home. It highlighted the women’s
plight while tackling the issue of
the 17,000 missing of the Lebanese
civil war. The film was directed by
seven directors, including three
women,” Lahoud said.
He said he hoped BWFF would
be an example copied in other Arab
contexts. He described the festival,
“which came late and should have
happened some years ago,” as the
first step in recognising and celebrating women in the industry.
The selection of movies was
based on women’s topics as a priority and having female directors
was favourable but great movies
about women’s issues are also directed by men, Lahoud explained.
“There was a wide variety of
topics tackled in the participating
movies. These included women’s
struggle between family and profession, domestic violence, female struggle on national and social issues, early marriage, sexual
identity and political identity, et
cetera. All were timely issues,”
Lahoud said, adding that the international selection of films highlighted women’s stories of success
and their willpower to generate
change.
The festival featured 55 films
from 30 countries, including 20
films from Lebanon, in feature
film, feature documentary and
short film categories. Egypt, the

Palestinian territories, Tunisia,
Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Algeria,
Iran, France, Spain, Croatia, Belgium, the United States, Canada,
India and New Zealand were
among the participating countries.
Seminars focusing on “Women in
Leadership” and “Breaking the
Stereotype of Women in Media
and Film” took place on the sidelines of the festival.
The Lebanese film selections
included: the popular Lebanese
web-series “Zyara,” which has
been merged into a 60-minute
film, along with “Go Home” and
“Solitaire” in the feature film category and a variety of short films
as well.
Egyptian film “A Day for Women” was screened on the opening
night in the presence of the film’s

Egyptian band narrates people’s

Marwa al-A’sar

Cairo

E

gyptian concert-goers are
being treated to a new
music genre that blends
poetry recitations and
singing with lyrics to
which they can relate performed by
Gawy.
The name “Gawy” is derived
from incense that releases a remarkably attractive smell, vividly
describing the unique combination
of poetry, in colloquial Arabic, music and singing the band performs.
Every poem recited by the band’s
poet, Ahmed el-Gamal, is a tale mirroring the reality of Egyptians’ everyday life, their dreams and aspirations. Gamal’s poems sound simple
at first but then the audience realises how deep the words are.
“We attempt to perform the
life experience of our generation
through our band,” Gawy’s singer
and music composer, Mohamed
Abdel-Latif, said.
The band’s soundscape is a mixture of oriental and Eastern music
played on a keyboard, bass guitar,
electric guitar, different percussion
instruments and qanun, amounting to what Abdel-Latif describes as
“oriental fusion.”
It started in March 2015, when
Gamal met Abdel-Latif through a
common friend and they agreed to
release a single track online.
“I felt that the poem can be (appropriated) by Mohamed, especially that I heard him sing before,”

Oriental fusion. Members of the Egyptian band Gawy perform at a concert in Cairo.
Gamal said. “Before meeting Mohamed, I knew many artists with
good voices but I felt that my first
poem could not be interpreted by
anyone but him.”
The track attracted about 30,000
likes in the first two days. Now
about 800,000 followers have liked
the song.
The pair said they had no plan
to form a band but the encouragement they received from the public

shaped the idea.
“After the track was released, listeners kept asking us whether we
would form a group. They were curious for more songs as they were
not quite familiar with the combination between poetry and singing,” Abdel-Latif said.
That combination was not quite
new to Egyptians. Legendary poet
Ahmed Fouad Negm and celebrated singer and music writer Sheikh
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Farewell to Rim Banna,
Palestinian cultural icon
Kamel Hawwash

I
In the front row. Egyptian
actress Elham Chahine
(2nd-L), festival founder Sam
Lahoud (C) and members of
“A Day for Women” original
cast and crew.
(Sam Lahoud)
Egyptian producer and actress
Elham Chahine and its director Kamla Abou Zekry, one of the
main female directors in Egyptian
cinema.
The festival’s jury included six
Lebanese and three international
women. It included cinema specialist Rose-Marie Chahine; actresses Diamand Bou Abboud,
Carole Aboud and Julia Kassar;
director Lina Khoury and colourist
Dima Geagea from Lebanon in addition to Nujoom al-Ghanem from
the United Arab Emirates, Malak
Rahabouni from Morocco and
Alexia Vassiliou from Cyprus.
“Parisienne” by Danielle Arbid
won Best Lebanese Feature Fiction Film. It recounts the story
of Lina, a Lebanese student who
goes to Paris in 1993 only to find

that the chaos at home was no different from what she witnesses in
the French capital. Paris, however,
offers her the opportunity to find
herself and acquire a new self-confidence.
The Best International Feature
film prize was awarded to “Quit
Staring at my Plate” by Hana Josic
from Croatia. It tells the story of
Marijana, who takes over the role
of head of the family after her
father falls seriously ill. “While
taking care of her irresponsible
mother and mentally disabled
brother, the new power constellation allows her to explore her
sexuality and her inner strength
and gives her a taste of freedom,”
a published description of the film
states.
Other prizes were Best Interna-

tional Short Film: “Orbit” by Rony
Khoubieh (France); Best Lebanese
Short Film: “Tshweesh” (“Garble”)
by Feyrouz Serhal; Best International Documentary: “Strike a
Rock” by Aliki Saragas (South Africa); and Best Lebanese Documentary: “Rasheed” by Samia Badih.
Preparations for BWFF’s second edition are under way after
the first proved to be a success,
Lahoud said, adding that 16 films
have already been submitted
BWFF took Tanit as its symbol and the Tanit of Beirut as its
prime award. Tanit is the Phoenician goddess of Carthage, known
through the ancient Mediterranean and worshipped as a chief deity.

playing concerts afterward.
“I almost attend every concert
Gawy gives. I very much like the fusion they perform and I’m a big fan
of Ahmed el-Gamal’s poetry,” said
university student Eman Fawzy.
Gawy attracted audiences from
different age groups and backgrounds and won the critics’ approval as well.

“I read a lot, watch films and
look at other poets’ writings, while
observing the people around me
going by their daily tasks. Many of
my poems reflect my own personal
life and at the same time reflect the
hardships of people living in my
country,” he said.
The band released its first album “Albek Yesaa” (“Your Heart is
Big Enough”) last year. It included
seven tracks recorded at a concert
scheduled especially for the album.
It was the cheapest way of releasing
the album.
As is the case with independent
bands in Egypt, Gawy faces production challenges.
“Our first album was self-funded
and it took us a long time to produce it due to our limited budget.
At the same time, we couldn’t
dedicate a proper budget for
marketing,” Abdel-Latif said.
“It’s true that concerts cover expenses but we make little profit that
doesn’t help us dedicate our time
only to our art,” added Abdel-Latif,
who has a day job as a software
quality controller.
Some of Gamal poems implicitly
criticise government policies and
human rights in Egypt.
“Poetry is my only weapon for
resistance. I can do nothing else
than writing. I use the talent God
bestowed on me and I write what
my conscience tells me… In fact,
we seek to achieve victory for the
human being through art,” Gamal
said.

Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.

hardships through poetry, song

The band’s soundscape is
a mixture of oriental and
Eastern music played on
a keyboard, bass guitar,
electric guitar, different
percussion instruments
and qanun.

(Marwa al-A’sar)

Imam presented such a combination in the past.
“We offered listeners a new experience combined with contemporary music,” Abdel-Latif argued.
“Our band relies mainly on a single
poet and, in most songs, I sing poems rather than lyrics like the case
with Negm and Sheikh Imam.”
Gawy, a band of ten people, had
its first live performance in September 2015 and has been regularly

“The type of art Gawy performs
is different… so is their audience,”
said music critic Mostafa Farouk.
“They mainly depend on the power
of the poetic word that is deep and
profound.”
In addition to performing their
own songs, Gawy band members
are reviving heritage by presenting
songs in Upper Egyptian accent that
mimic old folklore.
“Both Gamal and I have upper
Egyptian origins, which made us
even more interested in restoring
Egyptian heritage but with a new
touch of oriental fusion,” AbdelLatif explained.
Gamal said he draws inspiration for his poems from
different sources.

Marwa al-A’sar is a Cairo-based
journalist.

never had the honour of
meeting Rim Banna or hearing her sing in person but that
did not stop me from shedding a tear when I heard she
had succumbed to her illness
a few days after Mother’s Day. She
died March 24 in her birthplace,
Nazareth, at the age of 51 after a
9-year battle with breast cancer.
My tears were for the loss of a
Palestinian cultural icon and a
supporter of justice whose smile
lit up every photo or video I had
seen of her. Her smile transcended
borders and reached into every
Palestinian home from China to
Chile, from Finland to Cape Town.
If proof were needed of where
her biggest love lay, it came during
her funeral when mourners
movingly recited “Mawtini”
(“My Homeland”), the unofficial
national anthem of Palestine.
Banna dedicated her life and much
of her art to the homeland of 13
million Palestinians of all nationalities and faiths — Palestine.
Banna was a singer, composer,
musical arranger and activist.
She was immersed in Palestinian culture from an early age. Her
mother is poet Zuhaira Sabbagh.
Her formal musical education was
undertaken at the Higher Music
Conservatory in Moscow. That is
where she met Ukrainian guitarist Leonid Alexeyenko, whom she
married in 1991, a marriage that
lasted 19 years. She raised their
children alone from then on.
The training she had in Russia broadened her musical skills,
which she skilfully applied to
develop modern interpretations
of traditional Palestinian songs.
She was particularly successful in
using her rapporteur of skills and
talent to breathe new life into children’s songs and popular women’s
melodies without divorcing them
from their or her Palestinian roots.
Banna performed her music in a
youthful, magical manner, which
reached deep into the hearts of
her audiences. Her music has been
described as “haunting, emotional, at times bordering on kitsch.”
She said her music was a means of
cultural self-assertion.
She wrote and composed her
own songs and added melodies to
poetry, including works by
Palestinian poets such as

Mahmoud Darwish and Samih
al-Qasim.
Her message often focused on
the suffering of Palestinians. She
sang of the stolen homeland, of
the children of the refugee camps,
of the bleeding youth of Gaza on
the way to long-awaited freedom.
Where she could, Banna performed concerts, such as in Jerusalem and the West Bank. For places
she could not reach in person,
such as Gaza, she made webcasts
to reach her fans.
Banna was not only an ambassador for Palestinian music and song
but also for traditional Palestinian
dress, as she was always clad in
embroidered Palestinian clothing
and large, antique silver jewellery.
Her cultural legacy consists of
at least ten albums, stories, songs,
thousands of words, films she
appeared in and jewellery she
designed.

Banna performed
her music in a
youthful, magical
manner, which
reached deep into
the hearts of her
audiences.
Banna will be remembered for
being one of the first artists to call
for a cultural boycott of Israel. She
could not understand the hypocrisy of artists whose work encouraged resistance and called for
liberation but who also agreed to
perform in an occupying country.
She applied the occupation
theme to her battle with cancer,
describing it as the occupier in her
body. She resisted it with all her
power, despite losing her wild,
curly hair. Some of the most iconic
photographs were of her with a
shaved head, which enunciated
her big eyes and a smile that lit the
image, defiant and strong.
In 2016, Banna lost the ability to
sing after cancer ravaged her vocal
chords. Surgery could not resurrect her beautiful voice but she
could still speak. “It’s not the same
thing but I will continue to sing to
my people, as long as I breathe,”
she said then.
I bet Rim Banna is looking down
on us with her beaming smile,
happy that, even in death, she
strengthened the bond between
Palestinians and their homeland as
more of her compatriots scoured
the internet for her songs, which
they will learn and hum for years.
Farewell, Rim Banna. You are
in a better place but we promise
you that the young will not forget
Palestine and your music will
outlast us all to provide them and
generations after that, if need be,
inspiration to carry on the fight for
freedom, justice and equality.

Prolific legacy. A 2009 file picture shows Palestinian singer Rim
Banna performing during a concert in Damascus.
(AFP)
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Agenda
Dubai:
Through April 7
Global Village is a large cultural event that offers festivals,
shopping and entertainment in
an open-air theme park. This
entertainment and shopping
destination involves more than
70 countries with presentations
in dozens of pavilions. Participants can enjoy more than 50
rides and 26 restaurants offering
food from around the world.
Amman:
Through May
As part of Friends of Jordan
Festivals, Al Hussein Cultural
Centre will host a Classical Concerts Cycle with acts from Japan,
France, the Czech Republic and
other countries.
Beirut:
Through December 27
The Metropolitan Opera of New
York, the Bolshoi Ballet and la
Comedie Francaise perform
at Empire Premiere Cinemas.
Opera performances include the
music of Giuseppe Verdi and Jules Massenet in April. A show by
the Bolshoi Ballet is scheduled
for May 18 and la Comedie Francaise takes the stage April 18.
Medenine:
During April

Tourists stand in front of the Madinat Habu temple in Luxor in southern Egypt.

				

(Ahmed Megahid)

Southern Egypt temple offers unique
insight into ancient Egyptians’ faith
Ahmed Megahid

Luxor

M

adinat Habu, on the
west bank of the Nile
River in Egypt’s ancient city of Luxor,
is probably the most
reflective temple of the art, history
and faith of ancient Egypt though it
is less famous than Luxor and Karnak on the opposite bank.
There are many accounts on the
history of the temple and the reasons behind its construction.
It is believed to date to the early
18th Dynasty and, according to the
legend, it was the first place where
Amun, known as the king of gods in
ancient Egypt, was sighted.
“This is more than just a temple.
It is an important monument that
shows the artistry of the ancient
Egyptians,” said Mohamed Fahmi,
a guide who has been leading tourists into and around the temple for
several years now. “Madinat Habu
was an important religious site and
a mortuary.”
Hatshepsut and Thutmose III,
the fifth and sixth pharaohs, respectively, of the 18th Dynasty, are
said to have ordered the construction of the temple for Amun.
Years later, Rameses III, the second pharaoh of the 20th Dynasty,
expanded the temple and turned it
into a memorial site. He used it as
an administrative centre for western Thebes, whose ruins continue
to bear witness to those times in
Luxor.
Rameses III was a great warrior
and is credited with defending his
country against invading armies
in three major wars. His military
mindset inspired the construction
of a great wall around Madinat
Habu.
Saeed Mohamed, the Egyptian
Antiquities Ministry official responsible for managing the temple,
said in constructing this massive
fortified enclosure wall around the
temple, Rameses III was inspired by
fortresses he saw in Syria, which he

visited on his military adventures.
“The architectural norms Rameses III saw in Syria were a great
source of inspiration for him,” Mohamed said. “He was especially
influenced by the way Syrian fortresses were built.”
There is a belief that Rameses III
lived near the temple because of
the presence of a royal palace adjacent to the building. Close to the
sides of the temple, there are rooms
that probably housed priests and
administrative workers.
Madinat Habu, the largest memorial temple in Egypt, 320 metres
long and 200 metres wide, was connected to the River Nile through a
canal that is no longer there.
When the civil war between the
high priest of Amun and the viceroy of Kush erupted at Karnak (no
records mention the exact date),
people fleeing the war found refuge inside the great enclosure wall
around the temple.
A special feature of Madinat Habu
is that some of the original decorations on the walls retain their
first paints.

The outer walls of the temple
are covered with religious inscriptions, drawings and portrayals of
scenes from the battles of Rameses
III, especially against the Libyans, a
great source of danger for Egypt in
ancient times and the Sea Peoples.

Visitors have the
opportunity to stay at the
homes of area residents,
enjoy local cuisine and be
part of the authentic life
at little cost.
Apart from its enormous wealth
as an ancient city, Luxor’s moderate climate makes it an ideal winter
destination.
The city’s residents, however, are
its real wealth, being known among
Egyptians as kind, generous and
very hospitable. The large number of tourist
facilities suiting all budgets
makes Luxor a

location of choice for tourists seeking memorable times.
Visitors have the opportunity to
stay at the homes of area residents,
enjoy local cuisine and be part of
the authentic life at little cost.
Ahmed Sensousi, an antiquities
researcher and regular visitor to
Luxor, said Madinat Habu offers a
unique insight into the faith and religious rituals of ancient Egyptians.
“It is a great work of art and also
a study in the religions of the people who lived there thousands of
years ago,” Sensousi said. “The
great thing about it is that all those
who controlled the temple left their
mark on it and, despite this, the
place preserves its original nature
as if it is resistant to change or distortion.”
There is an entrance fee of $10 for
foreigners but access is much less
for Egyptians and Arab nationals.

The fifth Ouerghemma Folklore Festival will take place in
a Berber village in Medenine in
south-eastern Tunisia. Over ten
days, visitors will attend folklore shows of music, poetry and
dance, enjoy traditional food
and handicraft products.
Gammarth, Tunisia:
April 5-15
The 13th Jazz à Carthage, an
annual music festival, brings
together renowned international
and local musicians and fans for
concerts, lectures, exhibitions
and nightly jam sessions.
Dubai:
April 6-9
The Middle East Film and Comic
Con (MEFCC) is a multi-genre
event at the Dubai World Trade
Centre. The MEFCC showcases
comic books, movies, television programmes and related
pop culture elements, such as
anime, manga, collectible card
games, video games, webcomics
and fantasy novels. The event
focuses on regionally created
content.
Beirut:
April 14-15
Dedicated to dogs and their people, WoofFest celebrates dogs
with games, pampering, beauty
contests and talent shows.
There will also be entertainment
areas, bands and food courts.
Dubai:
May 9-13
The tenth Dubai Tango Festival
will include tango workshops
with milongas for famous tango
dancers and singers.
Rabat: June 22-30
The 17th Mawazine Festival will
take place in Rabat and feature
international and local musical
performances.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest to
travellers in the Middle East
and North Africa.

A general view of the Madinat Habu temple in Luxor in southern Egypt.		
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